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DATE

REPLYTO
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SUBJECT’:

TO:

JAN 2 IW99
EM-35 , “ I

Review of the Savannah River Site Composite Analysis .

Assistant Manager for Environmental Management, Savannah River Operations Office
Manager, Savannah River Operations Office - .

The Savannah River Site composite analysis for the E-Area Vaults and Saltstone Disposal
Facilities was submitted to the Ikw-kvel Waste Disposal Facilities Federal Review Group
(LFRG) for review and approval on November 20,1997. A review team was convened to “
conduct a technical review of the composite analysis. The review team prepared its final
report for the Savannah River Site composite analysis in June 1998. On July 23-24, 1998, the
LFRG met at the Savannah River Site to disctis the results of the review tea&’s final report.

In reviewing the Savannah River Site composite analysis and the review team repo~ the
LFRG considered the purpose of the composite analysis. The composite analysis is a
management tool whose purpose is to assist the Department in assessing the possible impacts
on the public and erivironment fiorn muItipIe soun%s at a site in order to determine where the
Department may need to focus attention or take mitigating actions. Although the LFRG
agreed with the review group in its conclusion that the current version of the Savannah River
Site composite analysis was lacking from a iite-wide perspeetjve, the LFRG also recognized
that the primary purpose of this version of the composite analysis was to assist the LFRG in
determining g ifthe E-Area Vaults and %&stone Disposal Facilities could be authorized or if . “
they contributed, in combination witi other SRS facilities, to a potential condition that may “
represent wmpliance concerns. The LFRG concluded that the wmposite analysis provided
sufficient information to determine that the subjeet low-level was@ sites operation would not
contribute signi&antIy to any wmposite effeets. Therefore, if any concerns result~
management alternatives should be directed at other sites-or sotimes of radioactive
wntamination. Although the wmposite analysis was generally adequate (with some
additions or corrections) for the .LFRG review of the E-Area Vaults and the Saltstone
Disposal Facilities, it was not adequate for assessing Site-wide wnditions. Therefore, the
Savannah River Site eornposite amdysis is approved with conditions per the LFRG ~ .
recommendation. The following conditions are to be addressed through the maintenance of o
the wmposite analysis:

1. Point of Assessment/Pathways - Based on the approved Land Use Plan and as a first step
in a more comprehensive analysis, issue an addendum to the wmposite analysis to reflect a
single point of compliance at the confluence of Upper Three Runs with the Savannah
River using the recreational scenario currently in the composite analysis.
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2.

3.

4.

2

Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis - Perform a sensitivity analysis on the radionuclides
important to the qomposite analysis and flux ratks and on the hydrologic model including
the groundwater divide and the model boundary conditions. Perform an Uncertainty
Analysis on the inventory, flux rates, and resultant dose calculations for the radionuclides
important to the composite analysis.

Source Term/Inventory - Provide a complete source term for the composite analysis to
include a complete inventory of the Upper Three Runs watershed and a reanalysis of the
source term that was arbitrarily assigned to Cs and Sr to provide a more realistic
radionuclide distribution.

Include in the addendum to the composite analysis the assumptions and justification for
the assumptioti used in the analysis.

A Disposal Authorization Statement will be issued for the”Savannah ~ver Site”disposal
facilities upon the receipt and acceptance of a satisfactory schedule for the composite analysis
maintenance plan. Please provide this schedule within 45 days from the date of this letter.
The schedule for the composite analysis maintenance plan should include the time frame for
completing the fo~lowing items:

- Disposition of all composite analysis review team comments (see attached enclosure
Appendix G & H Review comments from Composite Analysis).
Discussion of the environmental monitoring program, inclusion of envir&rnenta.1
monitoring &@ and comparison with the expected results from the composite analysis.
Inclusion of the tiormation that Savannah River Site committed to be incorporated in the
composite analysis maintenance plan over the course of the composite analysis review.

If your staff have any questions regarding this actio~ they should contact Jay Rhoderick
(301-903-7211) or Bill Murphie (301-903-7216), co-chairs of the LFRG.

&k& ~a%AwL.w
tit

/,
h.

“4+
James Fiore . ark Frei

Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary ~cting Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Environmental Restoration for Waste Management

Environmental Management Environmental Management

Attachment
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INTRODUCTION

In September 1997, the Composite Analysis (CA) for the E-Area Vaults and Saltstone Disposal
Facilities (WSRC-RP-97-3 11, Rev. O)was issued per USDOE 5820.2A and associated guidance.
Subsequently, the U.S. Department of Energy (USDOE) Low-Level Waste Disposal Facilities
Federal Review Group (LFRG) conducted a review of the CA. On January 21, 1999, USDOE
approved the CA with several conditions (J. Fiore and M. Frei Memorandum to Assistant
Manager for Environmental Management, Savannah River Operations Office, Review of the
Savannah River Site Composite Analysis, 1/21/99). The approval memorandum follows this
introduction.

This addendum to the CA has been prepared to respond to each of the conditions of approval.
Each of the conditions is stated in italicized text below with the response following. The first
four conditions are numbered as in the approval memorandum, the last three were unnumbered in
the approval memorandum but have been numbered here for ease of reference.

Per the SRS PA/CA maintenance plan (SWD-SWE-99-0057, IWUN’TENZNCE PROGRAM FOR
THE E-AREA VAULTS xlND SXLTSTONE PERFORiWNCE ASSESSMENTS, AND THE
COMPOSITE ANALYSIS, FYOO IMPLEMENTATION PLAN), Attachment 1, the information
contained in this addendum will be incorporated into the next revision of the Composite Analysis.
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1.0 Condition 1

Point of Assessment/Pathways – Based on the approved Land Use Plan and as a j?rst step in a
more comprehensive analysis, issue an addendum to the composite analysis to re$ect a single
point of compliance at the conji’uence of Upper l%ree Runs with the Savannah River using the
recreational scenario currently in the composite analysis.

Following are pertinent sections of the Savannah River Site (SRS) CA which have been revised
in response to the condition stated above. Section numbering, headings, table and figure
numbers, and references refer to the original CA document (WSRC-RP-97-3 11, Rev. O). The
complete source term for the Tires Branch watershed, developed in response to Condition 3, has
been incorporated in these revised sections.

1.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report documents the CA pefiorrned on the two active SRS low-level radioactive waste
(LLW) disposal facilities. The facilities are the Z-Area Saltstone Disposal Facility and the
E-Area Vaults (EAV) Disposal Facility. The analysis calculated potential releases to the
environment from all sources of residual radioactive material expected to remain in the General
Separations Area (GSA). The GSA is the central part of the SRS and contains all of the waste
disposal facilities, the chemical separation facilities and associated high-level waste storage
facilities as well as numerous other sources of radioactive material. The analysis considered 114
potential sources of radioactive material containing 115 radionuclides.

As shown in Table 1-1, the calculated maximum dose to a hypothetical fiture member of the
public is 1.8 rnrern/year at the mouth of UTR, the point of maximum exposure to which the
public may have access, based on the approved Future Use Plan (Attachment 2). This dose is
well below the U.S. Department of Energy (USDOE) primary dose limit of 100 mrern/year and
the dose constraint of 30 mrerrdyear. The calculated maximum collective dose to a hypothetical
future population is 0.045 person-rem/year. The radionuclides contributing the majority of the
dose are 3H, 14C,237Np,and isotopes of uranium. A former LLW disposal facility, the Mixed
Waste Management Facility (MWMF) is the major source of these isotopes. Based on the low
calculated doses, a quantitative As Low As Reasonably Achievable (AL&U) analysis of
disposal options was not deemed necessary in this iteration of the CA.

The results of the CA clearly indicate that continued disposal of low-level waste in the Saltstone
and EAV facilities, consistent with their respective radiological pefiorrnance assessments, will
have no adverse impact on future members of the public.

2.4.1 Points of Assessment

The point of assessment for the CA is the geographic location that hypothetical fiture members
of the public (both individuals and populations) can reasonably be expected to access, taking into
consideration any natural barriers and land use planning for the SRS and vicinity. Two media
could be contaminated by radionuclides contained in facilities located in the GSA groundwater
and surface water that is recharged by groundwater. Contamination of the ground surface is not
expected and thus air and soil are not routes of potential contaminant transport. A more in-depth
discussion of transport pathways is provided in Section 4.3.
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Table 1-1 Composite Analysis Results - Upper Three Runs at Savannah River

Time of Fish Total Water
Peak Ingestion Shore-line Swimming Boating Recreational Ingestion All Pathways Collective
Dose Dose Dose Dose Dose Fishing Dosel Dose2 Dose3 Dose4

Radionuclide (years) (mrem/yr) (rnrem/yr) (mrerrdyr) (mrern/yr) (rnre2n/yr) (mrern/yr) (rnren-dyr) (person-rem/yr)

‘H 62 5,9X10”2 0.0 1.1X10-3 0.0 6.0x10-2 1.2 1.3 3.2x10°2
“C 728 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.8 7.4x 10-03 1.8 4.5x 10-02
237Np 685 2,2x 10-02 5.2x 10-05 8,2x10-09 9.6x10-09 2.2xlo02 4.3x lo-02 6.5x10-02 1.6x 10-03
233u 545 3.0xlo04 7.7xlo07 8.1x10-11 9.6x10-1’ 3.0x lo-04 2.9x10-03 3.2x 10°3 8.0x 10-05
234u 383 6.9x10-03 3.1x10°5 1.3x lo-09 1.6x10-09 6.9x10°3 6.8xlo02 7.5xlo02 1.9x 10°3
235u 548 2.4x 10°4 2.4x 10°4 4.5xlo08 5.3xlo08 4.8x10°4 2.4x 10°3 2.9x10°3
236u 9.6x 10-04 3.9x 10-06

7.2x10°5
549 1.5x lo”’0 1.8x10-10 9.6x10-04 9.4x 10-03 1.0x lo-02 2.5x10°4

238 u 551 6.5x 10-03 2.6x 10°5 9.7x lo-10 1.1xlo-09 6.5x10-03 6.3x10-02 7.0x lo-02 1.8x10-03
Notes:
1 The recreational fishing scenario, which includes fish ingestion, shoreline exposure, and boating, is used to estimate the maximum dose to a

hypothetical individual.
II 2 The water ingestion dose, assuming consumption of one liter of untreated Upper Three Runs water per day, was computed to estimate::
,, collective dose to a hypothetical population.

3 To estimate population dose, it was assumed that each person in the hypothetical population would be exposed per the recreational fishing
scenario and the drinking water scenario.

4 The hypothetical population is assumed to consist of 25 adult persons.

Rev. O
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UTR and Fourmile Branch (FMB) form the northern and southern boundaries of the GSA (l?igure
2.3-2). Both of these streams remain on site until they reach the Savannah River. Both of the
streams cut into the uppermost aquifer subject to contamination from the GSA (Section 2.3.5).
UTR also cuts into the Gordon aquifer, which is the lowermost of the two aquifers subject to
contamination from the GSA. FMB is upgradient with respect to the GSA for the Gordon
aquifer. The Gordon aquifer flows northwestward under FMB towards UTR. Thus, these
streams will intercept all plumes of groundwater contamination emanating from the GSA. The
SRS Future Use Plan (Attachment 2) indicates that release of the site to the public for unrestricted
use will not occur over the time period of this analysis; therefore, on-site use by the public of
potentially-contaminated groundwater is not a reasonable expectation.

Contaminated surface water is considered a potential source of exposure to a hypothetical fiture
member of the public in this analysis. All contaminated groundwater will discharge to streams
that bound the GSA. Water infiltrating the disposal facilities under consideration, Saltstone and
the EAV, will discharge to UTR. While land-use plans are expected to restrict use of the SRS
during the time period of the analysis, the confluence of on-site streams with the Savannah River
poses a potential means of public access to contaminated environmental media. Thus, the point
of assessment for this analysis is the mouth of UTR at the Savannah River.

Even though land-use planning envisions the continual control of the SRS, consistent with current
boundaries, it is conceivable that a member of the public could gain access to the mouth of UTR
by boat from the Savannah River. Thus, the mouth of ~ at the fbrthest downstream point
where stream water remains undiluted with Savannah River water, is the point for the assessment
of potential dose to a hypothetical future member of the public.

For the assessment of potential collective dose to future populations, this analysis conservatively
assumed that a population of 25 individuals received their drinking water (1 L per day per person)
from the mouth of UTR. This population was also assumed to take part in activities defined for
the maximally exposed individual (i.e., recreational fishing).

7.1 Comparison With Dose Limits and Constraints

The peak dose to a maximally exposed individual within the performance time period of 1000
years is estimated to be approximately 1.8 mrerrdyr at the mouth of UTR. This estimated dose is
well below the primary dose limit of 100 mrern/year established by USDOE Order 5400.5
(Section 2.4.3).

In the CA Guidance document, an additional dose constraint of 30 mrern/year is used “to ensure
that no single source, practice, or pathway uses an extraordinary portion of the primary dose
limit.” The estimated dose in this CA is also below this constraint. Thus an options analysis is
not required.

7.2 Principal Sources Contributing to Dose

The major radionuclides contributing to dose in the Composite Analysis are “C, 3H, ‘7Np, and
isotopes of uranium (Section 5.5). The predominant source of these radionuclides is the M_W?Ml?,
as indicated in Table 4.4-5.

The active low-level waste disposal facilities addressed in the CA, the EAV and the Saltstone
facilities, are relatively insignificant sources of these radionuclides. The saltstone wasteform and
the naval reactor components disposed in the EAV resist leaching and the vaults control

Rev. O
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infiltration of water into the wastes. These barriers to leaching reduce and delay the release of
radionuclides to the subsurface environment. Predicted releases from these facilities during the
first 1000 years after disposal are therefore negligible and the doses attributable to these facilities
during this time period are insignificant relative to the total dose calculated for the CA.

7.3 Effects of Sensitivities

The sensitivity analysis (Section 6) shows that the results of the CA are most sensitive to the
selection of the point of assessment. The point of assessment was derived from the SRS Future
Use Plan (Attachment 2) which projects no unrestricted use of any of the current SRS lands. Near
the GSA, the dose to the hypothetical maximally exposed member of the public would only be
2.4 rnrerdyear. Given the conservatism of the current analysis, potential doses to members of the
public, even on UTR, are unlikely to exceed the dose constraint.

7.4 ALARA Considerations

The maximum peak dose of 1.8 rnrerrdyr calculated for the GSA in this analysis is considerably
lower than the dose limit (100 rnrern/yr) and dose constraint (30 mrem/yr). Thus, a quantitative
ALARA analysis of options for reducing future doses may not be warranted. Such an
assessment analyzes the cost-benefit of dose reductio~ however, if the estimated cost of the
analysis alone is likely to exceed the monetary equivalent of reducing the dose to zero, then the
assessment is not warranted.

To determine whether a quantitative ALARA analysis is warranted, a monetary equivalence of
potential dose reduction must be assigned. The USDOE recommends an equivalence in the range
from $1,000 to $10,000 per person-rem reduced. Thus, calculation of population doses
associated with the GSA was required to make this determination.

7.4.1 Population Doses

The population dose calculated for the ALARA process in this CA conservatively assumes that a
hypothetical population of 25 adult individuals is exposed to water”at the mouth of UTR. These
persons are assumed to obtain their drinking water (1 L per day) nom UTR. They are also
assumed to carry out the activities in the recreational fishing scenario used for the maximally
exposed individual.

Population doses were calculated using the LADTAP XL spreadsheet model (Hamby 1991a),
described in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. The peak dose to the hypothetical population was 0.045
person-remlyr.

7.4.2 ALARA Analysis

An AI-AM analysis calculates the cost of actions that could be taken to reduce population dose
versus the benefit of the dose reduction. However, when maximum individual doses are
calculated to be below the 30 mrem/yr dose constraint in a CA, the question becomes whether the
cost of a quantitative ALARA analysis is justified.

I

In this CA of the GSA, the maximum individual dose was calculated to be 1.8 rnrerdyr for all
radionuclides: well below the 30 mrerrdyr dose constraint. To evaluate whether an ALfUL4
analysis is warranted, population doses were also calculated. The maximum population dose was
calculated to be approximately 0.045 person-rem/yr. Using the USDOE’s estimate of monetary

Rev. O
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equivalence for dose reduction of between $1,000 to $10,000 per person-rem potentially avoided,
a maximum cost of dose reduction of $450 is calculated. This maximum cost is calculated
assuming dose is reduced to zero, at an upper-end cost of $10,000 per person-rem and assuming a
dose integration time of one year. The many conservative assumptions that went into estimation
of population dose i%rther maximizes this cost. The cost of the present analysis of the base case
exceeds this maximum cost, and thus the cost of evaluating the impact of more than one option
for the GSA is expected to greatly exceed the maximum cost. Based on this information, an
ALARA analysis is not warranted because of the low population dose potentially associated with
the presence of subsurface radionuclides in the GSA.

The conclusion that an ALARA analysis is not warranted is strongly influenced by the selection
of the time over which population dose is integrated. USDOE guidance on the dose integration
time has not been issued. Due to the conservative assumptions used in this CA, a one-year
integration time was selected.

7.5 Options Analysis

The calculated dose to the hypothetical maximally exposed member of the public of 1.8 mrem/yr
is below the dose constraint of 30 mrernlyr. Thus, per USDOE guidance, an options analysis is
not required.

.,
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2.0 Condition 2

Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis – Perform a sensitivity analysis on the radionuclides
important to the composite analysis and jlux rates and on the hydrologic model including the
groundwater divide and the model boundary conditions. Peij40rman uncertainty analysis on the
inventory, jlux rates, and resultant dose calculations for the radionuclides important to the
composite analysis.

2.1 Sensitivity Analysis - Radionuclides

The sensitivity analysis on the radionuclides important to the CA and flux rates is integral to the
uncertainty analysis, which is presented at the end of this section, and is not reproduced here.

2.2 Sensitivity Analysis – Hydrologic Model

The additional sensitivity analysis on the hydrologic model focused on the groundwater divide
(i.e., impact of remediation activities, bounding estimates of dose resulting fi-omall radionuclides
migrating to either stream) and the model boundary conditions. Each of the investigations is
presented below.

2,2.1 Impact of Remediation Activities on the Groundwater Divide Between Fourmile Branch
and Upper Three Runs within the General Separations Area

The groundwater divide behveen FMB and UTR within the “upper” aquifer zone (water table)
based on groundwater flow simulations (FIach and Harris, 1997) is depicted in Figure 2.2-1. The
shaded arrows in Figure 2.2-1 are constant in length, and therefore only show groundwater flow
direction in the horizontal plane. The divide can be affected by large-scale remediation activities
that alter surface recharge or involve groundwater pumping. Candidates include the interim
surface cap for the Old Burial Ground (OBG) applied in 1997, and pump-treat-reinject (l?TR)
operations for the F- and H-Area seepage basins scheduled for 1998. Changes to groundwater
flow following the OBG cap and long-term F- and H-Area PTR operation were simulated by
Flach (1998). The modeling results described in Flach (1998) can be used to investigate impacts
to the groundwater divide. Figure 2.2-2 shows predicted steady-state groundwater flow directions
after the three large-scale remediation operations have been in place for several years. The heavy
solid line shows the groundwater divide before remediation activities, and the heavy dotted line
depicts the divide after long-term remediation. Groundwater injection in F- and H-Area is seen to
move the divide toward FMB, whereas the decreased surface recharge over the OBG moves the
divide away from FMB towards UTR. Figures 2.2-3 and 2.2-4 are the same as Figures 2.2-1 and
2.2-2 respectively, except that vectors proportional to the rate of groundwater flow are shown.
These figures better illustrate three-dimensional aspects of the overall groundwater flow field.
Near the groundwater divide, there is a strong downward flow component. Near groundwater
discharge areas, the lateral flow components dominate.

2.2.2 Bounding Estimate of All General Separations Area Contaminants Migratingto Either of
the Streams

The sensitivity of results calculated in the SRS CA to the location of the groundwater divide was
discussed qualitatively in Section 6.4 of the CA. Following is a more quantitative analysis.

,.
,, ,
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Figure 2.2-1 SimuIated Groundwater Divide Before OBG Cap and F- and H-Area PTR
Systems; Flow Direction Illustrated by Constant Length Vectors

Groundwaterflow directions in Upper Three Runs aquifer unitj “upper” zone

Figure 2.2-2 Simulated Groundwater Divide A#er OBG Cap and F- and H-Area PTR
Systems; Flow Direction Illustrated by Constant Length Vectors
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Groundwaterffow directions in Upper Three Runs aquifer unit, “upper” zone

Figure 2.2-3 Simulated Groundwater Divide Bejbre OBG Cap and F- and H-Area PTR
Systems; Flow Direction Illustrated by Proportr”onal Length Vectors

Groundwaterfiow directions in Upper Three Runs aquifer un~ “upper” zone

\

J

Figure 2.2-4 Simulated Groundwater Divide Afier OBG Cap and F- and H-Area PTR
Systems; Flow Direction Illustrated by Propoti”ond Length Vectors
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In the CA, the present location of the groundwater divide, which lies between the MWMF and the
O13G,was assumed to be constant for the entire period of analysis. To illustrate the sensitivity of
the analysis results to the location of the divide, doses were estimated assuming that all
contaminants released within the GSA would migrate to either of the two surface streams, UTR
and FMB.

Doses in the CA are calculated fi-om the concentration of radionuclides in the streams.
Radionuclide concentrations are calculated from the flux of radionuclides to one of the streams
and the average volumetric flow of the streams. The calculated peak fluxes to the streams are
presented in Table 5.3-1 of the CA. Calculated doses at the stream mouths are presented in Table
5.5-2; doses calculated at the GSA are presented in Table 6.1-1.

The doses resulting fi-om the assumption that all radionuclides would migrate to only one of the
streams were calculated by ratio of the CA dose to the CA flux to one stream multiplied by the
sum of the CA fluxes to each stream. This method over estimates the total flux to a given stream
because it does not take into account the longer flow path from the disposal area to one of the
streams that was used in the original CA calculation (e.g., tritium flux calculated in the CA to
FMB will be attributed to UTR). This effect will be most pronounced for tritium because of its
short half-life.

For example, the tritium dose due to drinking water from UTR at the GSA, assuming all of the
sources migrate to UTR, was calculated according to the following equation:

Dose UTR+MB= FIUX~R+FMB* Dose UTR/ FIUXUTR

where Dose ~R+FMBis the dose calculated fi-omall sources,
Flux “~R+F~Bis the sum of the fluxes to each of the streams from Table 5.3-1,
Dose UTRis the dose due to tritium from only those sources that drain to UTR from Table 6.1-1,
and
Flux u~Ris the flux of tritium to UTR from only those sources that drain to UTR from Table 5.3-1

Dose IJ~R+F~B= (1.05 x 104 + 6.34x 103)* 2.4 / 1.05x 104

Dose u~R+F~~= 3.85 mremfyear

Estimated doses from the significant radionuclides are presented in Table 2.2-1.

Dose calculated from drinking water at the GSA should be compared with values presented in
Table 6.1-1. Doses calculated from the recreation scenario at the stream mouths should be
compared with values presented for all pathways in Table 5.5-2. The increase in calculated dose
is greatest for FMB due to the lower flow rate (24 cfs) compared with thatinUTR(217 cfs).

A1though the dose calculated for drinking water fi-omFMB in this sensitivity analysis is large, 64
mrendyear, it is incredible that this dose would ever be realized. First, as discussed in the
accompanying analysis of the factors affecting the location of the groundwater divide, the
migration of all contaminants to only one stream is not credible. Second, the large dose
calculated is due to tritium. As stated above, no correction was made for the decay that would
take place due to the longer flow path if this scenario were to happen. Third, the dose due to
tritium occurs very quickly (in Table 5.5-2 of the CA, the peak dose from tritium occurs at 62
years in UTR and 61 years in FMB). For the dose to be realized, the scenario of someone

Rev. O
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Table 2.2-1 Estimated Doses from Significant Radionuclides

Estimated Dose Estimated Dose Estimated Dose
From Drinking From Drinking from Estimated Dose fiorr

UTR FMB Recreation Scenario Recreation Scenario
Water at GSA Water at GSA at UTR Mouth, at FMB Mouth

Radionuclide (mrerdyear) (mrendyear) (mrerdyear) - (mrem/year)

‘H 3.85 6.37x1O’ 9.62x1042 8.50x1041
“C 2.73x1042 3.99X1O-O’ 3.28 2.88x1O*

237Np 3.84x1041 5.95 9.71X1042 9.05xlo4’
234u 2,05x10-0* 3.27 1.09X10-02 9.81x1042
235

9.26x10a3 1.51X1O-O’ 9.67x10Q 8.74x10-03
23: 3.82x1042 6.24x10-01 2.04x 1043 1.87x1042
238 u 2.33x104* 3.71 1.26x1042 1.15X1O-O’
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obtaining drinking water from FMB within 62 years would have to occur. This is incredible
because of the land use plaming discussed in the CA and because waste management and
environmental remediation activities at SRS will continue for several more decades.

2.2.3 Model Boundary Conditions

Figure 2.2-5 is a hand-drawn (not produced by computer), large-scale, potentiometric map of the
Gordon aquifer that incorporates well and stream water level data with a conceptual
understanding of groundwater flow (Hiergesell, 1999). The map includes the updip continuation
of the Gordon aquifer as the Steed Pond aquifer north of UTR. The Gordon aquifer is recharged
from the overlying UTR aquifer, and by lateral flow into the domain across the east and south
boundaries of GSA. The Gordon aquifer is discharged by UTR along the north boundary of the
GSA and lateral outflow along the west boundary. Relative to recharge and lateral flows, net
groundwater flow through the underlying Meyers Branch confining system is small. Simulated
groundwater flow in the Gordon aquifer (CA Figure 5.1-20) agrees with Figure 2.2-5 and (CA
Figure 5.1-14) which are based on measured water levels.

The no-flow boundary terminology used in discussions with the Review Team is confising and
has been subsequently clarified in WSRC-TR-96-0399, Rev. 1. The Gordon aquifer is assumed
to completely discharge to UTR from both sides of the stream, because the stream bed and recent
alluvium deeply incise the aquifer. Therefore, groundwater does not flow beneath UTR from one
side to the other. UTR fi,mctions as a groundwater flow divide for the Gordon aquifer, and is a
no-flow boundary in this sense.

Figure 2.2-6 schematically illustrates how model boundmy conditions are defined along no-flow
boundaries, such as UTR. As groundwater flow approaches the groundwater divide created by a
stream, the flow turns upward and discharges to ground stiace at seepage faces comprising the
stream bed and/or adjoining wetland areas. This physical situation is reproduced in the model by
assigning a drain bound~ condition to the uppermost nodal layer and a no-flow boundary
condition to underlying nodes, as shown in Figure 2.2-6. Therefore, no-flow boundaries actually
consist of both drain and no-flow boundary conditions.

Figure 2.2-7 is a hand-drawn (not produced by computer), large-scale, potentiometric map of the
water table that incorporates well and stream water level data with a conceptual understanding of
groundwater flow (Hiergesell, 1998). In the GSA, the water table resides in the UTR aquifer.
Alluvial deposits along FMB deeply incise the “lower” aquifer zone of UTR aquifer. FMB is
assumed to completely drain the UTR aquifer fi-om each side, such that FMB functions as a
groundwater divide as shown in Figure 2.2-7. Drain boundary conditions are specified along
FMB for surface nodes while no-flow conditions are prescribed for underlying nodes. Simulated
flow agrees with Figure 2.2-7 and CA Figure 5.1-13, which are based on measured water and
stream levels.

I

The no-flow boundary between McQueen Branch and FMB can be better justified by referring to
Figure 2.2-7, which shows the water table over a larger area than Figure 5.1-13. As shown in
Figure 2.2-7, the eastern, no-flow, boundary of the flow model crosses potentiometric lines at
nearly right angles. Although there is probably some inward flux across this boundary, the head
gradients are very small and can be neglected. Note that the simulated water table (CA Figure
5.1- 11) agrees well with Figure 2.2-7, including along the eastern boundary.
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Sordon Aquifer Regional Potendomel’ricTSurface
3

/-/

SRT-EST-99-309
R.A. Hiergesell 4~ o 4 8 Miles

,

Figure 2.2-5 Gordon Aquifer Regional Potentiometric Surface
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Prescribed
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No flOW B

Prescribed
BC

‘No

WSRC-RP-99-O0844

flow BC

Figure 2.2-6 Schematic Diagram of No-flow and Prescribed Head Boundary Condition
Specification
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m ‘-5M1es
General Separation Area Water Table Elevation

15

Figure 2.2-7 General Separations Area Water Table Elevation
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2.2.4 Uncertainty Analysis

As part of the response to Condition 2, the following uncertainty analysis on the inventory, flux
rates, and resultant dose calculations for the radionuclides important to the CA was performed. It
is presented as Section 6.6 of the CA.

6.6 Uncertainty Analysis on Inventory

An uncertainty analysis on inventory was conducted for radionuclides important to the CA. Two
general screening processes were employed to determine the most important radionuclides and
their significant sources. First, dose results were screened to determine the most important
radionuclides at each stream. Second, inventories and contaminant fluxes to the water table were
screened to identi~ the significant sources of the most important radionuclides.

After screening was completed, sampling from probability density fi.mctions (PDFs) resulted in
inventory variations at significant sources. The first realization set of inventory variations was
generated by combining the first sample inventory from each source. Repeating this process of
combining the nth sample inventory from each source generated one thousand realization sets.
Each set of inventory variations was used to generate variations in contaminant fluxes to the
water table, fluxes to streams, and hypothetical doses at the streams. Peak doses from each
inventory variation were plotted and compared with the base case peak dose.

6.6.1 Dose Screening to Determine Important Radionuclides and Associated Streams

The radionuclides most important to the CA were determined by comparing doses (born Table
5.5-2) with a threshold value of one percent of the 30 mrem/yr dose constraint (i.e., 0.30
mrendyr) established for SRS (see Section 2.4.3) . This step indicated that three radionuclides, as
shown in Table 6.6-1, are important. All three contaminants are important at FMB, but only 14C
is important at UTR.

6.6.2 Inventory and Water Table Flux Screening to Determine Significant Sources

A two-step screening process determined the significant radionuclide sources of the important
radionuclides. First, facilities with relatively low inventories were eliminated fi-om fi,uther
consideration. Second, facilities with relatively low contaminant fluxes to the water table were
eliminated.

Inventory Screening

Tritium inventories at all facilities listed in Table 4.4-2 are plotted in Figure 6.6-1. The highest
inventory is MWMF with an order of magnitude of lx 10GCi. The threshold was set four orders
of magnitude below this level at lx 102Ci. All facilities with inventories below lx 102 Ci were
screened out except for F Canyon, which was retained because its 68 Ci inventory was only
slightly below the threshold.

I

Sources represented by clear bars in Figure 6.6-1 were eliminated during the inventory-screening
phase. Sources with crosshatched bars were retained during the first screening phase. Based on
flux to water table curves shown in Figures 5.2-3 through 5.2-22, elimination of sources with
crosshatched bars was expected during the second screening phase. Sources with solid bars were
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Table 6.6-1 Radionuclides Exceeding Threshold Dose of 0.3 mrendyr

~Radionuclide I Dose~ Stream

1

1

i

IL

Notes:
! From Table 5.5-2

--. —-.

3H
14C 13.00
“C 1.80
237NP 0.70 FMB
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retained during the first screening phase and their elimination was not expected during
subsequent screening. Bar attributes for subsequent invento~ figures are identical to the bar
attributes for Figure 6.6-1.

14Cinventories at all facilities listed in Table 4.4-2 are plotted in Figure 6.6-2. The highest
inventory is OBG with an order of magnitude of lx 103Ci. The threshold was set three orders of
magnitude below this level at 1 Ci. All facilities with inventories below lx10 Ci were screened
out.

237Npinventories at all facilities listed in Table 4.4-2 are plotted in Figure 6.6-3. The highest
inventory, 12 Ci, is found in 235-F, the Plutonium Fabrication Facility. The threshold was set
five orders of magnitude below this level at lx 104 Ci. All facilities with inventories below
1x104 Ci were screened out.

237Npis a part of a decay chain that includes 24*Puand 241Am.Inventories for 241Puand 24*Amare
included in Figures 6.6-4 and 6.6-5, respectively. These two figures were used only to add to the
list of ‘37Npfacilities to consider in subsequent screening and analysis. The subsequent screening
for 241Puand 24*Amwas based on the flux of 237Npto the water table.

In Figure 6.6-4 the highest inventory for 241Puis OBG with an order of magnitude of 1X104Ci.
The threshold was set four orders of magnitude below this level at 1 Ci. The list of facilities with
inventories above 1 Ci was compared with the list of retained 237Npinventory facilities. Facilities
added to the 237Npinventory list were as follows:

● Naval Reactors
. 772-F Laboratory
● Tanks 17-20
. Tanks 25-28.

In Figure 6.6-5, the highest inventory for 241Arnis Tanks 21-24 with an order of magnitude of
1x102 Ci. The threshold was set four orders of magnitude below this level at lx 10-2Ci. The list
of facilities with inventories above lx 10-2 Ci was compared with the list of retained ‘7Np
inventory facilities. Facilities added to the 237Npinventory list were as follows:

. Naval Reactors (already added due to 24]Puinventory)
● E-Area Trenches
. Soil and Debris Consolidation Facility
. Tanks 17-20 (already added due to 241Puinventory)
. Tanks 25-28 (already added due to 24]Puinventory)
. H Process Sewer
. H Seepage Basin.

Contaminant Flux to the Water Table Screening

For the second screening step for significant sources, contaminant fluxes to the water table were
examined. Each source with a peak flux less than .001 of the maximum peak flux of all sources
(shown in bold in the Peak Flux tables below) was eliminated from future consideration.
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Fluxes to the water table derived from
figures:

Contaminant Listed
3H Table 6.6-2
“C Table 6.6-3
~37Np Table 6.6-4

Table 4.4-5 are listed and plotted in the following tables and

Plotted
Figure 6.6-6
Figure 6.6-7
Figure 6.6-8

In Tables 6.6-2 through 6.6-4, sources are grouped as to whether they were eliminated during the
inventory-screening phase, eliminated during the contaminant flux screening phase, or survived both
screening phases. Table 6.6-4 contains the inventories of 237Npparent products for those facilities that
were added to the list for fhture consideration based on their 241Amor 24*Puinventories.

Figures 6.6-6 through 6.6-8 only show the sources that passed the invento~ screen. In these figures,
sources with dark bars survived the water table contaminant flux screen, while sources without shading
were eliminated.

Screening Summary

Screening based on flux at the water table produced two unexpected sources for retention. The 235-F and
H Canyon facilities for 237Npwere the two exceptions. The 235-F facility had the highest237Npinventory
by almost an order of magnitude leading to its retention. H Canyon had the third highest inventory, but it
was retained only after slightly relaxing the screening criteria from 3.2x10-5Ci/yr (based on .001 of
HT13’s 3.2 X10-2Ci/yr flux) to 1.0x10-5Ci/yr.

All sources that were retained after screening are shown in Table 6.6-5 with the applicable contaminant.
Table 6.6-5 also contains the data qualifier for the site that indicates the level of certainty associated with
the information, with a lower value indicating more certainty.

6.6.3 Inventory Variation at Significant Sources

Approach

To examine uncertainty based on the inventory, typically a random sample is selected from an inventory
probability density fiction (PDF). A sample is selected for each source’s inventory and the samples are
combined to form a realization set. That realization set feeds two computer models. The first model
simulates transport of contaminants through the vadose zone, while the second model simulates transport
of contaminants through the aquifer, producing a concentration and dose at each stream. Inventory
sampling continues until each realization set has been selected and modeled, generating a set of doses at
each stream. The set of doses forms the basis for determining the dose probabilities.

PDFs were developed for the twelve significant sources at eight locations, as presented in Table 6.6-5.
The data qualifier provided a means to describe the inventory uncertainty. For data qualifiers 1 and 2, a
Iognormal PDF was assumed. For the rest of the sources, a logtriangular PDF was assumed. The base
case invento~ was used as the median value for each PDF. As the data qualifier increased, the
uncertainty increased and the PDF’s range of inventories increased.
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1.E-08

I.E-10

H-3 Flux at Water Table

•ilRetainedElScreened 2 ~

MWMF OBG TRIT Nawl Saltstone LAW ILV F Canyon
Reactors Vaults
combined

Release Site

Figure 6.6-6 3H Inventories for All Facilities Screened by Flux at Water Table
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.—.. —

C-14 Flux at Water Table

❑ Retained ❑ Screen 2
J
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Figure 6.6-7 14CInventories for All Facilities Screened by FIUXat Water Table
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Np-237 Flux at Water Table
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Figure 6.6-8 237NpInventories for All Facilities Screened by Flux at Water Table
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Table 6.6-2 3H Peak Flux to Water Table2

Peak Flux at Water Table

Source
Sources Eliminated During Inventory Screening
Phase
Saltstone Lysimeters
E-Area Trenches
772-F Lab
772-IF Lab
F Process Sewer
H Canyon
ETF Receipt Tank
H Process Sewer
DWPF
Low Point Pump Pit
Tank 16 Spill
Tank 37 Spill
Soil and Debris Consol.
Sources Eliminated During Contaminant Flux
Screening Phase
Naval Reactors CB/’TSand Naval Reactors Head
LAW Vaults
ILV Vaults
F Canyon
Saltstone Vaults
Sources Remaining After Both Screening Phases

OBG
TRIT

Inventory
(Ci)

7.39X10-1
8.75

1.06x101
1.Ooxlo-’
1.11X1O’

1.02
7.00X10-2
2.87x1O’
6.34x10-2
3.17X10-3
5.00X10-2
8.41x10-2
3.71X10-2

4.39X102
1.66x 106
8.80X105
6.79x1O’
1.90X104

Time (y-)

I I
Other Screen’

854
1144

23
896

Peak Flux
(ci/yr)

<1.X10-’8
9.79X10-5
8.54x10-8

9.2
3.8x10-8

Notes:
‘Peaktime from Figure4.4-2, InventoryfromTable4.4-2, Peakflux fromTable4.4-5

3FromTableL.2-1 in WSRC, 1996.13.5Ci per barrel after750 yearsdecaysto less than 1X10-’8Ci.
4FromTable4.1-3, WSRC, 1994.
5FromPATHRAE-IUD computerrun
bFromTable4.1-3, WSRC 1992.
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Table 6.6-3 14CPeak Flux to Water Table’

Site
Sources Eliminated During Inventory Screening
Phase
Saltstone Lysimeters
LAW Vaults
ILV Vaults
F Canyon
Tank 1-8
Tank 17-20
Tank 25-28 & 44-47
H Canyon
Tank 9-12
Tank 13-16
Tanks 21-24 & 29-32& 35-37
Tanks 38-43
Tanks 48-51
Soil and Debris Consol.
Sources Eliminated During Contaminant Flux
Screening Phase
Naval Reactors CB/TS and Naval Reactors Head
Saltstone Vaults
Sources Remaining After Both Screening Phases

OBG
LYSI

Inventory
(Ci)

2.53x104
1.70X10-1
2.24x 10-3
2.85x10-I
1.15X10-3
7.80x10-3
3.34X10-2
4.28x10-3
7.97X104
2.88x104
8.79x104
5.85x104
2.08x 104
9.06x10-2

Peak Flux at Water Table
Time

_(Y)
Peak Flux

(ci/yr)

I I
6.79x102 100003 3.60x10”~

6.50 Other Screeng <1.X10-’8

3.72x 103 140 1.35
3.09X103 180 1.12

1.75 180 6.18X10-2
qotes:
Peak time from Figure 4.4-2, Inventory from Table 4.4-2, Peak flux from Table 4.4-5

‘Peak time from Table L.3-1, WSRC 1996
‘From Table 4.1-3, WSRC, 1992.
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Table 6.6-4 237NpPeak Flux to Water Table’”

.4“’AmForcing i4[PuForcing PeakFlux at WaterTable
‘7Np Consideration Consideration

Inventory Inventory Inventory Time Peak Flux
Site (Ci) (Ci) (Ci) (Y) (Ctiyr)
SourcesEliminatedDuring
InventoryScreeningPhase
SaltStoneLysimeters 2.27x10+ 5.69x10-’r
SourcesEliminatedDuring
ContaminantFlux
ScreeningPhase
NavalReactorsCB/TS and Other
NavalReactorsHead 1.29x10-S 1.13XI0 1.09X102 Screen’* NA
E-AreaTrenches 8.85x10-7 2.57x10-’ 215’3 3.15X10-9
LAWVaults 8.69x10-3 C1.X10-’8
ILV Vaults 1.75X10-3 <1.XIO-’8
F Canyon 3.53X10-3 1.09X10-7
Tank 1-8 5.25x10-2 <1.X10-’8
Tank 33-34 2.11XIO-2 C1.XIO-’8

Other
F ProcessSewer 2.15x10-2 Screen’4
Tanks 21-24 2.45x10-2 2.28x104
Tanks 38-43 9.70X10-3 C1.X10-’8
Tanks48-51 1.50X104 C1.X10-’8
DWPF 1.52x10-2 4.68x10-7
Low Point Pump Pit 7.60x104 3.80x10-8
SaltStoneVaults 5.80x10-2 NR’5
Soil and DebrisConsol. 4.97x10-8 4.18x10-2
772-F Lab 1.91 1X10-’8
Tank 17-20 7.17XI0’ 4.26x102 1X10-’8
Tank 25-28 4.19X102 6.38x102 lXIO-’8

Other
H ProcessSewer 2.07x10-’ Screen’4
H Seep.Basin GW Op Unit Other

3.93X10-1 Screen’4
SourcesRemainingAfter
Both ScreeningPhases

9.59X10-2 310
OBG

9.31X104
1.57 380 1.52x10-2

HT9 3.44x10-2 610 7.89x10-3
HT13 2.04x10-2 610 3.2x10-2“
235-F Not Plotted

1.2OX1O’ 3.69x104
H Canyon 3.56x10-’ 1.10XIO-5
Xl... ---

I

L’iulcs:
‘“Peaktime from Figure4.4-2, InventoryfromTable4.4-2,Peak flux fi-omTable4.4-5
“Value is from Figure4.4-2 which is higher than 2.62x10-2shownin Table4.4-5
‘2WSRC1996,Table L.2-3 inventoryabout 1orderof magnitudebelow screenthreshold.
‘3Table4.3-5, WSRC 1998.
“Screened out during earlierportion of CompositeAnalysis.
‘sNotReported. (WSRC, 1992)only reported24’Amflux to water table of < 10x106pCi/yr.
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Table 6.6-5 Significant Sources

2-25 WSRC-RP-99-O0844

Source

OBG

TRIT

OBG

LYSI

OBG

HT9
HT13
235-F
H Canyon

I Data

t

Contaminant Qualifier
H 2

3H 2

3H 17
‘“c

14C

14C
‘“Np

237Np

237Np
237Np
237Np
237Np

2

2

1
2

2

3
3
5
5

Qualifier Title
Shipping and Disposal Record, Facility
Inventories
Shipping and Disposal Record, Facility
Inventories
Interviews with Plant Personnel
Shipping and Disposal Record, Facility
Inventories
Shipping and Disposal Record, Facility
Inventories
Peer-reviewed Technical Reports
Shipping and Disposal Record, Facility
Inventories
Shipping and Disposal Record, Facility
Inventories
Process Modeling
Process Modeling
Process Knowledge
Process Knowledge
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Parameters and distribution types describing each PDF are provided in Table 6.6-6. Case ID’s
with an N suffix are lognormal while case ID’s with a T suffix are Iogtriangular. Sampling
details are described in Appendix A.

After inventory sampling, this study deviated from the typical approach. A novel approach was
implemented to limit the number of computer runs needed to model contaminant transport. The
approach requires the recognition of two key relationships. First, total doses at a stream can be
calculated by summing the doses caused by releases from each source. Second, fluxes and doses
at a stream from a single source are linearly related to the source inventory, so relative inventory
changes produce equal relative dose changes (e.g., if the inventory doubles, then the dose
doubles).

These relationships allowed total doses to be calculated in a spreadsheet-type operation after
independently modeling the base case for each significant source. The uncertainty study required
scaling each source’s base results by the relative sample inventory (relative to the base
inventory), then summing the scaled results from all sources. The steps are shown in Figure 6.6-9
and are listed in Table 6.6-7.

Validity of Approach

The basic premises for this approach are as follows:

1) The total dose at a stream equals the sum of the doses from each source
2) The partial dose at a stream fi-omone source is a linear fimction of the inventory.

The first premise allows each source to be modeled separately. It postulates that the effects from
one source are independent of all other sources. This premise requires that the adsorption-
desorption curve be linear and that diffi.wion results be additive for multiple sources. The
transport computer program models the case for a linear adsorption-desorption curve, so the first
requirement is satisfied. Diffbsion results are not additive where plumes interact from two
sources. Vadose zone transport was modeled independently for each source, so no plume
interaction was permitted. In the aquifer, advection dominates such that diffusion becomes at
least a second or third order effect.

For a single source, the second premise allows that source to be modeled with a base case
contaminant inventory to generate a dose at the stream. After calculating the partial dose at the
stream for each source separately, those doses are summed to generate the total dose at the
stream.

To check the new approach, an initial sample equal to the base inventory was selected at each
source and combined to form a check realization set. The total check doses match the earlier CA
results that were obtained by simultaneously modeling each source.

Benefits of Approach

For a single contaminant, the new uncertainty approach requires a separate computer run for each
source. For a single contaminant, a traditional uncertain& analysis approach accommodates all
sources in a single computer run, but the traditional approach requires separate computer runs for
each realization. Because the double screening reduced the number of significant sites, the
computer runs for the new approach were substantially reduced. The computer run savings are
expressed in Table 6.6-8 for one thousand realizations.

Rev. O
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‘4
“:. 1-,
.;

.- Table 6.6-6 Input Probability Distributions and Parameters,.

1

100%
50% Probability Probability

Activity Range for Range for
Data Median Range Log-normal Logtriangular

Qualification Case Activity Factor Distribution Distribution
Value ID ArealLocation Isotope (m) & [m/f, mfj [m/f, mfj

1 lN Lysimeters ~ 1.75 2 - ~
2 2N Old Burial Ground 3H 2.1X106 5 [4.2x 105, ---

1.05X107]
2 3N Old Burial Ground “C 3100 5 [620, 1.55x104] ---
2 4N Old Burial Ground 237Np 1.6 5 [0.32, 8] ---
2 5N MWMF 3H 2,300,000 5 [4.6x 105, ---

1.15x107]
2 6N MWMF “C 3700 5 [740, 1,85x104] ---
2 7N MWMF 237Np 0.096 5 [0.0192, 0.48] ---
3 lT HLW Tanks 9-12 237Np 0.034 20 --- [0.0017, 0.68]
3 2T HLW Tanks 13-16 237Np 0.02 20 --- [0.001, 0.4]
5 3T H Canyon 237Np 0.36 50 --- [0.0072, 18.0]
5 4T 235-F 237Np 12.0 50 --- [0.24, 600]
7 5T Tritium Facilities 3H 30,000 100 --- [300, 300X10’]

Rev. O
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Table 6.6-7 SimplKled Uncertainty Approach

WSRC-RP-99-O0844

Step Number Inventory Operation Results
1 Base Sample 1,000 Sample Inventories
2 Each Source’s Model Stream Doses from Each

Base Inventory Source for Base Inventory
Analyzed
Independently

3 Sample Scale Doses by Sample Partial Stream Doses from
Invento~ / Base Each Source
InventoW

4 Sample Sum Doses for all Total Stream Doses
Sources

Check Base Sum Base Doses for all Total Stream Doses for Base
Facilities Invento~ to check against

CA results that considered
all inventories
simultaneously
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Table 6.6-8 Computer Run Savings

Number of Computer
Number of Number of Traditional Runs for New Percentage

Contaminant Sources Computer Runs Approach Savings

‘H 3 1000 3 99.7
“C 3 1000 3 99.7
237Np 6 1000 6 99.4
TOTAL 12 3000 12 99.6

Rev. O
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Total Dose Curve Generation for One Radionuclide

WSRC-RP-99-O0844

Step One: Develop PDF for Inventory and Sample

.. , ,....,... ,,,1.:,’‘!yy; ,,~.\
+ P;”;2Dj’ ; ,,:,,.:.

-:,, ,; ,:..,,:-. “.1.000InventorySamdes,:,.,,,, ,, - .. ..:.:::.

Step Two: Calculate Base Case Dose Curve from each Source by Modeling

-..7.-,.. ..... ... .. .“;- .:- “.. --, .

Step Three: Develop Partial Dose Curve from each Source Using Results from Steps 1 and 2

. . ..- ..,’
., .,: ,, ;.,

L . .

Step Four: Sum Partial Dose Curves from each Source to Generate Total Dose Curve

I +1 I
+ ~ ‘..1 +

~ 1,000 TOTAL DOSE :

v ,.,,.. -..-:..,..- ,li ,. . . . .. . J_ v

Figure 6.6-9 Simplified Uncertainty Approach
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6.6.4 Inventory Variation Sampling Results

For each important radionuclide significant source (see Table 6.6-5), the following sampling,
scaling and summing process was implemented:

1. A PDF was developed for the inventory at each source
2. One thousand independent random samples were selected fi-omthe inventory PDF at each

source

The PDF’s for each radionuclide from each significant release site are shown in Figures 6.6-10
through 6.6-12.

6.6.5 Dose Results from Inventory Variations

For each important radionuclide, the base case dose curve was generated with transport modeling.
The dose curve consists of a plot of doses at a stream versus time. After sampling each
significant source inventory (see Table 6.6-5), the samples and the base case dose curve were
combined to produce total dose curves by implementing the following method:

1. One thousand partial dose curves for each significant source were generated
2. Each partial dose curve was calculated by multiplying the base case dose curve by a

random sample inventory and dividing by the base case inventory
3. Partial dose curves for each significant source were summed to generate one thousand

total dose curves.

Thus, one thousand total dose curves were developed for the following scenarios:

3H at FMB
14Cat FMB
237Npat FMB
14Cat UTR.

The complete set of total dose curves for 14Cat UTR is shown in Figure 6.6-13. The other plots
are not shown because of the vast amount of data required for each plot.

The total dose curves for “Cat UTR slope relatively steeply from time zero to 500 years. After
that time, the slope is essentially flat for the remaining 500 years. Since Figure 6.6-13 displays a
linear dose axis, only the curves with very high values are distinct from the central mass. The
visibly distinct curves displaying the greatest values originate from a combination of high sample
inventories from the OBG and the MWMF (see Figure 6.6-11).

Peak Dose Plots

For each scenario, the peak doses from the total dose curves were collected and sorted to produce
a cumulative frequency plot. These plots are shown in Figures 6.6-14 through 6.6-17.
Additionally, sorted doses were collected in bins. These histograms are shown in Figures 6.6-18
through 6.6-21.
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Figure 6.6-10 Probability Density Function for 3H
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Inventoty Probability Density Functions for C-14
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Figure 6.6-11 Probability Density Function for “C
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Inventory Probability Density Functions for Np-237
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Figure 6.6-12 Probability Density Function for ‘7Np
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1,000 C-14 Dose Cu~es.at UTR
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Figure 6.6-13 One Thousand Dose Response Curves for “Cat UTR
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Inventory Uncertainty Analysis
H-3at FMB
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Figure 6.6-14 Peak Dose Cumulative Frequency Plot of 3H at FMB
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Inventory Uncertainty Analysis
C-14 at FMB
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Figure 6.6-15 Peak Dose Cumulative Frequency Plot of “C at FNIB
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Inventory U ncettainty Analysis
Np-237’ at FMB
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Figure 6.6-16 Peak Dose Cumulative Frequency Plot of ‘7Np at FMB
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Inventory U ncettainty Analysis
C-14 at UTR
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Figure 6.6-17 Peak Dose Cumulative Frequency Plot of 14Cat UTR
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Histogram of H-3 at FMB
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Figure 6.6-18 Peak Dose Histogram of 3H at FMB
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Figure 6.6-19 Peak Dose Histogram of 14Cat FMB
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Histogram of Np-237 at FMB
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The peak total dose cumulative frequency plot for 3H at FMB (see Figure 6.6-14) and its
associated histogram (see Figure 6.6-18) reveal an almost lognormal distribution of results. The
most important sources based on flux to the water table are the MWMF and the OBG (see Figure
4.4-2). The inventory PDFs (see Figure 6.6-10) for the MWMF and the OBG are both lognormal,
thus the results should be essentially lognormal.

The peak total dose cumulative frequency plot for 14C at FMB (see Figure 6.6-15) and its
associated histogram (see Figure 6.6-19) reveal an almost Iognonnal distribution of results,
although there appears to be a slight skew to the right. The most important sources based on flux
to the water table are MWMF and OBG (see Figure 4.4-l). The inventory PDFs (see Figure
6.6-1 1) for MWMF and OBG are both lognormal, thus the results should be essentially
lognormal.

The peak total dose cumulative frequency plot for 237Npat FMB (see Figure 6.6-16) and its
associated histogram (see Figure 6.6-20) reveal an asymmetrical distribution of results. The peak
bin occurs around 1 Ci. To the left, the distribution steps down rapidly with very little tail. To
the right, the distribution steps down more gradually with much more of a tail. The most
important sources based on flux to the water table are HT13, the OBG, and HT9 (see Figure 4.4-
4). The inventory PDFs (see Figure 6.6-12) for HT13, the OBG, and HT9 are logtriangular,
lognormal, and logtriangular, respectively, thus the results generally would be asymmetrical.

For 237Np,the total dose for all base case inventories occurs at about the 33ti percentile of
sampled peak doses. The other important radionuclides have an all base case total dose very near
the 5011’percentile of sampled peak doses. This apparent anomaly is likely caused by the
interaction of three major sources with similar peaks occurring at slightly different times and by
the mixture of log-normal and logtriangular inventory distributions. If one source’s partial peak
dose at FMB is greater than the base case peak total dose, then it does not matter what the other
partial peak doses are. Because the very high peak doses are more important than the very low
peak doses, the peak total dose curve tends to be skewed toward the higher end.

The time of the peak total dose at FMB for the base case was 476 years. The times of the peak
total doses from the uncertainty analysis ranged from 428 years to 496 years, indicating that
multiple sources were affecting the results. Table 6.6-9 shows that HTl 3 has the most influence,
but OBG and HT9 are almost as important. Table 6.6-9 also shows that the times of the partial
dose peaks are close. The time for the peak total dose decreased when OBG’S influence
increased and the time for the peak total dose increased when HT9’s influence increased.

The peak total dose cumulative frequency plot for 14C at UTR (see Figure 6.6-17) and its
associated histogram (see Figure 6.6-21) reveal an almost lognormal distribution of results,
although there appears to be a slight skew to the right. The most important sources based on flux
to the water table are the MWMF and the OBG (see Figure 4.4-1). The invento~ PDFs (see
Figure 6.6-1 1) for the MWMT and the OBG are both lognormal, thus the results should be
essentially Iognormal.
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Table 6.6-9 237NpMajor Peaks

WSRC-RP-99-O0844

r
Peak Water Table Time Peak Dose at FMB Time

Source Flux (Ci/yr) _ (Y-) (mrem/yr) (Y)
OBG 1.52x 10-2 358 ~ 364

HT9 8.28x10-3 316 1.14X10-’ 506

HT13 2.62x10-2 316 3.80x10-1 492
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1. Introduction.

The purpose of this report is to describe the methodology for generating pseudorandom
numbers from probability distributions of the current inventory of three radionuclides at
eight SRS facilities. For each radionuclide/facility combination, Jim Cook provided the
assumed distribution type, an estimate of the median activi~ level, and relative ranges that
included the best-estimate inventory level with 50% and 100°/0probability. All activities
have units of curies.

When the lognormal distribution was assumed, the mean and standard deviation of the
parent normal distribution were obtained from the input median and 50V0relative range.
When the logtriangular distribution was assumed, the median and range of the parent
triangular distribution were obtained fi-om the input median and 100% range.
Pseudorandom deviates from the parent distributions were exponentiated to produce deviates
from the desired distributions. Computational details are given in section 2.

The input parameters describing the assumed distributions are summarized in Table 1 below.
Note the correspondence between the data qualification value and the range factor.

Table 1. Input Probability Distributions and Parameters

Data
Qualifi-
cation Case
Value ID

1 IN
2 2N
2 3N
2 4N
2 5N
2 6N
2 7N
3 IT
3 2T
5 3T
5 4T
7 5T

Area&ocation
Lysimeters
OldBurialGround
OldBurialGround
OldBurialGround
MWMF
MWMF
MWMF
HLWTanks9-12
HLWTanks13-16
HCanyon
235-F
TritiumFacilities

Median
Activity

Isotope (m)
C-14 1.75

H-3 2.1 E6

C-14 3100

ND-237 1.6
H-3
C-14

Np-237
ND-237

2,300,000
3700
0.096
0.034

=

Np-237 0.02
Np-237 0.36
Np-237 12.0

H-3 30,000

Activity
Range
Factor

(f)
2

5
5

20
20
50
50
100

50% Probability 100% Probability
Range for Range for

Lognormal Logtriangular
Distribution Distribution

[m/f, mfj [m/f, mfl
[0.875, 3.5]

[4.2E5, 1.05E7] ::
[620, 1.55E4] ---

ro.32. 81 ---

2. Discussion.

2.1. Generation of Lognorrnal Deviates.

For cases lN-7N in Table 1, pseudorandom deviates were generated fi-om a lognormal
distribution for which nzfi m, and nz~are the 25Y0,50’XOand 75’%0quantiles, respectively.
The corresponding quantiles for the parent nornzal distribution are lnnz – ln~ Innz, and
lrun+ln~ The central 50V0of a normal distribution with mean, A and standard deviation,
a, is contained in the interval ~ – 0.6745a, @O.6745 oj. It follows that the parent
normal distribution has p = lnm and o= lng70.6745. If Zi is a standard normal deviate
(mean zero and standard deviation one),
lognormal deviate, ~, is obtained by

Rev. O
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q= expb + .Zio} = exp{lnm + Zi h f /0.6745} .

One thousand such lognormal deviates were generated for each of cases lN-7N. The
standard normal deviates were generated by a commercially available computer
subroutine.

The probability density fimction for the standard lognormal distribution is plotted in
Figure lb.

2.2. Generation of Lo@angular Deviates,

For cases lT-5T in Table 1, pseudo-random deviates were generated from a logtn”angular
distribution for which mfi m, and mf are the O%, 50% and 100% quantiles, respectively.
The corresponding quantiles for the parent triangular distribution are lnm – lnf lnnz, and
lnm+ln~ If ~ is a standard triangular deviate (mean zero, range [-1,1]), as shown in
Figure 2a, then the desired logtriangular deviate, M,is obtained by

One thousand such logtriangular deviates were generated for each of cases lT-5T using
the following computer algorithm:

1) Generate a standard uniform deviate, Cl-(mean zero and range [0,1]);

2) Ifu. <0.5, set ~ = @-l; othenvise, set ~ = l-~~;

3) Set ~ = exp{lnm +&lnf}.

The standard uniform deviates were generated by a commercially available computer
subroutine.

The probability density function for the standard logtriangular distribution is plotted in
Figure 2b.

Summary.

Methods have been presented for generating pseudorandom deviates from lognorrnal and
logtriangular distributions with specified parameters. The deviates, 1000 for each case,
have been transmitted to you electronically. For the purpose of graphical illustration, the
value of the probability density function (p.d.f.) corresponding to each deviate was also
transmitted.
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Figure la. Probability Density Function of the Standard Normal Distribution
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Figure lb. Probability Density Function of the Standard Lognormal Distribution
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Figure 2a. Probability Density Function of the Symmetric Triangular
Distribution in the Interval [-1,1]
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Figure 2b. Probability Density Function of the Standard Logtriangular
Distribution
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3.0 Condition 3

Source Term/Inventory – Provide a complete source term for the composite analysis to include a
complete invento~ of the Upper Three Runs watershed and a reanalysis of the source term that
was arbitrarily assigned to Cs and Sr to provide a more realistic radionuclide distn”bution.

3.1 Complete Inventory of Upper Three Runs Watershed

Residual radioactivity left in the A and M areas of SRS will eventually migrate through the
groundwater pathway and discharge to Tires Branch, and on to UTR and the Savannah River. A
study to estimate the magnitude of these impacts was undertaken to place an upper bound on
them.

Three major facilities could contribute residual radioactivity in fiture times, the closed M-Area
Seepage Basin and Lost Lake complex, the Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) Seepage Basins,
and the Savannah River Technology Center (SRTC) facility. The M-Area facilities were analyzed
as part of the site-wide Environmental Impact Statement on Waste Management Activities and
Groundwater Protection. The SRL Basins and the SRTC facili~ were analyzed using the
PATHRAE code to calculate releases and environmental concentrations of radionuclides. The
results are summarized in Table 3.1-1.

The M-Area results are taken directly from the M-kea Environmental Information Document
(l?ickett et al., 1987), using the “No Waste Removal and Closure” option, which most closely
describes the actual actions taken at the seepage basin and Lost Lake. The SRL Basin model used
the residual inventory remaining after the most contaminated upper one foot has been removed.
The basins were assumed to be bacldilled with 3 meters of material. No low permeability cap
was assumed. The SRTC model assumed that the residual contamination was contained on a 1
meter thick concrete slab with the dimensions of the central corridor of the 773-A building (i.e., it
was assumed that the radionuclides were concentrated into a smaller area than that of the entire
building).

The former processing buildings in M Area (313-M, 320-M, and 321-M) were thoroughly
surveyed and cleaned in preparation for privatization of the buildings. Estimates from surveys
conducted as part of the preparation indicate that at most a few kilograms of uranium remain in
the buildings. Because this low inventory is associated with the concrete structure, it would be
modeled using a volubility limit, thus producing an extremely low source term. Comparison with
the results fi-om247-F, which has a much higher inventory of enriched uranium, indicates that the
M-Area process buildings would have been screened out and no further calculations would have
been performed. Therefore, the process buildings were not analyzed fin-therin this calculation.

The M-Area waste tanks that contained electroplating waste fi-om the processing facilities are
now inactive. All of the waste has been removed and vitrified for disposal as mixed waste. The
disposal facility has not yet been determined; SRS has no plans to dispose.of mixed waste. The
tanks have been cleaned and are awaiting final disposition. Since the tanks are above-ground, it
is expected that they will be removed and excessed as scrap metal. Therefore, neither the waste
tanks nor the vitrified waste was analyzed fin-ther in this calculation. If the disposition of the
tanks or vitrified waste changes, the change will be addressed per the Maintenance Program for
the E-Aea Vaults and Saltstone Performance Assessments, and the Composite Analysis
(Attachment 1).
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Table 3.1-1 Estimated Peak Concentrations and Peak Times from A and M Areas

Tires Branch Upper Three Runs
Peak Concentration Peak Concentration Time of Peak

Radionuclide (Ci/m3) (Ci/m3) Concentration @r)

M Area Facilities

238u 4.4 x 10-’5 8.6 x 10-17 186

SRL Basins

239PU 3.5 x 10-’3 6.8 x 10-’5 36,000

240Pu 2.2 x 10-’4 4.3 x 10-’6 36,000

234u 1.9 x 10-’2 3.7 x 10-’4 12,700

235u 2.2 x 10-’3 4.3 x 10-’5 12,700

Z38u 2.6 X 10-12 5.1 x 10-’4 12,700

SRTC

‘H 1.2 x 10-’0 2.4 X 10-*2 120

235u 2.8 X 10-ls 5.5 x 10-18 2,500
238u 1.6 X 10-14 3.1 x 10-’6 2,500

237Np 2.8 X 10-’5 5.5 x 10-’7 3,200

239PU 7.7 x 10-’3 1.5 x 10-14 52,000

240Pu 3.8 X 10-15 7.4 x 10-17 49,000

24*PU 7.9 x 10-’6 1.6 X 10-]7 55,000

Rev. O
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Comparison of the results in the table with the results for UTR in Table 5.3-2 in the CA shows
that the contribution to UTR horn A and M Areas is many orders of magnitude less than the
contribution from the GSA.

3,2 Reanalysis of the Source Term that was Arbitrarily Assigned to Cs and Sr

Facilities where the inventory was attributed to only *37CSor 90Srwere reformulated using the
fission product distribution table in Stewart (Stewart 1985). This resulted in additional entries in
Tables 4.4-2 and 4.4-5 in the CA. The revised tables are included here (the tables have the same
table numbers as in the CA). The result is that in a few cases, additional radionuclide sources
would not have been screened out. In some cases the recalculated inventory produced fluxes to
the water table greater that the screening value of 1 x 104 Ci/year. The additional sources are
79Sein the H-Area Sand Filter, the F-Area Sand Filter and the spills at Tanks 16,37 and 8,g0Srat
the H-Area Sand Filter, and the spills at Tanks 13, 9, 16, 37, and B281-F, 99Tc at all of the
Solvent Tanks, the H-Area Sand Filter, the F-Area Sand Filter and the spills at Tanks 13,16,37,
and 8, and 1291at the H-Area Sand Filter, the F-Area Sand Filter, and the spills at Tanks 13, 16,
37, and 8.

The magnitude of the flux to the water table results for the radionuclides and facilities listed
above are less than others that were analyzed and yielded low overall impacts. The conclusion of
this supplemental work is that the omission of these sources did not affect the doses presented in
the CA.
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Table 4.4-2 Residual Radionuclide Summary

WSRC-RP-99-O0844

NavnlFuel Naval Nnwd .SolvonlTmk6
Lysbnetora MWMF RandomKAPLRowtom KAPL

O!dBUIIUI Oh!Sokent .snilslone
WI1310

C6T$
Gmmd TanksS1-S22 Lyshnotom sri TrondIos S23-S30 rind VtluilsLAw VIIUHSILV

Hond S32

BuildingNumlmr 643-7E 643.7E nod643.26E 043-7E s43.7E S43.7E 643.E 643.E 643.7E 843.7E 843.7E 001.oE 662.6E

SHOMap PagoNo, 10 10,1.3 10, G12and
Q.13 12,s-10 12,B-10 10, A-12 10 10 10 10 10 10

Onlosof Opomtkm 1978-1980 1972- 19SS 19ss-199s 1989 1994.2014 1994-2014 1952-1972 1955-1981 i982 1095-2O1E 1981-1897 1995.2015

Told Volumo Do Ou Ou

1995-2015

41.9K9 DU DU DU DU 7500 gli 26000ma Ou 246Q0ms 7404 ma

RofomncoNo. 0.23 S’49 348, a49 9.16,9-49 B4 0.20 2-20 &16 9-33 C-24 3.43,6.22 s-39 9-35 032

H-3 2.042E4w 2,34E+05 - 4.32E+02 6,67E.04 2.12E+o+ 739E.01 8.7sE400 - 1.66E+08 6.80E405

C.14 I,75E+o0 1.66E+03 1.813E+03 - 4.23E+02 1.49E+@l 3.09Et03 - 2.E2E.04 - 1.70E.oi 2.24E~3

R

A

D

I

o

N

u

c

L

I

D

E

NIW2 1.02EJ23 - .- -.

AI.26 -. .-

K.40

SC.46 3.50E.02 -

Cr-51 2.40E+04 3.74E+oI -

Mn.s4 2.19E-01 2.62E+Oi 1.20E+Q3 — 4.29E+02 1.49E+oI 5.59E+01 -

Fo.55 2.68Et05 2,98E+02 -- -.

Fe.59 2.40E+04 3.73E+01 -

CO.57 2.12E+w - -. -.

cO.5s 8.50Et04 5.94Et02 -

CO.60 2.134E+C0 1.88E+06 7.16E+04 - 3.14E+05 1.49E+02 1.66E+C13 - 7.90E.03 4,03E+12 - 6,66EtLw 1.26E+01

NI.59 -. 1.74E+03 7.96E+OI – 4.126Et02 4.46EJ31 3.71Et03 - 7.67E46 - 1.08E.61 5.68E.02

N152 2.37E+05 1,09E+04 .- 5.76E+05 4.46E+01 s,90E+05 - 7.67E.04 -

zm65 2,60EtO0 -

-.

S0.79 1.07E.IX 6.68E-23 - 3,94E.03 2.23E.07 7.21E4t 5.11E.05 1.2EE432 - 2.09E05 2.85E42 8.46E.03

Sr.S9 -. -. -. .- ...

Sr-Za 3.93E.02 1.81E+o4 1,02E+03 - 1.69Etol 5.94E.02 1,1oE+o5 7.80Et6D 2.64E.02 2,86EJ21 3.19E+C0 1.00E+02 1.47E+04

Y.w ... 1.69E+01 5.94E~2 - -. -. 7.63E+oI -.

2r-92 .- -. -. .- 2.40E+04 2.96E~ - 2.43E04 1.02E-05 - 9,94E.05 1.IEE.65 ...

21.S5 7.99E.01 -- ... 1.68EW5 1.49E+01 - -.

Nb-93m

-.

... -. ... 2.40E+04 2.23EtO0 - .- ... .-

Nb.94 2.08Etot 2.96EJ32 - -. -.

Nb.95 1.02E+o0 -- ... 4.19E+05 3.20E+01 - .- -. .- ...

Nb.95m -. ... .- 4.19E+02 – -. -. ...

Mo.63 ... ... .- 4.61E+C4 -- .- ... -. ...

Tc-99 -. 3.03E+03 2.39E-61 - 4,5sE-01 1.49E.03 2.59E+01 1,L?3E03 2.E3E+w 9.73E44 7.52E.04 3.41E.02

Ru.103

2.lsE.oi

4.14E-21 -. ... -. .-

Ru406 1.12E+03 -- 1.34E400 - 7.07E-02 1.28EW - 2.F19EQ2 1.68E.01

Rh.100

.-

... .- -. 6.89E-64 --

P&io7 -. .- 1.41E.05 7.67E.07 - 5,76E-06 -

API t Om 2.18E.05 2.27E.05 - s.94E.06 -

lfillm -. 1.E6E+04 -

sml13 1.56E+04 -
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Table 4.4-2 Residual Radionuclide Summary

WSRC-RP-99-O0844

BulldbwNumber
I

I
........

F.AronTanks

235.F 772.F lab 772”’F w (Ba;%’%s) ‘mku’5 Tmk# 17-20 T:y4~ Tank#SS3.3 w%’ Pro$%war Sandfll,om S:;:;,$:
~

hlos

235*F 772.F 772.1F 221.F NA NA NA NA 247*F 081.F 294-F DU

SKoMap PogoNo, 11,0.12 11, D1l 11, s.8 12,C3.S 13,Q.8 13,E-4 13,G-3 13,1.s 11, s-10 Cbsod 11, E.1o Cbsod

Dalesof Opomllon DU DU Ou
E@ 60s. ~u

2C05
Ou DU DU Ou 1955-13S2 1975.1990 19s4-1988

. TotalVolumo Ou DU DU DU Boo@ ~ 9~ 8CC0@ 200 gal !7,071 o DU DU Ou

RoloroncoNo. 0.52 S-46 S.4s 046 &30,B21,S.46 E20, !3-21,046 S-30.S.2!.S-46 0.30.S.21.S-413 S-51 s-22 s-45 518

R

A

D

I

o

N

u

c

L

I

D

E

Sn-121m

SIF123

S6-126 4.40E43 3.61E.07 9.17E.03 1.35E+c0 7,05E-02 3.oIE.01 5.80E.01 -

Sb125

3,06E.02 -

5.72E~7 4.62E48 - 3.71E+01 4:ooE+o0 S,74E+02 S,72E+02 - 3,93E.03 -

Sb126 I I I I I I I I I I I I
sb.12Eml I

To.12Em ! ! 230EJJ3 ! 1.S6E.04 I - ! ! ! I I I I 1.58E+OI I -
1

To.127 I I I I I I I I I !
To.127m

I

I-129 3,

C8.13S 1 .- 1 I I I 828E43 I 4.24E.04 I

1.OSE.06 I 2.45E.Q7 I 5.20E.03 I 5,ffiE.05 I 3.12E.00 I 1.S4E.05 2.57E05 - 2.08E.02 3.E7E42

CS-124 I I 8.85EJ22 5.63E.03 — 1.87E.01 1.82E-02 7.95Etu0 1.12E+01 - 4.70E+02 -

1,s5E.03 3.E7E.03 - 1,BoE.02 -

CS.137 7.00EQ1 5.65E.02 1.73E+04 2.42E+Q3 1.45E+02 8,72Et02 1.64E+03 - 6.92E+01 4.81E+03 1.49E+oi

Sn.13Tm I,S.SE+04 2.29E+03 1.37E+02 s.25E

CO-144 .- 1.23E.02 9.97E.05 7.021E&2 1.60E.02 3,21E.04 3.64E+02 I 3,57E+02 I — I I 4,16E+D0 I -. I

lsm.i51 I I 9.4sE.03 I 7

Pr-144 7.09E+02 1.60E-02 I 321E.04 3.84EW2 I 3.57E+02 - I I
Pr.144m

.-

<n9FLn4 — .-

PM.147 .- 6.s4E.02 5.12E.03 6.16E+03 6.32E+02 I 6.78EtOl 1.12E+04 I I,68E+04 - I 4.35E+02 I ..-

.66E-04 - 6.50E+OI --

[E.-152 i . I . i - - -1-. . ..1.- - I 3815.0? . I . . ., . ..- .-
SU.154 I .- 1 3,70E.02 I 2.99E-03 I - I 1.28E+02 i .01E+OI 1.35E+02 I 2,43Et02 I - I
Eu.155

2.54E+02 I --

1.23E.03 1.08E.04 I - 7.63E43 9.14E+o0 -
I

HI.IL71

Ta.lB2

.-

-. -. -. .- ... ...

Pt-2f2 w. -. .-

Pb-214 .- .- ... ...

01.214 .- -. .- ... ...

Ra.226 .- .- 8.72E-02 .- ...

Rn-228 -. .- -. .-

Ac-228 .- -. -.

m.228 .- .- ...

m.zw .-

m.231 .-

m.232 6,59EJ32 -- .-

m.234 .-

Pa-234 .-
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Table 4.4-2 Residual Radionuclide Summary

H AREA S Araa Z Araa
H.AmnTanks

Cnnyon E7’FROCQIPt~~=~:wor T* # O.,*
Tonk# 21.24, NowatiOm

TzudIN12.16 20.22,Md ~d ~,,or %OpngoBa9n
(S0pamti0n9) Tonk Tent # 23-23 Tank# 48.51 Tanks Tti!lum LowPolnl Snlk.tono

Unos 35-27 Qw op. 2AM Plccnsdng
DWPF

BL61.9wNumkor

H?34i20 PumpPii vows

221.H 241*H CB1.H M M NA NA NA DU 2944 cm 232Hm3H,234F 292.S 511.s 451.1,6,7

SiloMOPPogoNo, 15,F.5 16,F.8 17,Q.
Ii Cbsad 16,F-12 17A-5 !4,F-2 14,H+I 14,1.9 14,042 15,H.1o clod 15,2X 19,F-4 19J.5 20, Zls

DatesofDpomtbn EmiY503.2005 1977-Pr029nt 1955-1982 DU DU DU DU DU 1097-2028 1975-1990 1954-1900 195s. 2CQS 1990.22U0 1900.2CN6 1992. 2L2M

TotalVckmIo DU 1000 L Du 400gal 409 gal Zlxmgill 600 gal 1300gal DU lx DU DU Wc9gnl 50 gal DU

RefwencaNo. B46 B42 S-22 Bw, B.21,B46 B=, B.21,B48 B=, 0.21,046 B-2o,0.21s.4s Bao<B.21.S4.9 B-39 B45 8.18 0.17 B4t B41 B.23

H.s I 1.02E+o0 I 7.coE.02 I 2.87EiOl I I I I 1 I I I I 3.20E4cM I 0.24E.02 I 3.17Eu2

C.14 4.28E-D3 I - 7,07E.04 2.03E02 S,79E04 5.65E.04 2s73E+4 -

1.130E+c4

6.50E+s0

IMcI.22 1... [-.1-1 .- 1.-1..-1”. I.- 1-[-l -1-1-1-

A1.zci I I .- 1 I I I I I I I .- 1 I .- 1 I
K-60

SC-46 I I I .- 1 I I I I I I I I 1 I
Cr.sl

Mn.54 I I I I I I I I I I I‘--”- I I IFO.5S
.-

.- 1-
FO.59 ! ! I I ! ! ! I I I I I I

R

A

D

I

0

N

u

c

L

I

D

E

cO.57 I I I I I I
m.50 .-
C060 1 1,71E+o0 I 1,2-3E44 5.15E.01 I 4.78E+J31 I 2.47E+01 I 4.26Et02 3,22E+02 7.1oE41 - 2.94E+02 1.47E401

N1.

2.cQE+02

4,02E.01 1,37EJJ2 2.39E4cW 1.20E41

NI.63

2.00E.01

I I I I I I 2.97E+02 1.49E+01 2,coE+01

ZIW35 .-

sO-70 1 1.15E.c3 I I I 3,B9E.91 I 2,75E-J1 I 5.1oE.o1 2.31E-01 2.11E~ 1.06E.04 2,24E*2 2,24E41 1.17E.02 3,20E+02

1.59 ! 5.04E.2Q I - ! ! 5,20E.D1 ! 4,45E.01 I L2.B7E$11

Sr-89 .-

3r.2a 1.39E+02 4.00E.04 1.94E+01 1,67E+04 1.40E404 3,92E+04 2.00E+04 1.41E+o2 2s4E+of 3.41E403 5,35E+271 - 5.17E4u2 2.59E+03

Y-m

6.S0E+02

1.39E+02 - 1,67E+04 1.4DE+04 3,92E+04 2.00E+04 1.41Eto2 - 5.32E+04 2.66E+cd -

Zr-93 8.03EQ 1.06E-01 l,94Eto0 9.70E.D2 2.60E.01

lNb92m w-l- l-l .- 1.-1.-1.- l.- 1 -..1-1.- 1 .

Nb94 I I I I I I I I .-

Nb.95 .- .- .-
1 I .- 1.- .- =1=

.-
3.67E.02 1.34E.02

.- .-

Nb9Em .- .-

Mo.93 .- .-

Tc-99 4,28E.02 5,29EtOl 4.70E+02 8.6EE+30 3,92E400 3.62E-02

Ru.lw

Ru.1c6 8,92E+03 5,coE42 8.02Eu2 4.76E44 2,38E4c11 4,E3E4-91

Rh-lc6

1,04E-co

8,92E+03 - 8C2E-CO 4.76E-04 2.26E+01 4,a3E+Dl 1.04Eu3

Pd.107

Ag.1lam

h-l 13m

I I .- 1 .-
.-

.-

663E.02 i 6.04E.O! I 6.31E.01 I .- -%-l+% 6.50Ew4

3.3DE+04

1 -1-1...

2.57E41 I 1.02E+01 I I

5.14E.05 I 6.18Ea3 I I
7.214E45 9.55Euz

I I I

1.57E.02 i 7.85E.04 2.00EQ

5.soE.01

l—

Sri-l 13 I I I I I I I I
S*I l%m

I I I

Rev.O
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Table 4.4-2 Residual Radionuclide Summary

HAREA S Area Z Area
H-AIoaTmk3

C3nym ‘=TRdWIPtPAF;WO, Tnnk# 9-12
Tank# 21-24, New Sdvoot

(S.3pmums) T3nkm12.16 29-32,and Tf@ a 2s-43 Tnnk# 4S.51 Tanks S.amlFot07 ~a~ ‘m TIIlhnn

Une9
DWPF LowPoint San3tooo

3=7 H33.w?a GW Op. Unit Pmc.33s&lg ~P pa V3W3

BtdldixINumber 221.H 2414+ OS1.H NA NA NA NA NA Du 394-H Du 232H232H,230- 292.s 511-s 4s1-1/2,7

SIb MapPageNo. 15,F-5 16,F-6 17,G.
. . ad 16,F-12 17A-5 14S.6 14,H.2 14,1.9 14,L7-12 1S,H40 a030d 15.G1 19.F-4 19J.5 20. a-s

1
. .

1
- .-

1

5n.121m I I ! I I I I I I I

I I I 2.E3E4M I 1.2

,,
Dabs of Dpomllon Emiy503.2005 1977. Pr030n! 19EE-19S2

—.

Du DU DU DU DU 1007.2026 1975.13S0 1954-19s6 19ss-mm 1900-22G3 1926.203s 1992. 2D23

TotalVdumo DU 1000L Du 40’3s.+ *@ ~ 9~ *WJ 13mg,i DU DU DU DU looognl =93! DU

R. fmmeaN.. n.,5 m, B43 B=, 0.31,848 Ban,B.31,EM8 0.30,&wo.4e B=, B.21,B43 B=, 6.21.048 %39 B4S 0.18 8.17 84! 941 B.3’J

Sn.132
5.13E+2 2.E7E.02 2.soEto;

I I I I I I 4.5SE411 2.28E.02
Sn.i 26 1.23E.04 I - 4.12E.01 3.66E.01 5.16E41 2.13E4M 2.821Em 2.55E414 3.07E.02
.%1 25

9E.02 1.24)Ei02

I I 6.cx3E.05 I - I 4.6SE+W I 1.61E+o0 I 1,90E+02 1.76E+02 2.37E.D1 3,27E.05 3.92E.02 I 1.43E+02 7.15E+01 6.50Eicu

1.2QE+01
Is&l 2s+ll I I I I I I I I I I i 2.sQE.ot 1.20E.02

N 1.E2E+01 IE+o1 2.mEw2
To

TO.T27m
5E.02

I I I I I I I I I I I I I
1.129 7.79E.05 2.70EJJ5

1S2E.01
1.28E.01 2,14E45 1.wE.05 3.llEos

7.6SE0 -

1.26E.os 1.46E.07 1.73E.04 2.00E.02 1.54E+o0 I - 1.24E-02 6,wE.04 2.03E+01

L - I I 3422E+02 1.S2E+01 6.!xJE+o1

sb.128 ! I ! i I I I I I I

TO.125m I I e,mE.05 I I I I I I I 1.31E+ 11- 1 I 3.42E+02 I
B-127

1.?

! I 1.49E.01
---

7.4

A

D

I

0

N

u

c

R C3-124 ! ! !!! III II13,E4E.03 3.98E+N 7.70E42 4.21E+01 4.27EiOt 1.97E.02 3.92E+C0 4.71E+02

1.42E.04 1.61E.o2 ! I I I 3.sQE.02
I

L

I

D

CS.13S 3.EoE.02 3,11E.03 5,73s.02 2.S9E.03 2.3QE.OS

C8.137 2.wE+02 6.COEU3 6.07E+CX2 4.60Ei02 8.46E+02 2.15EiD2 1.i2E+02 8.40E+x7 4.mE+oi 4.81E+!x7 1,51E+Q2 -
Sa.137m

2.36EtlJ7 1.43E+02 2.65Eu14
2.40E+02 - 9.42E+02 8.LWE@2 2.02E+02 1.02E+03 7.04Euu - 2.70E+OS

C+144 1.c=3E+01 -
t .3SE+O2 -

4.39E.02 2.05E.04 6.05E+01 2.45E+02 5.05E.04 7.c6E-02 4.16E+CX2 -
Pr.M4

1.69E+C14 8,45E+02 3.20E+D2
1.IxE+o1 - 4.29E43 2.05E44 6.05E+at 2.45E+02 5.05EJJ4 -

Pr.144m
1.69EtD4 21.45E+02 .

1.62E.D1 -

Pm.147
2.04E+02 1.02E+ot -

1.22E+03 5.mE.04 - 1.20E+02 3.B4Eiol S.86E+02 s.55Euu 5.wE+co 3.62E+C0 4,35E+02 - .- 4,1SE+04 2.00E+02 3,90Euu

52EiGl - 4,121E+02 2.1oE+o1 2.mE+02

6.37E+O0 3.121E.01 5.wE+oo

55E+02 - 1.07E+D3 !i.25Eiol 6.EOE+02

Sm.151 5.42E4t 6.5
Eu.152

Eu.154 1,72E+02 1.1oE+o3 6,2@E+02 S.98EW2 2.04EtoJ 2.12E+o0 2.5

7.62E42 9,16E+O0 I - I I 8,21E+02 I 4,11E+01 I 3.20E+02
. . . . . m I I‘w
Ta4S2 .-

PLI-212

.“

.-

Pb-214

BI.214

.-

.-

Ra.226

.- .- .-

7.@3E.02 -

Ra.22s

.- .- .- .-
.-

Ac.228

.-

.- .-

?h.zzs

.- .-

1.30Ea
7W230

7h.23!

7%.232
1.20E.01

7.23E.02 8.70E-Ds 1.12E.w 2.12E44 2.62EQ s.55E.09

ZW234

.-

Pa.224
2.mE.03

3.PoE.03

I
i
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Table 4.4-2 Residual Radionuclide Summary

H.AmnTanks

Cnnyon ETF R=oIPI IJ&’!&or Tank # 9.12
Tank# 21.24, NowSofvont

Tank#13.16 2042, nod TankU38-!3 Tank # 48.51
Smd ~l,ar Swprigo Susfn Tritlmn

(Sepamtlc+ls) Tonk T@.nk6 DWPF
LowPobIt Snflslono

Lb sn 35.27 H33.H?6 CIWOp. UnH Prwossblg Pmp Pi vadb

BulkingNutior 221.H 241-H 081.H NA NA NA NA NA DU 294.H DU 232HS33H,
234H 292.s 511-3 451-1,6,7

SROMOPPogoNo. 15,F.5 16,F.6 17,G.
11

Cbsed 16,F.12 17A& 14,F.6 14,H-9 14,1.0 14,D-12 15,H40 Cbsod

Oa!nsofOpomlbrl

15,G1 19,F4 19J.5 20, a-o

E@ 509 ,977. prosont 19s5-1ss2 Du2&25
DU DU DU DU 1907-2028 1975.1990 1954-1988 1955- 200s 1996.2032 1996-2032 1992-2038

Told Volume DU 1000 L DU 403 @l 400 gal 2oooLwf 6W gal 1300!@ Du Du DU Du lcwlgd 50 gal DU

RofomncoNo. 046 0.42 043 B.30.&2w46 Wm.B2f,B.46 0.30,&2w-f6 0.30,a2w+s 0.30.521,0.40 049 0.45 0.18 5!7 B4! O-41 023

R

A

D

I

o

N

u

c

L

I

D

E

2.45E-02 I 0.70E.03 I 1.50EJJ4 I – I ! ! ! 1.52E.02 ! 7.60E.04 ! 5.210E.02

U.232 1.IOE44 9,65E.05 4.25E.05 4.55E.Ix 3.00E.06 - 1.46E.01 7.20E.02 4.50E02

U-233 7.46E-lo - 2.60E.02 3.o1E.o2 5,60EJ32 4.9sE.03 3.66E.D4 - 2.60E.03

U.224 4.44E-02 – 1.91E+I 3.20E.03 5.49E.03 2.57E42 1.60E.02 2.45E-34 -

U-235

ls2E.of - 4.60E-01 2.20E.02 2.60Eoi

6.42E.04 - 2.29E.04 1,91E.04 4.94E.04 2.E4E44 2.SJ2E05 - 1.06EJJ1 -

U.228 9,54E.03 - 4.17E.04 5,z?EJJ4 5,43E.03 3.SOE~3 4.71E.05 -

U.238

3.34E.02 1,67E.D3 -

2,80E-05 - 1.91E-01 4.42E.03 2.EIE.03 2.13E43 1.74E.03 1.16E.03 - 135E.01 - 2.00E.03

NP-237 3.56E.01 - 3.44E-02 2.04E.02

NfW29 .- 2.28E+02 5.74E+01 2.06E+03 L3.15E+D2 I,31E+03 -

PU.22S 1.00E.01 5.20E.D3 -

Po+?26 1.02E+03 4.DoE.05 3.27E.01 2.02E+D2 5,08E+oI 1.82E+03 722Et02 1,16E+C0 5,00E+01 2.36E+01

PII-239

1.16E+c4 - 129E+03 6,45Etot 4,40E+OI

6.90E+o0 1,0+2E-05 5,50E+o0 4.30E+c0 2.7SE+O0 1.68E+QI 7.95E+03 7.14E.01 1.00E+oi - 4.IXE+OO - 1.2iE+oi 6.05E.01

Pu.240

1.31E+02

3.ioE+oo — 1.99E+o0 1.07E4ca 1.19E+01 4.97E+c0 1.82E-oi - -.

Pu.241

-. 7.70E+IM 3,65E.01 320E-01

1.ffiE+02 - 3,@lEtol 4.79Eto0 6.37E+02 4.14Et02 1,07E+Q3 - 1.45E+03

Pu.242

7.25E+Oi 3.20E+01

3.15E.02 - 3.07E.03 5.1oEJ34 2.59E32 1 *CCa~ ~ q~cfi – — — —

Pu-244

1.06E42 5.20E.04 -

1 -1..-1-1 ...1... .-

..----- ------- 1 1 I 1
—.

AM.241 2.07E-M 1,06E+02 4.E2E+01 7.72E+02 3.40E+02 I 2.33E+03 I - I I 3,93E.oi I I f.86E+01 I 9.30E.D1 t ,20E+02

Am-242 .- 1 -. 2.45E42 1.23E.03 6.50E4)2

Am-242m

-.

3.02E.02 3,40E.02 521E.02 :

AIIK243

6,50E.02

. . . I .- I-..1.-I ... 1 -1...1... !7!aoF.n?

2.13E.02 I 7.84E-05 I - ! ! .- ! ! 2.47E-02 ! 124EJX2

Cm.242 I I I I I I I -. I I I I I I 6,03EJ22 I 3,02E.03 I 6,50E42

C.n.zwl .- -. ... .- -. 9 mlc.lw I

Cm-244 I I I 2,72E412 I t.t4E41 I 6.EOE02 I 4.03E41 I 2.37E-W I 9.67E-04 I 4.00E+J31 I - I .- 1 -. 1 2.80E.01 I 1.40EJ22 I 6,50E.01

CIW245 , I.- 1.04E.05 9.19E-06 2.75E-05 I ‘ ‘----
.- .-. .

Cm.246 I .- 1 I I I I I 1 . . .1.-1..-1 . . .1. . .1...1... l-l
1.WHJ5 I ti.bSt-ULl f - I I

. . . I I I I 4

lCm.248 1 . . .1. ..1...1 . . .1. ..1...1- 1 ...1..-1-1 -1- l-.-l... 1 ...1

Icws< t-l-l- 1-1-1- l-l-l- l-l—l- 1-1-1- I

ICI.252 I - I - I - I - I - I - I - I - I - I – I - I - I - I - I - I
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Table 4.4-2 Residual Radionuclide Sununary

Various Spills

‘pn’:ymk spillal Tmk 9
SPII at Tmk spillat spinat

16
spnial Tcmk3 SpUlal T6nk8 Sploat Soiland Oobrls

Tank37 B261-sF B2s1-3H CWISOl.FIXIIH)

.-——.
SRaM.v PagoNo. Ou Ou Ou

Oatesof Oponltbn Doc.32 May-57 s-

TotalVohnno ICQ@ Ou Ou

RofemncoNo. S.4,w 6.4,w 038

U.232

U.223

U.234

U.225

R U.226

A U.238

o ND.227

I

o
N

u
c
L

1

o
E

El
TBA

662* y.+

525, W27, 022,
W4

I I I !
s.5----

8.59E.02

629E.06

EIS4E-02

4zsE.07

! -. ! ! I I 5.soE-05
1

2.07E-02

3.26E.01 - 125E01

4.67E.05

2.IoE.03

Pu-244 ‘...

AIW241 3,12E.02

Anh242

Am.242m

AIm243

Crrr242 .-

Cm.243

Crrr244

Cn%245 .- , m
Cm.248 1 I I I I -.
Cm247 I I I I —

Cm.248

CI.249

CI.251
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Table 4.4-5 Results of Flux to the Water Table Calculations up to 1,000 Years

,7
,./

,.!

,,’ ,

y!]
;<$!

.-(
,,,

. f

,:.:

t

H-3
C-14
NI-59
Se-79
Sr-90
Zr-93
Tc-99
Sn-126
1-129
Cm-246
cf-252
Ra-226
Th-228
Th-230
Th-232
U-233
U-234
U-235
U-236
U-238
NP-237
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Am-241
Am-243
Cm-244

HSAND HLT9-12 HLT13-16 HLT21-24 HLT38-43 HLT48-51 E~ANKS TR.IT FSEEP
Ci/yr Cilyr Ci/yr Cilyr Ci/yr Cilyr Ci/yr Cilyr Cilyr

2.52E-02 6.30E+03
1.95E-07 7.07E-08 1.16E-07 1.36E-07 3.69E-09
8.36E-06 7.02E-06 <1OE-18 <1OE-18 <1OE-18

6.98E-04 9.73E-04 8.68E-04 1.84E-03 <lE-18 <lE-18
1.58E-04 1.22E-02 1.03E-02 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 3.84E-10

<l F.-1R--- .-
6.57E-02 1.65E-01 1.46E-01 2,58E-01 1.06E-01 9.49E-04 6.05E-05

<lE-18 4.70E-05 4.18E-05 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 <1.E-18
9.52E-04 4.08E-07 3.68E-07 6.73E-07 2.59E-07 2,83E-09 5.06E-06 6.80E-04

I I I I I I I I
1.51E-10] 2.34E-1OI 2.74E-18I <1.E-181 <1.E-181 2.73E-131 4.66E-09I I

8.16E-10 1.27E-09 4.03E-17 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 1.87E-12 1.88E-08
1.04E-15 1.62E-15 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 <1.E-18
2.36E-05 2.773E-05I 2.79E-05 <1.E-18 <1.E-18

,nm n,l 1.35E-05 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 0.00E+OO 0,00E+OO
2.47E-07 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 0.00E+OO 0.00E+OO

! 2.71E-06 <l.E-l Q /lU IQ
-.--—- .- .. -—- ,

n nnr2 . nn

I A OAR.(M I 9 ‘39E-061 1.06E-06 <1.E-1 ,.” ,- ““ -..

7.89E-(’” 1 n ‘

.lUI %1. IJ-l(JI I I U,uvlx-uu

.181 <1.E-181 0.00E+OO
<1.E-181 <l,E-18j I I 000E+OO[u> z.62E-02I 2.28E-06I

08 t n,im no 1 -’in 10 -i r!

_ 08
I 41 Rl%n<

L .7 WG-U0 <1, IJ-10 s,.D-18 <1.E-18
3.OIE-08 <l!E-18 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 0.00E+OO 0.00E+OO

... ..- -- 3.18E-05 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 <l,E-18
8.60E-17 1,34E-16 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 <1.E-18
<1.E-18 1.98E-09 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 <1.E-18

5.97E-18 7,70E-18 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 <1.E-18 0.00E+OO
I I I I I I I I

<1.E-181 <1.E-181 <1.E-181 <1.E-181 <1.E-181 i
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Table 4.4-5 Results of Flux to the Water Table Calculations up to 1,000 Years

Tank 13 Tank 9 Tank 16 Tank 37 B281-F Tank 3 Tank 8 B281-H
Spill Spill Spill Spill Spill Spill Spill Spill

H-3 2.36E-02 3.82E-02
P.l A

-----
k3e-79

■ 1 1 I 1 I I I

H 4.35E-05I 7.65E-061 1.15E-041 1.94E-04! 1.38E-06I 4.87E-061 3.49E-04I 4.131?-f)6
K ..-. — _- -.. .— -. .. --—--

Sr-90 8.84E-01 1.55E-01 7.93E-03 -;-9 19E-04 1.41E-06 6.71E-16 4.80E-14 4.23E-06
zr-93 8.20E-07 3.19E-07 7.40E-06 8.05E-06 <lE-18 <IE-18 <lE-18 <IE-18
Tc-99 3.62E-04 6.37E-05 9.58E-04 1.61E-03 1.15E-05 3.42E-05 2.46E-03 3.45E-05
Sn-126 2.41E-06 4.23E-07 6.35E-06 <lE-18 <lE-18 <lE-18 <lE-18 <lE-18
1-129 2.43E-04 4.26E-05 6.40E-04 1.09E-03 7.77E-06 2.61E-05 1.88E-03 2.33E-05
Cm-246-.. . - .-
cf-252
Ra-226
Th-228
Th-230
Th-232
U-233
U-234
U-235 <lE-18 <lE-18
U-236
U-238
NP-237
Pu-238
Pu-239 5.72E-08 5.72E-08
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Am-241
!4m-243
~- 5,4,4
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4.0 Condition 4

Include in the addendum to the composite analysis the assumptions and justification for the
assumptions used in the analysis.

Table 4-1 lists the assumptions in the Savannah River Site Composite Analysis (CA) with their
associated justification. Where the justification for the assumption is stated in the CA, or where
the justification is self-evident, the assumption was omitted from the list.
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Table 4-1 Assumptions and Justifications for the Savannah River Composite Analysis E-Area Vaults
and Saltstone Facility

Location in
CA Assumption Justification
Document

I
Page 1-1

I

Section 1.0 Summary and Conclusions
The intent of the USDOE requirement for a CA is to. ..p~epare a CA that evaluates the impact to a

hypothetical fhture member of the public from
all radioactive sources that potentially interact
with LLW disposal facilities. Therefore, the
CA considered interaction of radionuclide
sources in the GSA with the active E and Z
Area disposal facilities.

Therefore, the mouth of Upper Three Runs is
the appropriate point to assess the effect of
sources that potentially interact with E and Z
Areas.
The CA included for completeness the
assessment of the mouth of Four Mile Branch
and the Savannah River at the Highway301
bridge.

Section 2.1 Introduction, Purpose and Scope
Page 2-2/3 Z-Area and E-Area LLW-disposal facilities and

other sources of radioactive material in the
vicinity of these facilities. Total projected dose
from all sources will be compared with the
USDOE primary dose limit of 100 mrem per
year. The ALARA concept will also be
explored in terms of estimated maximum
individual doses, collective doses, and
alternative controls. For example, if projected
maximum individual dose is in excess of 30
mrem per year, an options analysis to identify
alternatives that would reduce future doses
would be explored.

consider the potential impact of other sources on the
operations of a LLW disposal facility. SRS chose to
restrict the CA to those sources within the GSA
because it is those sources that would influence
operations at the LLW disposal facilities.
Radionuclides fi-omother sources at the SRS, such as
the reactor areas, will eventually migrate through
groundwater to surface streams and will ultimately
mix with contaminants from the GSA in the Savannah
River. However, by the time the contaminants have
mixed in the River, dilution will be so great that the

I

I

I

calculated impact will be small.
The mouth of UTR is the closest point to the GSA that
a hypothetical fiture member of the public could
reasonably be expected to be exposed to radionuclides
from the GSA. tiven the current SRS land use t)lan. I
The GSA inclu~es facilities that drain to FMB & well

I

as UTR. Even though a local groundwater divide
effectively prohibits those sources which drain to I

FMB from influencing UTR, it was felt to be
worthwhile to include the analysis of the FMB
watershed for completeness since the FMB watershed
includes past waste disposal facilities. I
The USDOE guidance for conducting the CA requires
inclusion of the active LLW disposal facilities (i.e., Z-
Area and E-A-es) and other sources of radioactive
material. The guidance iin-ther requires that the total
projected dose from all of the sources determined to I
interact be compared with the USDOE primary dose
limit of 100 rnrem in a year. The guidance also
requires consideration of the ALA.FU4concept. It also I
requires development of an options analysis if the
projected maximum individual dose exceeds 30 rnrem ‘
in a year.

I
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I

Section 2.2 Description of the GSA
Page 2-3 The GSA contains major processing and waste It was assumed that several of the facilities within the

management areas that will contain residual GSA (e.g., former LLW burial grounds, seepage
radioactivity after USDOE operations at SRS basins, HLW storage tanks) would not be “clean-
cease. The areas are E Area, F hea, H kea, S closed” (i.e., all radioactivity removed prior to
Area, and Z Area. closure). Thus, it was assumed that some residual

radioactive material would remain in the GSA when
all operations and clean up activities had been
completed.

Section 2.3.5.2 Floridan Aquifer System
Page 2-23 Because of relative hydrologic isolation due to Within the GSA, the Meyers Branch confining system

the Meyers Branch confining system, only the separates the Floridan aquifer system horn the
Floridan aquifer system is of interest in the underlying aquifer systems. Because of higher
Composite Analysis of potential groundwater hydraulic head in the lower aquifer systems than in the
contamination from operations at the GSA. The Floridan system, water tends to migrate upward from
Floridan aquifer system is comprised of the the lower aquifer systems into the Floridan system.
lowermost Gordon aquifer unit the Gordon Thus, sources of radioactive material within the GSA
confining unit, and the uppermost Upper Three cannot contaminate the lower aquifer systems.
Runs aquifer, which contains the water table.

Section 2.4.1 Points of Assessment
Page 2-34 Two media could be contaminated by The PAs for the E-Area and Z-Area LLW disposal

radionuclides contained in facilities located in facilities showed very little potential for migration of
the GSA: groundwater and surface water which non-volatile radionuclides born the disposed waste to
is recharged by groundwater. Contamination the ground surface. Thus, the only potential for
of the ground surface is not expected, and thus migration is via groundwater. Due to the local
air and soil are not routes of potential hydrogeology, the two streams, FMB and UTR
contaminant transport. capture groundwater within the GSA, thus,

groundwater and stiace water are two media that
could be contaminated by radionuclides contained in
facilities located in the GSA. Although the PA for E-
&ea evaluated the migration of volatile tritium from
disposed waste, it was judged that such migration
would not contribute significantly in the CA because
of dilution resulting from the transport to the much
more distant point of assessment.

Page 2-34/5 Land-use planning for the SRS (Appendix A) The SRS Land Use Plan foresees no return of any
indicates that release of the site to the public portion of the SRS to unrestricted use by the public.
for unrestricted use will not occur over the time The Plan foresees only heavy industrial use for the
period of this analysis; therefore, on-site use by GSA. Therefore, the fiture public will have no access
the public of potentially-contaminated to groundwater within the GSA.
groundwater is not a reasonable expectation.

Page 2-35 Contaminated surface water is considered a Due to the local hydrogeology, the two streams, FMB
potential source of exposure to a hypothetical and UTR capture groundwater within the GSA. Both
fiture member of the public in this analysis. FMB and UTR drain to the Savannah River which

borders the SRS. Thus, the fiture public could be
exposed to contaminated surface water.

.

..

:,
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Page 2-35

While land-use plans are expected to restrict
use of the SRS during the time period of the
analysis, the confluence of on-site streams with
the Savannah River poses a potential means of
public access to contaminated environmental
media. Thus, the points of assessment for this
analysis are the mouths of UTR and FMB and
the Savannah River.
Thus, the mouths of UTR and FMB, at the
furthest downstream point where stream water
remains undiluted with Savannah River water,
are points for the assessment of potential dose
to a hypothetical fiture member of the public.
Additionally, the Savannah River will continue
to be a point of public access.

. . this composite analysis evaluates the dose to
a hypothetical future member of the public at
the highway 301 bridge, 20 km downstream of
the SRS.
Concentrations of radioactive material at the
mouths of UTR and FMB will potentially
include contributions from sources outside the
GSA. At the highway-301 bridge, all sources
Dfresidual radioactive material on the SRS
could potentially contribute to calculated dose.
The composite analysis, however, has only
considered the sources within the GSA because
it is those sources that could influence
decisions regarding operations of the LLW
disposal facilities.

WSRC-RP-99-O0844

The SRS Land Use Plan foresees no return of any
portion of the SRS to unrestricted use by the public.
However, the Land Use Plan does not include
restricted access to the Savannah River adjacent to
SRS. Thus, the fbture public will have access to the
mouths of UTR and FMB (the confluence of the
streams and the river) and these points are logical
points of assessment.
To provide an appropriate degree of conservatism in
the analysis, it was assumed that the public would
have access to water in UTR and FM13at the mouths
of the streams but before dilution of the stream water
with water from the Savannah River.
Since the Savannah River is now accessible to the
public and the SRS Land Use Plan does not include
restrictions on access to the River, the Savannah River
is logically a point of public access.
Dose was evaluated due to exposure to Savannah
River water at the highway 301 bridge for
convenience of comparison with data from the SRS
Environmental Monitoring Program.
Several sources of radioactive material outside the
GSA could contribute to contamination of UTR (e.g., I
M-&ea seepage basin, SRL seepage basins) and to
FMB (e.g., C-Reactor). Eventually, at the highway-
301 bridge, several miles downstream of the SRS, all I
sources of residual radioactive material on the entire
SRS would contribute to the potential dose to a I
hypothetical Mm-e member of the public.
Nonetheless, SRS decided, for this first iteration of the
CA, to only consider sources within the GSA. This
decision was made for several reasons. First, it was
judged that the sources outside the GSA would make a
relatively small contribution to the total dose. Second,
if a source outside the GSA contributed a significant
amount to the total dose and the total dose warranted
some action, the action would not involve operations
of the LLW disposal facilities. Rather, the action
would involve remediation of the contributing source.
Third, USDOE guidance is that the CA is an ~terirn I
requirement focussed on the active LLW disposal
facilities. USDOE is developing a comprehensive
environmental management systems approach which
will consider all potential sources of residual
radioactive material on a site. Thus, this fust iteration
of the CA need not include all sources of residual
radioactive material on the SRS.
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Page 2-36

Page 2-37

Section 2.4.2 T
Page 2-37

Section 3.2.4 I
Page 3-6

Two other locations were selected to assess the
sensitivity of the composite analysis to fidure
land use decisions. These locations are on
Upper Three Runs and Four Mile Branch, just
downstream of the recharge points from
groundwater passing under the GSA. These
locations were selected because they represent
points at which maximum surface water
concentrations are expected to occur.

For the assessment of potential collective dose
to fbture populations, the population within an
80-krn radius of the center of the SRS is
assumed to participate in recreational activities
at the highway301 -bridge location on the
Savannah River. Two additional locations on
the Savannah River are also used 1) 160 lan
downstream of the SRS at the Beaufort-Jasper,
SC water treatment plan~ and 2) 160 km
downstream of the SRS at the Port Wentworth,
GA water treatment plant. These locations
were selected because they represent present
populations considered in the SRS amual
environmental monitoring public report
(WSRC, 1996c).
ne of Assessment
. . the Composite Analysis for the SRS GSA
considers maximum doses that may potentially
be received by a hypothetical fhture member of
the public within a time period of at least 1,000
years. For long-lived and strongly-sorbing
radionuclides, the actual peak dose may occur
at times beyond 1,000 years due to slow transit
times in soil and groundwater. For these
radionuclides, a dose at 1,000 years is
estimated, along with a peak dose and the time
of occurrence of the peak dose.
ta Quality Objectives, DQO Development, Step
Due to the projected Composite Analysis
completion date of September 1997, no data
provided after first quarter of 1997 were used
in this Composite Analysis.

There is no way to statistically validate the
historical records; rather, many different
sources of data were exploited to limit
uncertainty.

USDOE guidance for the CA indicates that sensitivity
analysis should be focussed on land use, Alteration of
the SRS Land Use Plan to permit public access to
UTR and FMB on the current SRS reservation was
considered credible but unlikely. However, it was not
considered credible that the Plan would be altered to
allow public access within the GSA. Thus, in the
sensitivity analysis, the public was assumed to have
access to the streams up to the edge of the GSA, but
not within the GSA.
The SRS annual environmental report assesses the
potential dose to the current population within 80-km
of the SINS,which is consistent with NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.109. The report also assesses potential dose
to downstream river water users. It was decided that,.
the CA should consider the same populations.

USDOE guidance for the CA requires that doses
within 1,000 years following closure of the LLW
disposal facilities be considered. The SRS CA
calculated doses over this 1,000-year period.
Additionally, for completeness, the CA presented the
calculated maximum dose, and the time of the
maximum, for doses occurring beyond the 1,000-year
period.

: Define the Study Boundaries
To allow completion of the CA on the schedule that
had been committed to, it was necessary to establish a
time-flame after which no fbrther data would be
included. The first quarter of 1997 was selected.

Since it was judged to be impossible to develop
statistical validation of the historical data records, it
was decided to use as many diffkrent sources of data
to limit the uncertainty.
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The scope of the Composite Analysis is
confined to residual radionuclide inventories
and releases. Releases that contain no
radioactive contaminants were not considered.

Section 3.2.7 Ste~ 7: O~timize the Desin

WSRC-RP-99-O0844

USDOE guidance on the CA restricts the analysis to
radiological constituents only.

Page 3-7 I A ‘After consideration of these two alternatives, a I The cost and lengthy time that would be required to
I

program of collecting historical residual
radionuclide data for the GSA was identified
as the most effective and timely method for
compiling the initial inventory for the

characterize existing contamination by collecting
samples and analyzing them resulted in the selection
of historical data to develop the necessary source I

characterization.
Composite Analysis.

Section 4.1.1 Source Term Development, Potential Sources of Radioactive Material, E-Area
Page 4-4

Page 4-5/6

For these tanks a ~otalof 550 Ci of alpha
emitters and 11 Ci of beta-gamma emitters are
estimated to be present, based on an assumed
inventory of 25 Ci of alpha emitters and 0.5 Ci
of beta-gamma emitters in each tank. The alpha
activity is assumed to be 40 percent *wCm,50
percent 238Pu,and 10 percent 239Pu.It is also
assumed that there are 0.5 Ci of beta-gamma
emitters in each tank for a total of 11 Ci. The
beta-gamma activity is assumed to be 137CS
(Cole 1996a).
For the purposes of this radionuclide inventory
estimate a total of 225 Ci of alpha emitters and
4.5 Ci of beta-gamma emitters are estimated to
be in these nine tanks, based on an assumed
residual activity of 25 Ci of alpha emitters and
0.5 Ci of beta-gamma emitters in each tank.
The alpha activity is assumed to be 40 percent
‘44Cm,50 percent 238Pu,and 10 percent 239Pu.
The beta-gamma activity is assumed to be
‘37CS(Shappell 1996).

Since there are 22 tanks, the total inventory is 22
times the estimated average inventory. The assumed
distribution of alpha emitters is based on I
spectroscopic analysis of tank residues. The review ~
team challenged the assumption that all of the beta-
gamrna activity is ‘37CS,which is based on the solvent
tank remediation team’s analyses. The inventory has
been reassessed, based on fission-product
distributions, to estimate the inventory of a number of
other radionuclides.

I

See above.

I

I
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Section 4.1.2 F and H Areas
Page 4-8/9 The F- and H-Area Sand Filters are part of the The assumed period of operation was conservatively

off-gas system for the F- and H-Area assigned, based on operating history, to fi.dly
separations facilities. The sand filters are encompass, and slightly exceed, the actual period of
contaminated with radionuclides; therefore, operation. The distribution of fission products in the
they may contribute to the Composite sand filters is based on analysis of the air stream being
Analysis. For the purposes of this study, the filtered. The alpha activity distribution is based on the
two old sand filters were assumed to have operational history of the two facilities.
operated from 1960 through 1990 and the two
new sand filters operated from 1975 through In response to Condition 3, the fission product
1990. Measurements show that during canyon distribution was reassessed to include longer-lived
operations each of the filters accumulate a total species such as 99Tc.
of 2000 Ci/year of beta-gamma activity and 0.5
Ci/year of alpha activity. The beta-gamma
activity is assumed to be composed of 32.8
percent 106Ru,12.6 percent 137Cs,and 54.6
percent 144Ce(Sykes and Harper 1968). The
alpha activity is assumed to be composed of
‘39Puin the F-Area Sand Filter and 238Puin the
H-Area Sand Filter.

Page 4-9 Since “’Zn has a half-life of less than one year, Zinc-65 has a half-life of 244 days. Even if zinc
it will not be a significant contributor to the migrated through the subsurface environment at the
residual radionuclide inventory estimate for the same rate as tritium, it would go through several tens
tritium production facilities. of half lives before migrating to UTR. Thus, it would

have essentially decayed away.
For the purposes of this residual radionuclide The estimated residual tritium is based on the Process
inventory estimate, the amount of residual Waste Assessment prepared for the facility and the
radionuclides remaining after D&D is assumed assumption that quantities exceeding a gram of tritium
to be 10,000 Ci of tritium for each of the three would be recovered due to the value of the tritiurn.
tritium production buildings (HSU1996).

Page 4-10 For the purposes of this residual radionuclide The estimated residual waste is based on operational
inventory, the majority of the tanks are history and construction details of each tank, and the
assumed to have 378 L (100 gal) of sludge experience gained in waste removal operations to
remaining after cleaning; a few of the tanks are date. The additional inventory provided by the
assumed to have as much as 7570 L (2000 gal) ancillary equipment is based on operational history at
of sludge remaining prior to filling with grout the tank farms. The assumed sludge density is based
(d’Entremont 1997; Hester 1996a; Hester on measurements of sludge retrieved for development
1996b). Ancillary equipment such as piping of the DWPF.
and pumps will add 20 percent to the residual
radionuclide total for the tanks. The density of
the sludge is expected to be about 0.234 kg/L
(1.95 lb/gal).

Page 4-11 For the purposes of this residual radionuclide The residual radionuclide inventory is based on the
inventory, 1000 L (264 gal) of contaminated design and operational history of the tanks and the
ETF influent is assumed to remain in the ETF SRS experience in cleaning HLW tanks.
Receiving Tank afier D&D activities for the
tank are completed.
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Page 4-12

Page 4-13

Section 4.1.3 f

Using the dimensions of the ETF Basins and a
conservative estimate of 7.6 cm (3 in) of
sediment left in the basins, the residual
radionuclide contribution of ETF Basins is less
than 1 Ci; therefore, the contribution is
insignificant and the ETF Basins have not been
included in this inventory estimate.

For the purposes of this residual radionuclide
inventoW estimate, the amount of residual
radionuclides associated with the process
sewer lines was calculated by Mr. Clifford
Cole, Sr. (Cole 1996c). Mr. Cole
conservatively assumed that the highest
contamination level reported represents a
homogeneousconcentration of radionuclides in
the soil along each sewer line. Mr. Cole also
assumed that each sewer line is 1524 m (5,000
ft) long, the excavation is 3 m (10 ft) wide by 3
m (10 ft) deep, and the soil density is 1920
kg/m3 (120 lb/fl?).
For the purposes of this residual radionuclide
invento~ e~timate, 25 Ci of alpha emitters and
10 Ci of beta/gamma emitters will remain in
each tank after they have been emptied and
decontaminated For these four tanks, a total
inventory of 100 Ci of alpha emitters and 40 Ci
of betdgamma emitters is assumed. The alpha
activity is assumed to be composed of 40
percent 244Cm,50 percent 238Pu,and 10 percent
‘39Pu. The beta/gamma activity is assumed to
be due to only 137CS.
hea

Page 4-14 For the purposes of this residual radionuclide
estimate, 3,785 L (1000 gal) of typical DWPF
sludge slurry is assumed to remain in the
DWPF canyon building and 189 L (50 gal) of
typical DWPF sludge slurry is assumed to
remain in the Low Point Pump Pit ailer D&D
activities are completed.

Section 4.1.5 Suills within the GSA

WSRC-RY-99-00844

It was assumed that closure of the ETF basins would
allow no more than three inches of sediment to remain
in the basins. Using the dimensions of the basins and
the three-inch thickness, as well as the concentration
of radionuclides observed in the sediment, the
sediment could contain no more than 1 curie of
radioactivity. Thus, the basins were screened horn
further consideration.
The highest observed contamination was imputed to
all of tie soil associated with the sewer line: The
dimensions of the sewer line were conservatively
assigned.

The residual inventory is based on the maximum
observed concentration of radionuclides in the tanks
and the estimated volume of residual material. The
isotopic distribution of alpha emitters is based on
analysis of material removed from the tanks. The
assignment of the beta/gamma activity to only *37CS
was derived from the remediation work plans. The
review team challenged this assignment. A revised
assignment, based on fission product yields, is
provided in the response to Condition 3.

The volume of residual waste in the DWPF and the
Low Point Pump Pit is based on the design of the
facilities and operational history to date.

Page 4-14 I For the purposes of this residual radionuclide I One Curie is a very small ti-action of the total residual
inventory estimate, all spills with an activity of radioactive material in the significant sources (those
less than one Curie are considered to be listed in Table 4.4-2), thus, it was judged appropriate
insignificant and have not been included. to neglect sources less than one Curie.
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Section 4.1.6 Other RCRMCERCLA Sites
Page 4-16 During the course of work on the Composite Since a separate disposal facility for ER waste would

Analysis, management determined that a not be built, it was assumed that the waste originally
separate disposal facility for Environmental assumed to be consigned to the ER disposal facility
Restoration waste was not warranted. The would be disposed in the E-Area trenches.
inventories for the four facilities described
above were added to that of the E-Area
trenches.
The sediments in the streams that bound the Since the focus of the CA is the management of the
GSA, Four Mile Branch and Upper Three active LLW disposal facilities, it was assumed that
Runs, have potentially been contaminated with only those sources within the GSA would influence
radionuclides ‘released to the environment decisions on the operation of the LLW disposal
during operations at the SRS. As with other facility. If a source outside the GSA were to
potential sources of radioactive material, only contribute significantly to the CA dose, the actions
the sediments within the GSA are considered taken would be to remediate the source rather than to
because it is those sources that could influence alter operations of the LLW disposal facility.
decisions regarding operations of the LLW
disposal facilities.

Section 4.2 Excluded Sources
Page 4-17 Facilities that have never been associated with Operational histories of each facility on the SRS are

the processing, management, or disposal of known. For those facilities that are known not to have
radioactive materials or waste such as the radioactive material, it was judged reasonable to
Burma Road Rubble Pit, the H-Area exclude them from the CA.
Acid/Caustic Basin, and the 284-1OF
Maintenance Shop. Such facilities are assumed
to be free of radionuclide contamination.
Administration buildings such as oftices, Radiological control requirements to protect workers
control rooms, laundry rooms, or clothing ensure that such facilities will have little, if any,
change rooms. Although these facilities may residual radioactive material.
support other facilities that manage or dispose
of radioactive materials or waste, sufficient
controls are assumed to be in place to ensure
that these facilities are free of radionuclide
contamination.
Temporary storage facilities such as material Such facilities are unlikely to have been contaminated
staging areas, waste storage buildings or pads, to any extent. Since the facilities are temporary
or equipment storage areas. These facilities are storage or staging areas, the probability of leaking
assumed to be flee of radionuclide containers is small. Since they are storage facilities,
contamination because either the probability of radiological control requirements ensure periodic
radioactive contamination is low or they can be surveillance and clean-up of any released radioactive
completely decontaminated of all residual material.
radionuclides.

Page 4-17 Radionuclides reported as “Gross Alpha” and This is based on isotopic analysis of samples.
“Other Alpha” are assumed to be 239Pu. Additionally, the activity due to ‘*Pu is assigned to

‘9Pu to maximize the consequent dose (the half-life of
238Puis only 88 years, with plutonium’s expected high
sorption on soil, the ‘*Pu would essentially decay
away before migrating to a point of public access.

.,

,,
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Radionuclides reported as “Non-Volatile Beta”
are assumed to be 90Sr.

Radionuclides reported as “Other Beta-
Gamma” are assumed to be ‘37CS.
Radionuclides reported as “Radium” are
assumed to be 22cRa.

I
Section 4.3 Tranmort Pathwav Identification
Page 4-24

Section 4.4.3 ~

Page 4-47

factors that fimit release of tritium to the
atmosphere are likewise expected to limit “C
releases.

Based on the above observations, it was not
considered credible that any doses due to the
atmospheric pathway could come within orders
of magnitude of the 100 rnrem/yr dose
objective or the 30 mrendyr dose constraint for
the maximally exposed individual. Therefore,
the atmospheric pathway was eliminated from
further consideration, as indicated in Figure
4.3-1.
urce Term Estimates

Existing solid waste sites were modeled for
their actual time of operation. These were
1954 to 1972 for the OBG and 1972 to 1994
for the MWMF. Lysimeters were treated as
separate sources within the MWMF. The
MWMF and OBG were modeled without a
closure cap. The F- and H-Area Seepage
Basins were modeled as closed systems,
including a closure cap, beginning in 1988.

WSRC-RP-99-O0844

These assumptions are based on facility safety
documentation. The review team challenged them. A
revised assignment, based on fission product yields, is
provided in the response to Condition 3.

Because SRS has processed uranium rather than
thorium, “Radium” was assigned to 22%a, which is a
component of the uranium decay chain, rather than
228Ra,which is a component of the thorium decay
chain.

Transport of tritium and ‘“Cto the atmosphere is via
advection and/or diffision of vapor species. Thus,
factors limiting these processes (e.g., volubility in
vadose zone moisture) for tritium will also limit 14C.
The “above considerations” show that it is not
credible for the atmospheric pathway to contribute
significantly to the dose calculated to the maximally
exposed individual in the CA.

To reduce conservatism, development of the OBG and
MWMF source terms included consideration of their
actual time of operation. Since both facilities have a
detailed history of waste burials, the source term was
distributed over the operational period rather than
assuming it was emplaced at one point in time.

However, because the final closure of the OBG and
MWMF has not been determined, these facilities were
conservatively modeled without a closure cap.

The lysimeters, which are located within the MWMF,
had a shorter operational period than the MWMF.
Thus, they were modeled as separate sources within
the MWMF.

Since the F- and H-Area Seepage Basins have been
closed, they were modeled in their closed state.
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I

Page 4-49

Section 4.4.4 E

Page 4-50

Both high level waste tanks and solvent tanks
were represented as concrete monoliths, based
on the approved closure plans submitted to the
State of South Carolina. Each HLW tank was
modeled as containing the expected residual
radionuclide inventory after waste removal and
closure. Key assumptions were that the tanks
remain intact for 300 years and that infiltration
was reduced by the concrete.

Process buildings, F- and H-Area Canyons, the
DWPF, the Sand Filters and the 772-F
laboratories, were modeled as a concrete slab,
with the footprint of the existing structure,
contaminated with the assumed inventory. No
cap was assumed for these facilities.

The only spills of sufficient magnitude (total
activity >1 curie) to be considered in the CA
were associated with the high level waste tanks
(d’Entremont, 1988). The spill inventory was
added to the residual inventory of the tank
group within which the spill was located.
eluded Source Terms

The source term criterion developed as part of
the screening methodology is based on an all-
pathways dose analysis. The criterion defines
a magnitude of release to the water table,
below which associated impacts of the source
term are expected to be considerably less than
1 mrendyr.

In order to develop this criterion, it was
assumed that releases to the water table were
not diminished by sorption or radioactive
decay during transport in the subsurface, such
that a release to the water table eventually
became a discharge to a stream. Thus, a 1
Ci/yr release to the water table was considered
a 1 Ci/vr release to a stream.

Since the tanks are made of thick steel, it was judged
that 300 years was a reasonably conservative life for
the tanks. Experience with the SRS lysimeters and
PA modeling show that concrete is an effective barrier
to infiltrating water.

For this initial iteration of the CA, with
decommissioning plans for such facilities not
available, these simplifying assumptions were judged
appropriate.

This assumption was made to facilitate calculation. In
responding to Condition 3, the flux to the water table
for each of the spills, independent of the residual
inventory of the tank group, was determined.

Screening methodology should be demonstrably
conserva~ve. Since ~e petiormance objective ‘forthe
CA is 100 mrerdyear, it was felt that a screening
criterion of 1°/0of that limit was appropriate. Further,
to ensure conservatism and to facilitate the analysis,
no credit was taken for natural processes (sorption,
dispersion, radioactive decay) that would act to
diminish the radionuclide concentration during transit
fi-omthe source to the point of exposure.

,.

.,,

-.
.-
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Page 4-66

Page 4-67

Section 5.1 Pel

?age 5-4

Initially, the hypothetical individual was
assumed to obtain all drinking water (730 L/yr)
and all dietary fish (19 kg/yr) from a location
on the Savannah River just downstream of the
Savannah River Site (near South Carolina
Highway 301). The individual was also
assumed to be involved in recreational
activities (boating and swimming) on the
Savannah River at this location throughout the
year. Flow of the Savannah River at this
location is assumed to be 4000 cfs, which is
considerably lower than the average flow rate
of 10,500 cfs at this location, and thus provides
an additional degree of conservatism in the
calculated doses since dilution is
underestimated.
It is highly improbable, however, that an actual
dose would approach 1 mrem/yr at this release
rate, given the number of conservative
assumptions incorporated in development of
this criterion.
The release criterion of 10+ Ci/yr was applied
in two ways. If the total release of all sources
of a particular radionuclide to the water table
was less than 104 Ci/yr during the 1000-yr
assessment period (Table 4.4-5), then that
radionuclide was neglected for all sources in
subsequent transport and dose calculations. In
some cases, however, release of a radionuclide
with multiple sources was greater than 104
Ci/yr from a few sources, but much less than
104 Ci/yr from others. In those cases, only the
sources characterized by releases of the
:adionuclide greater than 104 Ci/yr were
?ddressed. The results are summarized in
rable 4.4-6.
IrmanceAnalysis, Hydrologic Model

Because these streams incise this unit, the
remaining groundwater moves downward
across the Gordon confining unit. Therefore,
these streams provide natural boundary
conditions for most of the UTR aquifer, and
were prescribed as discharge regions in the
groundwater model. On the west side of the
unit, hydraulic head values from a contour map
of measured groundwater elevations are
prescribed in lieu of natural flow boundaries.
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Screening methodology should be demonstrably
conservative. Even though it is unrealistic to think
that an individual would obtain his entire drinking
water supply ilom the river, this assumption is
demonstrably conservative. The assumption that the
individual consumes the average amount of fish for
this region of the country is reasonable. However, to
provide conservatism in the screening methodology, it
was assumed that all of the fish were obtained from
the Savamah River. Similarly, a conservatively low
average flow rate was assumed for the river.

The conservative assumptions include using flow rates
about a factor of two lower than average flows and
using the radionuclide with the highest calculated dose
per curie released to represent all radionuclides.

I

Since the screening criterion of 104 Ci/yr was
I

developed on the basis that such a release could result
in a dose of no more than 1 mrerdyear (1 0/0of the
dose limit), it is clear that, if the total release of a
particular radionuclide from all sources is less than the
criterion, then the radionuclide cannot contribute a
significant fraction of the dose limit and should be
neglected. In cases where the total release from all
sources exceeds the criterion, but only a few sources
cause the criterion to be exceeded, the other sources I

can be appropriately neglected.

I

The western side of the model domain does not have a I
natural flow boundary (e.g., it is not incised by
streams). Therefore, a constant-head boundary was I
imposed, using the observed values for hydraulic head i
in this region. The response to Condition 2 contains
additional assessment of the model boundary
conditions.
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Section 5.3 Surface Water Concentrations

Page 5-55 In order to calculate surface water Concentrations of radionuclides in stiace water were
concentrations of radionuclides, annual flux of calculated by simply diluting the annual flux of
radionuclides (Ci/yr) to the surface water body radionuclide from groundwater to the stream into the
must be specified, as well as flow rates of the annual stream flow. Since the methodology for dose
water body. Average concentrations at calculations from radionuclides in surface water
specified downstream locations are calculated. incorporates radioactive decay during transit from the
These concentrations do not account for point of discharge, such decay was not accounted for
radionuclide decay during transit fi-omthe ~ in arriving at the surface water concentrations.
point of discharge from groundwater, as this
decay is accounted for in the exposure and
dose calculations (Section 5.4).

Section 5.4 Exposure Scenarios

Page 5-64 Reduction of radionuclide concentrations as a The assumption of no reduction of radionuclide
result of sorption on sediment surfaces and concentration as a result of sediment deposition or
subsequent deposition, or as a result of water water treatment is appropriate for tritiurn and is
treatment, are not accounted for in the conservative for other radionuclides.
LADTAP XL model. Reduction due to
radioactive decay during transit time (t,,)
between discharge of radionuclides to the
streams and consumption of the water is
accounted for, based on an assumed average
transit time of 1.5 days.

Page 5-65 Aquatic food consumption rates are assumed to The assumed consumption rates and the time between
be a maximum of 19 kg/yr for a hypothetical fish harvesting and consumption are derived from
individual, and 9 kg/yr for the average member surveys of the regional population.
of the population (Hamby 1991a). Average
time between harvest and consumption of fish
and invertebrates is assumed to be 2 days,
during which radioactive decay may occur.

Page 5-65 Exposure to contaminated shoreline sediments The calculations are performed per NRC guidance
is addressed in the LADTAP XL spreadsheet except where site-specific modification is appropriate
model using the NRC Regulatory Guide 1.109 (e.g., longer time for sediment deposition
equations for this pathway. A factor describing representative of SRS operational history).
deposition of radionuclides on sediment was
derived from empirical data obtained from the
Columbia River. Ashore-width factor of 0.2
(NRC 1977), also derived from experimental
data, is used to represent the II-actionof
exposure to an infinite plane source estimated
for shoreline exposures. Unlike the Regulatory
Guide 1.109, which assumes a buildup time of
15 years, the LADTAP XL spreadsheet
assumes the shoreline sediments have been
exposed to the calculated radionuclide
concentrations for 40 years (t~),corresponding
to the approximate operating period of SRS
facilities.

,.
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Page 5-66 In the LADTA-PXL spreadsheet, the I The exposure times were selected to be consistent
I hypothetical individuals and populations are I With values obtained inmrveysofthe local populace.

assumed to participate in swimming and
boating activities for periods of time (Q
consistent with those reported by Hamby
(1991b). The time spent by a hypothetical
individual swimming and boating is assumed
to be 1.0x10-3w (8.9 hr) and 2.4x10-3yr (21
hr), respectively. The population is assumed to
spend 18 person-yr swimming and 126 person-
yr boating.

Section 6.1 Sensitivity Analysis, Sensitivity to Point of Assessment

Page 6-1 To understand the sensitivity of the results of
this analysis to the point of assessment, doses
associated with ingestion of water from Upper
Three Runs (UTR) and Fourrnile Branch
(FMB) were calculated (Section 5.5). The
calculated drinking water doses assume an
ingestion rate of 730 L/yr, which corresponds
to the rate for a maximally-exposed individual.
These doses do not include recreational
pathways (i.e., swimming, boating, shoreline)
or the fish consumption pathway because
recreation and fishing on these smaller streams
are not considered realistic activities. Average
flows of these streams at the GSA are

approximately 6 m31s for UTR and 0.4 m31s
for FMB. These low flows are not expected to
support large enough populations of fish to
constitute a significant fraction of the diet of
any user of the streams.

Section 6.2 Sensitivity to Stream Flow

Page 6-3 Doses calculated at the points of assessment in
the mouths of UTR and FMB (Section 5.5.2)
are based on the average flow of these streams.
To assess the sensitivity of the results to
changes on stream flow, doses were also
calculated for the minimum and maximum
average annual flows

The drinking water scenario, although unrealistic, was
selected to provide a simple, conservative analysis
that would illustrate the sensitivity to, and need for,
land use controls.

Since doses are based on a year of exposure, it was
judged that the maximum annual flow rate was most
appropriate rather than the maximum flow rate over a
shorter period (e.g., instantaneous, monthly).

I
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Section 7.4.1 Interpretation of Results, ALARA Considerations, Population Doses

Page 7-3

Page 7-314

The population doses calculated for the
ALARA process in this composite analysis
consider the populations served by the City of
Savannah Industrial and Domestic Water
Supply Plant (formerly Cherokee Hill Water
Treatment Plant), near Port Wentworth,
Georgia (10,000 persons), by the Beaufort-
Jasper Water Treatment Plant, near Beaufort,
South Carolina (60,000 persons), and the
population in a 80-km (50-mile) radius of the
SRS which may participate in recreational and
commercial usage of the Savannah River
(620,000 persons). Exposure to radionuclides
of populations served by treatment plants is
assumed to take place as a result of drinking
water at concentrations found at the location of
the plants, which are approximately 160 km
downstream of the SRS. Exposure of the
population in the 80-km radius is assumed to
occur as a result of harvest of aquatic fish and
invertebrates, and as a result of shoreline
activities, swirnrning, and boating. Ingestion of
contaminated water by members of this
population is assumed to be negligible. The
concentration of radionuclides in river water
for the 80-km radius population is assumed to
be the concentration 20 km downstream of the
SRS (at Highway 301) - the same location
assumed for the maximally-exposed individual
(Section 5.3).
The flow rate of the Savannah River at the
location of these plants is assumed to be
13,000 cfs, which is the estimated average flow
rate for this location (Hamby 1991b). A travel
time of 4 days for radionuclides leaving the
SRS before consumption is assumed, which
includes transit down the Savannah River and
residence in the water treatment system.
Individuals in the population exposed are
assumed to, on the average, consume water at a
rate of 370 L/w.

I%eassumptions regarding river water usage for
;ommunity drinking water supplies are reasonable
because such use is currently taking place.

l%e exposure of the 80-krn population via a
recreational scenario (harvest of aquatic fish and
invertebrates, and as a result of shoreline activities,
nvimming, and boating) is reasonable, based on
mrrent activities of this population.

The 4-dav transit time is based on studies of the travel
time for ~onservative (i.e., non-sorbing) contaminants
from SRS streams to the Savannah River estuary. The
average water consumption rate is based on studies in
the literature where dietary intake was determined by
population surveys.
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Section 7.4.2 ALAIL4 Analysis

Page 7-5

Notes:

This maximum cost is calculated assuming
dose is reduced to zero, at an upper-end c~st of
$10,000 per person-rem and assuming a dose
integration time of one year. The many
conservative assumptions that went into
estimation of population dose fhrther
maximizes this cost.

For conservatism in the analysis (i.e., to maximize the
cost benefit of actions potentially taken), it was
assumed that the action would reduce the dose to zero,
rather than a fraction of the base case dose (i.e., 25Yo).
Similarly, the maximum dollar equivalent of
collective dose, $10,000 per person-rem,
recommended by USDOE was used to maximize the
calculated benefit.

Acronyms are generally not spelled out in the table due to space limitations. The Assumption column in the table may contain acronyms that are spelled out since thi:
column represents direct quotations fmm the CA document. The following acronyms are used in the table.

ALARA As Low As Reasonably Achievable
CA Composite Analysis
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
D&D Decontamination and Demolition
USDOE U.S. Department of Energy
DQO Data Quality Objectives
DWPF Defense Waste Processing Facility
EAv E-Area Vaults
EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
FMB Fourmile Branch
GSA General Separations Area
HLW High-Level Waste
HQ Headquarters
ILT Intermediate-Level Trench
LAW Low-Activity Waste
LFRG Low-Level Waste Facilities Federal Review Group
LLW Low-Level Waste
MCL Maximum Contaminant Level
NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
OBG Old Burial Ground
PA Performance Assessment
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
ROD Record of Decision
SRL Savannah River Laboratory
SRS Savannah River Site
SRTC Savannah River Technology Center
UTR Upper Three Runs
WSRC Westinghouse Savannah River Company
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5.0 Condition 5

Disposition of all composite analysis review team comments (see attached enclosure Appendix G
& HReview commentsj?om Composite Analysis).

Appendices G and H from the Review Team Comments are not included with this SA. Table 5-1
is a compilation of the Review Team Comments taken from Appendix H of their report. The
table lists each comment and the action that will be taken on that comment.
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Table 5-1 Review Team Comment Disposition

INVENTORY AND SOURCE TERM DEVELOPMENT

Corn. No. Comment Action
1 The purpose of the CA is to determine the The inventory has been revised to

affect from all potential sources of exposure include all significant sources in
to the offsite receptor from sources that are A and M Areas. See response to
reasonably expected to have become Condition 3.
commingled with those fi-omLLW disposal
operations. The identification of those
sources which contribute to the invento~
considered in the CA is not presented in a
clear or logical reamer. As a result, the
exclusion of potential sources of radioactivity
outside of the GSA which could interact with
the wastes disposed of in E-Area and Z-Area
is not justified. Subsequent to the site visit,
additional material was provided (Letter fi-om
W. L. Nell to Jeff Perry 4/21/98) to identi~ ,
the additional inventory in M-Area and Tim’s
Branch which could contribute to the potential
future doses associated with the GSA. This
additional material does not appear to include
all of the potential sources in M-Area which
could contribute to the potential fiture doses
fi-omthe GSA. Most notable is the lack of
mention of the numerous tanks of sludge and
other radioactive materials in M-Area.
Consequently, there is no basis to conclude
the inventory has been rigorously estimated in
the CA.

2 In a number of cases, nuclides were The inventory has been revised to
incorrectly reported or activity was assigned include all radionuclides in
to nuclides without sufficient justification. sources that had been assigned to
Examples include: (d’Entremont, 1988) - For only ‘OSrand ‘37CS.See response
the high level waste spills reported in this to Condition 3.
reference, all curies were attributed to CS-137
and decayed using a 30 year half-life and
subsequently screened out. This is not
acceptable in light of the radionuclide
distribution that is known for the various high
level waste tanks. (Cole, 1996h) Table 1.2-
The unassigned beta-gamma activity was not
accounted for in the Residual Radionuclide
Summary for the spill at Tank 37. (Cole,
1996d) - The source term summary charts
given in this reference do not correlate with
the column in the Residual Radionuclide
Inventory report that represents the source
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Corn. No. Comment Action
term for the Soil/Debris Consolidated Facility.

3 The source term for the Old Burial Grounds is Per CA maintenance, will address
stated to be the COBRA database. While it is this and other applicable
understood that the ER report titled “Source estimates of OBG inventory, as
Term for the Old Radioactive Waste Burial well as revisions of other source
Ground (ORWBG)-Savannah River Site inventories, during the next
WSRC-RP-97-0119 was issued in October revision of the CA
1997- and hence was unavailable for the
development of the CA, this should be used as
it provides a much more in-depth analysis and
justification for the source term used. In any
future use of this data however, it should be
explained how the Constituents of Interest
(COI) were derived. The stated COIS are not
the same as the radionuclides that the CA
determines to be the principle contributors to
dose. The differences need to be justified.

4 Assumptions regarding the radionuclide See response to Condition 4.
distribution and its’ completeness are stated
with no justification in numerous places
throughout the document. The lack of clearly
stated assumptions and justifications severely
undermines the credibility of the analysis. The
use of assumptions is of special significance
to the high-level waste tanks. The heel
remaining in the tanks is likely to be a
significant contributor to the overall
radionuclide inventory for the GSA. The CA
does not provide a justification to support the
heel estimates in the CA as conservative
estimates.

5 The CA includes a review of the inventory of See response to Condition 2.
radionuclides considered and not considered.
The initial list of radionuclides to be
considered is based on the existing records,
which are associated with some uncertainty.
The estimates included in the analysis range
Ilom well justified disposal records from
recent disposals to best estimates from
process knowledge or Imowledgeable
individuals. These latter estimates cannot be
justified beyond being the best information
available.

6 The estimates of inventories and radionuclides Per CA maintenance, will address
in the CA appeared to be derived from this and other questions related to
referenced documentation, but the estimates of inventory during the
documentation in Cole, Hsu, Lux, and next revision of the CA
Shappell is a compilation of notes and
assumptions. This approach attributes more
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Corn. No. Comment Action
credibility to the references than is warranted.
Much of the referenced inventory material
should be presented in the CA as data
summaries or appendices, rather than being
regarded as referenceable documentation.

7 The inventory information in the CA includes Per CA maintenance, will address
extrapolations from lmown data. The degree this and other questions related to
of justification to attributed to these estimates of inventory during the
extrapolations ranges from well justified to next revision of the CA
the best available estimates.

8 The CA includes the effects of CERCLA in The CA maintenance plan has
the CA, but includes those agreements which now been developed. The plan
are prescribed by RODS, and those which are requires, per USDOE Order,
expected to be included in RODS. The annual reviews of the CA. The
speculative CERCLA actions included in the annual reviews will capture
CA may not be part of the ultimate RODS. In changes in CERCLA, as well as
discussions during the site visit, the potential other, actions from those assumed
for this to occur was aclmowledged, and in the CA. See the attached
corrections were to be addressed as part of maintenance plan.
CA maintenance. The CA maintenance plan
has not yet been developed. The inclusion of
speculative outcomes of the CERCLA process
results in the CA being a potentially
non-conservative representation of the site.
Similar assumptions were made with regard to
D&D actions, where no binding agreements
exist at this time, but expected outcomes were
used for the CA. The use of assumptions is of
special significance to the high level waste
tanks. The heel remaining in the tanks and the
inventory left in the HLW piping systems are
likely to be significant contributors to the
overall radionuclide inventory for the GSA.

9 The assignment of beta-gamma activity to See response to Condition 3.
radionuclides innumerous places has not been
justified. The responses to comments
provided a great deal of the justification for
the problem areas noted. However, each
source term needs to be reviewed to ensure
that the document clearly provides the
rationale behind the assignment of these
isotopes. One example that still needs to be
addressed is found on Page 4-4, Old Solvent
Tanks (S1 -S22), the last sentence on this page
indicates that the beta-gamma activity is
assumed to be Cs-137. It is unclear why only
Cs-137 is assumed to be present and not
Sr-90. Both are beta emitting fission products
commonly found together. (This comment
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Corn. No. Comment Action
was raised during the site visit). The same
comment applies to solvent tanks S23-S30,
S32, and the new solvent tanks H33-H36.

10 Pg. 4-42- ‘5’Cs is screened fi-omfhrther See the response to Condition 4.
consideration due to “All of these
radionuclides, with the exception of 12?3nand
‘OSr,are fairly short-lived and were excluded
from fi,uther consideration in the Composite

- “ *37CSis not a short-lived nuclideAnalysls.
compared to the other nuclides in this list. The
reason given verbally for excluding this
nuclide is due to the Kd value of 100. It is not
apparent to the reader that this is a
conservative assumption since other nuclides
with Kd values in this range do appear to be
significant contributors to the dose in the
surface water. Both the F-Area and the
H-Area tank farms appear to be sufficiently
close to surface water that it is not unrealistic
to expect to see Cs contamination in the FMB
over the course of the compliance period.
CS-137 has already been detected in the
surface water of FMB from the F- and H-Area
Seepage Basins and the OBG. This existing
source has been screened out because it does
not pose a significant dose today. The analysis
should determine the dose for the next 1000
years not just over the short term.

11 Comment resolutions provided, some. Per the CA maintenance plan,
rationale for determining that the D&D source which is now developed, the
term was comprehensive. However, it is still annual CA review will require
unclear what facilities will undergo D&D in comparison of assumed D&D
place and which facilities will be disposed in source terms with D&D actions
the E-Area Vaults. A complete description of or plans. If there is a significant
the long term planning for each facility that revision, a special analysis will be
will dispose of waste in the active LLW required. See the attached
disposal facility needs to be included. The maintenance plan.
information needs to be presented in such a
way that the reviewer can determine that the
entire source term born a facility will be
accounted for.

12 (WSRC, 1996b) - The last sentence, 2nd This source term will be re-
paragraph states that curies from fission evaluated in the next annual
products increase curies, they do not review of the Composite
significantly increase consequences. This Analysis.
source term was developed for the safely
analysis to determine abounding accident,
however, this assumption is not conservative
with respect to the CA. Provide an estimate of
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Corn. No. Comment Action
the fission products that were not included in
the source term for these facilities.

13 The document referred to for the nuclide See response to Condition 4.
inventory and activity estimate of the S23-S30
tanks is a series of spreadsheets and does not
provide explanatory text. In fact, many of the
documents referenced as supporting source
term development lack descriptions of the
assumptions used. The lack of assumptions
within the composite analysis and supporting
documentation make it impossible for the
reader to determine how the inventories are
bounded and what degree of conservatism is
built into the estimates.

14 A more accurate method of determining the The information from D&D of
residual invento~ would be to use 232-F would only be pertinent to
information fi-omD&D activities that have other tritium facilities. As the CA
taken place at SRS, such as BLDG 232F. is maintained, refinement of
Much of the building’s debris was released for significant source terms,
disposal in sanitary landfills. In addition, including information from the
some of the waste streams at SRS have been waste characterization program
characterized by process knowledge by using will be done. See the attached
area contamination surveys to estimate the maintenance plan.
contamination of waste removed from those
areas. It does not appear that any of the
historical information was used in validating
the inventory data that was used in the source
term development.

15 Page 5-16, last para., Existing residual activity In response to Condition 1, the
in the streams as a result of many years of CA is now focussed on a single
operational releases was not considered in this point of compliance at the UTR
analysis. Even though these operational mouth. Except for releases to
releases will cease in the fiture, some of the Tires Branch (which have been
radionuclides will remain in the sediment and considered in response to
biota and therefore contribute to exposures of Condition 3, and incorporated
offsite individuals. It is stated that it was not into the response to Condition 1),
included because this source will not essentially no radionuclides have
influence the waste management decision. been released to date to UTR.
This should be reconsidered if a decision is See the response to Condition 3.
made by the LFRG regarding inclusion of all
sources on site.
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Corn. No.
16

Comment
This requirement has simply not been met. .
The document does not clearly identify the
point of assessment. During questioning at the
site visit, the exact location of the point of
assessment was not clearly identified. At the
end of the discussion, Elmer Wilhite
explained how the point of assessment moved
during the preparation of the CA. Wherever
the point of assessment is, it is not justified.
Criteria 6,2.1.1,6.2.1.2, and 6.1.1.3 have also
not been met. The point or points of public
access reasonably expected for fhture
members of the public for the time period of
the assessment have not been defined in the
existing CA. The point or points of
assessment that have been selected are not
supported by land use plans or reasonably
conservative assumptions that are justified. In
the CA, the less than conservative assumption
is made that land use controls will persist in
perpetuity, but documentation to support such
an assumption is based on a “Future Use
Report.” Finally, any changes to the point of
assessment as a fiction of time have not
been discussed, identified, or justified. For
any of the possible points of assessment, such
as the A-Road bridge, the confluence of
Upper Three Runs/Four Mile Branch and the
Savannah River, Lower Three Runs, or the
301 bridge, there are inconsistencies in the
analysis. For example, the effect of M-Area is
not addressed in the discussion of Upper
Three Runs, and the effect of the production
reactors is not addressed in the discussion of
the 301 bridge. The only scenario considered
in the base case for the consumption of
drinking water is with the point of assessment
at the 301 bridge. These requirements suggest
the point of assessment needs to be clearly
presented and justified throughout the time
period of assessment in the CA.

The point of assessment is tied to the
exposure scenarios considered in the CA.
Consistency between the point of assessment
and exposure scenarios needs to be
maintained. Most importantly, the closest
point of public access which is a point of

Action
As determined by the LFRG, the
point of assessment is the mouth
of UTR. See the response to
Condition 1.
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Corn.No. I Comment I Action
assessment needs to consider the drinking
water scenario. Postulating the closest
exposure scenario as abase case which
includes the consumption of drinking water at
the 301 bridge without the consideration of
contamination from Lower Three Runs, the
SRS production reactors, and Vogtle Nuclear
Power station is incomplete and inconsistent.
Similarly, a point of assessment that is closer
to the GSA that includes the consumption of
water should be considered.

17 The use of a point of assessment at bridge 301 See the response to Condition 1.
does not seem to be conservative. The
rationale for this point is that there is a
gauging station at the bridge and hence an
accurate flow. The verbal statements that no
appreciable inflow into the river occurs
between the SRS site boundary and the bridge
has not been justified. With an annual rainfall
of 124 crrdyr and considering normal runoff,
the argument that there are no major streams
flowing into the Savannah River between the
SRS boundary and the 301 bridge does not
provide adequate justification for the point of
assessment.

18 The supplemental information provided with See the response to Condition 1.
regards to the sensitivity to the ground water
divide seems to provide a good case for
establishing an offsite point of assessment
during the institutional control period. This
information needs to be included in the CA.
Alternate off-site points of assessment that
should be considered are the confluence of
Lower Three Runs with the Savannah River
and the SRS boundary at Steel Creek.

19 The guidance given for the preparation of the See the response to Condition 1.
CA states that dose “to a potential fidure point
of public access must be analyzed and the
resulting dose to a hypothetical Mm-e
member of the public determined.” A
residential scenario (including drinking water)
at the mouth of FMB or UTR seems to be a
more realistic scenario for the out years. In the
near term, a residential scenario at the mouth
of Steel Creek just south of the current SR
boundary) seems to be defensible - this would
allow for an analysis of the impact of the
cumulative tritium dose.

20 Section 2.3.7.2, page 2-24, paragraph 1, The Hilton Head has not yet begun

—
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Corn. No.

21

22

23

Comment
Hilton Head population, which will soon be
using Savam-ah-River water, should be
included in the dose calculations.

Section 2.4.1 Points of Assessment Although
this discussion has no answers per se, I offer
the following counter arguments to both the
scenarios and locations that were selected and
suggest that they are not only not conservative
but not all that meaningful to the question that
is being asked. If you put someone very far
away and expose them in a limited way for a
very short time than all sites look wondefil.
The assumption that land use will be restricted
perfectly for 1000 years is indeed optimistic at
best. Particularly when the source that is
referenced encourages as much recreational
use as possible among other things. For
example if parks etc are created then water
from either UTR, FMB or even groundwater
could be used for drinking. There could be
community gardens etc. Another example
residential use could indeed take place
opposite the site at the mouths of UTR and
FMB. This would increase not only the
possible exposure routes but also the duration
of these exposures. One is not trying to
predict the exact future here but it is important
to adequately bound the possibilities so that
sound management decisions can be made.
Placing the first all pathway location some 20
km downstream of a very large site might
reflect the present worst case but by no
possible means would it reflect the future
worst case. Likewise assuming the nearest
population dose will be 160 km away for the
next 1000 years does not seem credible.
Page 7-3, para. 7.4.1, The future population
of the 80 kilometer (km) area around SRS
may be underestimated. Should the
extrapolation of population, based on the 1990
U.S. census data, be extended to the period of
time when the highest doses are cast? It is not
clear from the CA guidance that this is
acceptable or that additional uncertainty
analyses should be performed.
This-requirement is-not fully addressed in the

Action
using river water. As water usage
at Hilton Head changes, the
impacts, if any, will be assessed
in accordance with the
maintenance plan (see the
attached plan).
See the r~sponse to Condition 1.

See response to Condition 1.

As determined by the LFRG, the
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;om. No.

24

;omment Action
2A. Reference to the comments relating to the point of assessment is the mouth
Joint of assessment should be made with of UTR and the exposure scenario
espect to this requirement. The scenarios is the recreational fisher person.
Iescribed in Sect. 2.4.2 in the CA for the base See the response to Condition 1.
:ase utilize average flow rates, and the only
h-inking water consumption is associated with
he point of assessment at the301 bridge. The
Discussionin Section 5 relating to the
ngestion of surface water makes reference to
:he ingestion rate of 730 L/yr for a maximally
>xposedindividual and 370 L/yr for an
werage adult. In the discussion that follows,
:he rate selected for the analysis is not
.dentified. In Section 2.4.2, a recreational
scenario is identified, which is supposed to be
~escribed in Sect. 5.4. This description is
missing. As described in the site visit, the
recreational scenario includes all pathways
presented in Sect. 5.4 except the drinking
water pathway.

The PAs for E-Area and Z-Area considered
other exposure scenarios that were much
closer to the disposal facilities. In the CA, the
PA exposure scenarios were not discussed,
based on a future scenario that excluded
individuals from the SRS throughout the time
of assessment. The extended institutional
~ontrol period was based on a “Future Use
Project Report.” This report was prepared for
the USDOE with a listing of
recommendations by stakeholders. The
closure plans for the GSA. E-Area, or Z-Area
were not provided. Land Use Plans for the
SRS were not provided. The CA Maintenance
Program was not provided. There were no
CERCLA RODS identified that included an
extended period of institutional control. The
exposure scenarios addressed in the CA were
not justified.
The CA used a value of 23 hrs/yr of shoreline
usage for that pathway. The reference
document (Hamby, D. M. 1991b - pg. 26)
refers to that figure as the exposure for the
average individual. It seems to be more
conservative to use the calculated maximum
individual shoreline usage of35 hrs/yr for
calculating the dose to the maximally exposed
individual.

Per CA maintenance, refinement
of exposure parameters to best
match the intent of the CA will be
done. See the attached
maintenance plan.

I

I
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Corn. No. Comment Action
25 (Hamby, D. M. 1991b - pg. 3, 2nd column, Per CA maintenance, refinement

first full paragraph) - This paragraph excludes of exposure parameters to best
pork and chicken from the analysis on the match the intent of the CA will be
basis of commercial feeding practices for done, including consideration of
these animals. It is common for individuals to animals raised on a small farm.
let their hogs and chickens graze on a small See the attached maintenance
farm. The exclusion of these two sources of plan.
potential uptake is not reasonable.

26 Hamby, D. M. 1991b - pg. 9. At some point Per CA maintenance, refinement
during the CA maintenance period, it would of exposure parameters to best
be reasonable to do a scoping assessment of match the intent of the CA will be
the radionuclide levels found in the American done, including radionuclide
Shad. levels in various species such as

the American Shad. See the
attached maintenance plan.

27 To exclude a drinking water pathway is not Per the LFRG’s determination,
reasonable. In establishing a point of the CA point of assessment is the
assessment, a drinking water pathway must be mouth of UTR where, due to the
assumed as part of a complete residential SRS land use plan, a residential
scenario. scenario is not likely. See the

response to Condition 1.
28 Pg. 6-1, Section 6.2, 2nd paragraph, last Per LFRG direction, the

sentence - Since fish often feed at the mouths recreational fishing scenario, as
of streams, it is not apparent that this last defined in the CA, will be used.
statement is correct. It seems to be not See the response to Condition 1.
unreasonable to assume that there is a large
enough fish population to support a
significant fraction of the diet of a user when
considering the fish in the stream and those
located at the mouth of a stream.

29 The information describing the disposal site, Per LFRG direction, the
its location on the USDOE site, and its recreational fishing scenario, as
proximity to other sources of radioactive defined in the CA, will be used at
material presented in the CA is derived from the mouth of UTR. See the
the PAs for E-kka and Z-Area. The sources response to Condition 1.
of radioactive material and the methodology
for assessing the migration of radionuclides
are described with comments regarding those
descriptions provided in previous comments.
As noted in these comments, some of the
potential sources of radioactivity, which could
interact with the disposal facilities, were not
described. The exposure scenarios following
transport and the point of assessment also are
discussed in previous comments. The
scenarios selected for the CA are
questionable.

30 Section 6.3- The assumption that there will Per USDOE guidance, the SRS
be no public use of the SR site for the next Land Use Plan provides sufficient
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1000 years does not seem credible. Provide a basis for the assumption of no
description of the types of controls to be public use.
established to ensure that there will be no
public access to the SRS for 1000 years.

—



Corn. No. Comment Action
31 The determination of the important The CA maintenance plan has

parameters and assumptions which influence now been developed. The plan
the conclusions of the CA was not presented requires, per USDOE Order,
in the CA. Several parameters and annual reviews of the CA. The
assumptions were discussed during the site annual reviews will capture
visit which contribute to the conclusions of changes in CERCLA, as well as
the CA, but the overall importance of these other, actions fi-omthose assumed
discussion topics, which are included in the in the CA. See the attached
minutes of the site visit, to the conclusions of maintenance plan.
the CA have not been established. Alternative
land uses and remedial actions are not
addressed in the uncertainty analysis. The CA
provides a set of possible outcomes for
CERCLA and RClL4 and analyzes these
remedial actions. Changes in the CERCLA or
RCRA actions would be addressed as part of
the CA maintenance plan.

32 The sensitivity and uncertainty of the results Alternative use of lands was
is presented in the CA, but in a manner which considered in Section 6.3 of the
is not consistent with the requirement. CA. Uncertainty arising from
Alternative land uses are not considered; inventory values has been
however, the consumption of drinking water assessed in response to Condition
from FMB and UTR is considered. The 3. See the response to Condition
sensitivity and uncertainty analysis considers 3.
changes in the streamflow from an average
condition to a maximum or minimum
condition. The uncertainties in the inventories
for the disposal facility and other contributing
sources are not analyzed, and doses are not
calculated for ranges”in the inventory
estimates. Alternative remedial actions were
not addressed in the analysis. Alternative
closure plans were not considered. Alternative
transport or site characteristics were not
considered.

33 The major shortcoming to this section Per LFRG determination, the
(Chapter 6) on sensitivity analysis is the lack recreational fishing scenario is to
of any work done related to the source term be used at the mouth of UTR.
and the unsubstantiated statement that the See the response to Condition 1.
source term is bounding and conservative.
Further, there does not seem to be any work Uncertainty arising from
done in the release and fate and transport area inventory values will be assessed
either. The expected analyses would include in response to Condition 3. See
attributes such as Kd values, release rates, the response to Condition 3.
infiltration rates, etc. Lastly, the sensitivity of
the results to reasonable scenarios is not Uncertainty with respect to
adequate. On the one hand, the land use scenarios such as zucchini boat
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34

35

36

Comment
document encourages more recreational use of
[he site, but on the other hand, the CA
document indicates that recreational use is not
realistic. The document needs to address more
dearly what uses there may be and what
doses may result. By encouraging use of the
land, there will be additional public exposure.
Recreational scenarios other than the
traditional swimming and boating might need
to be considered such as frog gigging and
zucchini boat racing.

T’hesensitivity area is especially important
since there are so many unknowns and of
course the future is unknown. The only way
to better understand the potential areas of
concern are with a thorough sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis.
[n Section 6.5, an explicit sensitivity analysis
of the results of the CA to the source term
needs to be performed. Most of the data used
for source term information have not been
validated and hence it is not known whether
this represents a reasonable representation of
the source term. Lacking a validation of the
source term, a sensitivity analysis must be
conducted to show the reasonableness of the
analysis.
In reviewing Section 7.3, one really cannot
conclude m;ch about the effect of-
sensitivities, since such a limited amount of
sensitivity analysis was done. Also, it is not sc
much the point of assessment that is likely to
be the most sensitive, but rather, it is how
long a, period of time that the assessment
must consider, and what the people are doing
there during that time period. Lastly. the
document once again cites the conservatism
of the analysis but gives the reader absolutely
no idea of the potential magnitude of such a
statement. For instance, does the analysis
overestimate the potential dose by a factor of
2, 10, 1000, 1,000,000 etc. This needs to be
stated and justified.
With reference to the section entitled
“Sensitivity to Use of Land Not Permanently
Controlled by USDOE” (discussion on Page
6-3), although future use plans do not call for
release of the site for unrestricted use, and

4ction
“acingwill be considered if such
;cenarios are defined.

Jncertain& arising from
inventory values has been
~ssessed in response to Condition
1. See the response to Condition
3.

LJSDOEguidance specifies the
time of assessment as 1,000
years. Quantification of the
degree of conservatism is not a
requirement.

Effects of remediation activities
on hydrology in the GSA have
been documented in (SRT-EST-
98- 154). These effects are
minimal and would not influence
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Corn. No. Comment Action
therefore, provide the opportunity for WSRC the CA results. See the response
to conclude that such scenarios as the use of a to Condition 2.
drinking water well in the GSA are not ,,,
realistic, the sensitivity analysis should

5

reasonably assess the potential impact on the
flow system, and thereby the doses projected
in the CA, of plausible activities that could
occur even though the present site restrictions
continue. Rather than dismissing as unrealistic
any foreseeable change in land use (e.g., on
Page 6-4, “...largscalele irrigation is not
practiced...”), and concluding that no further
analysis is needed, it maybe valuable to
determine what magnitude of local, on-site
land use changes would be necessary to alter
the flow system, the hydrologic boundaries
used in the models, and the assumptions
regarding natural barriers. It should be noted
that active remediation and disposal site
capping, which potentially have significant
impacts on the flow system, have only
recently been implemented. Over the next
several years, additional remediation, which
may involve pump-treat-reinject (PTR) and
capping, and other site activities that may
involve substantial use of water and surface .,
area in the GSA, could conceivably cause
some of the changes in local hydrology that
have been dismissed from further analysis in
this section.

37 Reliance on recommendations included in a Per USDOE guidance, the Land
future land use plan is not an acceptable Use Plan is the basis for
reason for not performing additional analyses projections of fiture land use.
of the potential impacts on the flow system of
future land and water use changes.

38 Page 4-15, para. 4.1.6, Recent events at SRS Changes in remedial actions or
within the Environmental Restoration planned actions must be assessed
program have brought into question the in the CA annual review, as
disposal location of waste resulting from mandated by the SRS CA
CERCLA actions. In particular, since disposal Maintenance Plan, which is
of seepage basin wastes may not be going into attached..
the E-Area soil trenches, should the analyses
be changed or should additional sensitivity
analyses be included?

39 Section 6.4- A general description is given of See response to Condition 2.
the effects of movement of the groundwater
divide and is expounded upon in the
supplemental information. The supplemental
information states that it is not credible for the
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Comment
groundwater divide to move significantly.
Justification for this statement has not been
provided. No discussion is given of the
potential natural phenomenon that would
cause a shift in the groundwater divide. This
section needs to provide a discussion of the
various mechanisms that would cause it to
move and the likelihood of these scenarios.
The sensitivity analysis (Section 6.0) should
be re-worked and expanded, based at a
minimum, on the re-analysis information
provided by WSRC in the 4/21/98 memo.
Table 6.1-1 indicates that the peak dose at the
GSA for exposure to tritium through the
drinking water pathway is 24 mrernlyear,
while the re-analysis estimates that it could be
as high as 64 mrern/year. The entire
sensitivity analysis should be carefully
revised and re-analyzed to clearly place upper
bounds on potential future doses.

A major objective of the sensitivity analysis
should be to set the direction for future studies
and analyses that could most effectively
reduce uncertainty in the overall CA. These
studies and analyses, which may be conducted
prior to completion of the technical review of
the CA or could be more appropriately
conducted as part of a CA maintenance
program, should be viewed as part of the
on-going effort to validate predictions of
future physical conditions and future
contaminant transport, and should be used to
substitute actual data for assumptions. The
value of the sensitivity analysis is the
quantification of the various levels of
uncertainty, which would provide direction on
prioritizing future studies. so as to reduce
uncertainty as much as possible, and thereby
effectively imtx-ove the aualitv of the CA.<. .-
While attempts to justify the assumptions in
the CA have been made, previous comments
are directed toward these justifications. In
addition, the uncertainty analysis should
quantitatively examine the assumptions
associated with the inventory. Of particular
note are the potential ranges in inventory
which could be attributed to the various
radionuclides. Additionally, Stewart was

WSRC-RP-99-00844

4ction

?er the LFRG, the CA has been
-efocused to a single point of
~ssessment at the mouth of UTR,
jee the response to Condition 1.
I’heSRS CA Maintenance Plan,
which is attached, requires
:ontinuous improvement of the
2A by test and research activities
md special analyses.

See response to Condition 3.
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Comment
identified at the site visit as the reference
which was used to provide the activity
distributions for the curies reported to be
disposed of in the old burial ground, but
Stewart is not listed in the references in the
CA. So what was really used in the CA?
While not challenging the distributions
attributed to Stewart, the uncertainty analysis
should examine the range in results associated
with the range in the uncertainties in the
radionuclide distributions derived from
Stewart.
Alternative land uses were not considered.
Perpetual institutional control of the SRS was
the only land use option considered in the CA.
In discussions at the SRS, other land
use-options were noted as possibilities to be
considered as part of a CA maintenance plan.
The CA maintenance plan was not provided.
Variations in radionuclide inventories, site
and facility characteristics, and transport
parameters were not considered in the
sensitivity and uncertain~ analysis.
Consequently, bounding estimates of the
potential doses at the point of assessment for
the time period of assessment were not
provided in the CA. Alternative closure plans
were not considered and alternative site and
waste characteristics were not considered.
Bounding analyses were not provided to
provide some assurance that the dose
constraint and dose limit would not be
exceeded in the foreseeable future.
Page 6-3, para. 6.3, Since the guidance for a
composite analysis requires that reasonable
alternatives to land use be considered in the
sensitivity and uncertainty analyses, it appears
that at least one reasonable alternative has
been excluded - a resident living on site. The
SRS Future Land Use Plan has been approved
locally and transmitted to HQ, but it is not
clear if this plan will remain unchanged. It is
also unclear how this plan will be
implemented, (i.e. deed restrictions).
Page 6-6, Sensitivity to Source Term, states:
“...the assessment of sources other than the
two LLW disposal facilities used
conservative, bounding assumptions to assess
the maximum potential impact of these

Action
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Alternative land uses were
addressed in Section 6.3. The
SRS CA Maintenance Plan,
which has now been developed
and implemented, requires an
annual review of the CA versus
changes in actions or plans with
respect to such things as closure
plans, etc. The maintenance plan
is attached.

The SRS Land Use Plan, per
USDOE guidance for the CA,
provides the basis for not
considering anon-site resident.

See the responses to Conditions 3
and 4.
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sources.”

The bounding assumptions used in the
development and assessment of sources are
not described in the document. As such, the
conservatism in the development of source
terms is not apparent. With the document
lacking descriptions for the bounding
assumptions and the existing information not
being complete enough to determine a level of
certainty, it is difficult at best, to determine
what error factors or confidence intervals can
be associated with the calculated maximum
dose.

15 An internal WSRC report entitled, “impact of Per LFRG direction, as
F- and H-Area Pump-Treat-Reinject documented in response to
Remediation Systems on the Old Radioactive Condition 1, the CA will consider
Waste Burial Ground, (SRT-EST-98-154)”, a single point of assessment at the
which was not used in the development of the mouth of UTR. The bounding
CA since the CA pre-dated this report, is an effect of all sources migrating to
analysis of the potential impact on the flow UTR is contained in the response
system in the upper (water table) aquifer of to Condition 2.
the active PTR systems in place at the F & H
Areas and the cover recently installed at the
Old Burial Ground (OBG). The report
concludes, among other things, that these
remediation activities will affect the flow
system at F Area, E Area, and H Area, and
that some impacts will occur in the short term
(weeks and months), but other impacts will
not be realized for years. This report was
based strictly on a modeling analysis, which
was designed to account for broad impacts on
the flow system throughout a large area (i.e.,
the entire GSA), but also to account for
relatively small scale impacts (i.e.. impacts on
\\/ater table elevations at each individual
extraction or injection well).

The additional information provided to the
review team by WSRC on 4/21/98 reviews
this report and concludes that there is
“potential” for the ground water divide to
change over time as a result of active
remediation in the GSA, but that the
magnitude of any such changes would be
small. This conclusion (and presumably the
decision not to explore this matter further) is
not technically justified for the following
reasons:
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a. The WSRC report did not specifically
examine the impact of F & H Area
remediation and capping of the OBG on
the ground water divide. It analyzed the
impact on the entire flow system at the
GSA. Any conclusions drawn regarding
the impact on the divide resulting from
the nearby active remediation cannot rely
solely on the results of the
SRT-EST-98-154 report.

b. Nothing in the WSRC report indicates
that the magnitude of potential changes
is either large or small. The modeling
study did not vary the rate of pumping or
reinfection at the F & H Area
remediation sites, but used the design
flow rates (200 and 150 gallons per
minute for F & H Areas, respectively).

c. Future undetermined active remedial
activities (or other site operations in
the GSA) will also have potential
impacts on the local flow system, and
need to be considered
cumulatively, when they are in the
planning stages. This WSRC report
is an indication of
the potential for disruptions in the
flow system, upon which the
effectiveness of natural
hydrologic barriers rely.

Actual data on the flow system in the GSA,
and specific data on the location and
dimensions of the ground water divide, are
needed to quanti~ the response of the flow
system to such perturbations in the future. The
OBG cover has only recently been installed
(1997). The PTR systems at the F & H Areas
have not been operated at design capaci~ due
to technical problems, and are currently
scheduled to pump at design capacity by April
1, 1998 (H Area) and May 1, 1998 (F kea),
according to a directive from the South
Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control (February 23, 1998
letter to A.B. Gould and J.V. Odum from Kim
K. Hagan, Hazardous Waste Enforcement
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Section, Bureau of Land and Waste
Management). Therefore, data needed to
validate conclusions drawn in this modeling
study are not currently available and probably
will not be for some months or years. When
such data (e.g., water table gradients and
elevations in the immediate vicinity of the
modeled location of the ground water divide)
becomes available, a study should be
performed to validate the results of the
modeling analysis included in the WSRC
report. Until such analyses are completed, it is
premature and therefore, not technically
supportable, to conclude that the magnitude of
changes to the location of the ground water
divide from local remediation activities will
be small.

46 The issue of uncertainty in the ground water Per LFRG direction, as
divide should be treated more rigorously. documented in response to
Uncertainties in the cause of the ground water Condition 1, the CA will consider
mound in H Area could impact flow a single point of assessment at the
directions and rates. Modeling the mound mouth of UTR. The bounding
required reductions in horizontal conductivity effect of all sources migrating to
and flow rates which may not be real. Lack of UTR is documented in the
flux from the eastern edge of the model may response to Condition 2.
also cause the model to underestimate flow
rates. And the effect of the upward gradient in
the three S and Z area wells has not been
evaluated. Finally, there is a discrepancy
between the tritium dose calculated for all
contaminants reaching Four Mile Branch in
the CA sensitivity analysis (29 mremlyear,
page 6-5) and the Bounding Estimate of All
GSA Contaminants Migrating to Either of the
Streams provided to the review group via
FAX on April 22, 1998 (64 mrem/year).
These observations, taken together. indicate
that the uncertainty in the model needs to be
ftlrther evaluated.
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$7 Section 3.2.3 and elsewhere - There is a See the response to Condition 4.

statement in the last paragraph on page 3-3
that begins “All estimates and assumptions ...”
Since the assumptions are critical to
understanding the worthiness, if you will, of
the estimates where are they documented and
what sanity checks were made of them?

48 Section 3.2.4 Spatial Boundaries - I question See the response to Condition 1.
the adequacy of the domain. For example why
were not sources on the other side of UTR
considered? And if your point of compliance
is at the 301 bridge why were not other on site
sources considered?

49 Page 3-6, Section 3.2.5: there needs to be See the response to Condition 3.
more discussion provided on just what the
“personnel knowledgeable” about the various
waste streams provided and what they deemed
representative. The concern is from a
completeness standpoint. The nuclides of long
term concern are seldom the ones that cause
operational problems or show up on the near
term radar screen. Typically the only way
they are identified is by inference, scaling,
derivation etc. The steps taken to ensure a
complete inventory needs to be described.

50 Section 4 in general -As the source term See the responses to Conditions 2,
development is probably the most critical 3, and 4.
component of the composite it is most
important that it be thorough, complete,
defensible, credible and technically sound.
There is not enough information provided to
answer any of these questions. For example,
two of the major potential sources, MWMF
and OBG, just reference a COBRA database.
No other information or discussion provided.
Other sources just reference an “e-mail
memorandum.” Others like the Old Solvent
Tanks just “assume” an activity with no
explanation or justification. Then right on the
heel of this assumption another is made which
assigns entire groups of activity to one
nuclide, again with no explanation.

51 It is understood that a good portion of the See the responses to Conditions 2
historic data regarding contributing source and 3.
terms is limited, and in accordance with the
April 30, 1996 document, Guidance.for a
Composite Analysis l~Interacting Source
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rewzs, the first, iteration of the composite
malysis will use only the information at hand;
10 field samples will be collected for analysis.

However, there is a need for discussion
-egarding the quality and level of certainty
]ssociated with the source term data collected
md used in calculating the maximum dose.
As an example, Page 1-1, Section 1.0
Summary and Conclusions, second paragraph
states: “Two former LLW disposal facilities,
the Mixed Waste Management Facili& and
the Old Burial grounds, are the major sources
of these isotopes.” Yet there is no discussion
regarding the uncertainty associated with each
source term developed and used in the
composite analysis. In fact, the following
statement is made in section 3.3.2, Data
Qual@ation: “Ranking according to degree
of certainty was not attempted because
information with which to make these
decisions is not complete.” In order to
understand the sensitivity of the calculated
dose at the point of assessment with respect to
the contributing source terms, some indication
of the data quality and associated uncertainty
must be established.
Page 3-3, Section 3.2.2, Step 2: Idwtifi the
Decision, states: “The decision to be made in
this application of the DQO Process is
whether the resources available will provide a
reasonably representative residual inventory
upon which dose estimates for the Composite
Analysis can be based. Unacceptable data
quality or quantity will lead to unreliable
estimates of doses.”

There is no discussion of the alternative
actions that may result from the identified
decision. In accordance with the EPA
guidance document for data quality
objectives, EPA QA/G-4, September 1994,
possible alternative actions that may result
from the decision question should be
identified. In other words, since the decision
is whether the resources available will provid(
a reasonable residual inventory from which
dose estimates can be based, there should be
some discussion on actions to be taken if
available resources cannot provide for a

WSRC-RP-99-00844

lction

Revision of the application of the
DQO Process to the CA will be
considered as the CA is
maintained. See the attached
maintenance plan.
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reasonable inventory.
Page 3-3, Section 3.2.2, Step 2: Ident@ Inputs
to the Decision, provides a discussion of the
various sources that were used to create a
residual radionuclide inventory for the
composite analysis.

However, there is no discussion regarding the
establishment of a level of acceptability for
the information being used for input into the
decision. The EPA guidance document for
data quality objectives, EPA QAIG-4,
September 1994, indicates that when
identifying inputs into the decision process,
action levels should be established which
define the basis for choosing between
alternative actions. It would appear that some
discussion is warranted in this section that
describes a level of acceptability for the
information where any information below the
established level would be considered
inadequate for providing a reasonable
inventory estimate or at a minimum be used in
assigning a level of certainty to the data.
Page 3-6, Section 3.2.5, Step 5: Develop a
Decision Rule, states “The decision rule
developed for this application of the DQO
Process can be stated as: “If the radionuclide
inventories identified for facilities and
specific locations in the domain of interest are
reviewed and deemed representative by
personnel knowledgeable about waste streams
and pertinent activities leading to residual
radionuclides, then the inventories will be
assumed to be appropriate for the Composite
Analysis. If the information is unavailable or
inadequate for a given faciliiy, then the
inventory will be considered incomplete and
the composite analysis will not be considered
comprehensive.”

A description of the level of acceptability for
the information used for the radionuclide
inventories should be included. Without a
description of the level of acceptability or
certainty as to what constitutes adequate
versus inadequate data, a conclusion as to the
sensitivity of the inventories to the estimated
dose cannot be drawn. It does not appear from

Action

Revision of the application of the
DQO Process to the CA will be
considered as the CA is
maintained. See the attached
maintenance plan.

Revision of the application of the
DQO Process to the CA will be
considered as the CA is
maintained. See the attached
maintenance plan.
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the document that any of the data reviewed
failed to meet the Decision Rule. Given the
stated lack of source term information, it is
surprising that none of the data reviewed
failed the Decision Rule.
Page 3-7, Section 3.2.6, Step 6: Specifv Limits
m Decision Errors, states: “There was no
exclusion of data during the initial evaluation.
Although a statistical analysis was not carried
out, and confidence limits were not
established, decision error was controlled
through careful development, review and
evaluation of data by qualified personnel.”

More discussion regarding controlling
decision error is warranted. With the absence
of alternative actions, levels of acceptability,
and data confidence limits in the DQO
process, the reviewer is lead to conclude that
there was no mechanism for classifying any of
the data as unacceptable, and no further
evaluation of data will be conducted to
establish levels of certainty.
Page 3-7, Section 3.2.6, Step 7: Optimize the
Design, states: “An alternative design would
include field collection of soils at given
facilities for radionuclide analyses. This
would provide actual analytical data.
However, the number of samples required in
addition to the time and cost for sampling and
analysis would be prohibitive for this initial
characterization.”

This statement implies that additional
characterization activities will occur, but there
is no further discussion which describes what
additional activities beyond the initial
characterization are planned. This is
especially relevant for the former LLW burial
grounds that are major contributing source
terms, but no level of certainty has been
established.
Page 3-11, Completeness, in the context of
data collection, completeness is used as a data
quality indicator which is defined as the
amount of collected data that is considered
valid compared to the amount of data planned
for. It appears from Chapter 3 that the data
quality for each of the data sources was

Action

Revision of the application of the
DQO Process to the CA will be
considered as the CA is
maintained. See the attached
maintenance plan.

Revision of the application of the
DQO Process to the CA will be
considered as the CA is
maintained. See the attached
maintenance plan.

Revision of the application of the
DQO Process to the CA will be
considered as the CA is
maintained. See the attached
maintenance plan.
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designated, but no assessment of the needed
data quality or quantity was made to
determine if the data quality received was.
adequate.

58 Page 3-11, Section 3.3.2, Data Qualzj?cation, Revision of the application of the
this section states that the data sources were DQO Process to the CA will be
assigned numerical codes which classify the considered as the CA is
information according to &pe, but ranking maintained. See the attached
according to degree of certainty was not maintenance plan.
attempted. However, the descriptions for each
of the numerical codes used for data
qualification on Page 3-12 all include
statements as to whether the quantities and
types of radionuclides are known or
estimated. These descriptions appear to infer
assigned levels of certain~ based on the
source of the information. Furthermore, page
3-18 and Table 3.3-3 indicate that 61 % of
the radionuclide inventory and associated
concentrations are considered known.
Clarification is needed as to how 61% of the
source term inventory can be assumed Imown
if sufficient information is not available to
ascertain any degree of certainty.

59 Page 3-11, para. 3.3.2, although Data Revision of the application of the
Qualification was discussed, no conclusions DQO Process to the CA will be
seem to have been drawn from this process, considered as the CA is
no justification that the data quality is maintained. See the attached
acceptable and no recommendations for maintenance plan.
necessary future actions were made. The CA
guide leads one to conclude that this DQO
process may recommend future data/sample
collection.
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~omment
Dhapter 3, throughout this chapter there is a
“ecognizedneed to identify and quantifi
-adionuclides. Where was the physical and
:hemical form information captured? This
nformation is integral to the transport
nobility, release rate etc.
rhe methodology given for estimating the
-elease of radionuclides from the contributing
sources is not complete. While the PAs
:ontain a complete methodology, any
~egradation of waste forms is not included in
:h~methodology for other sources. It is a
jimplifled leach rate model ilom the waste
form that does not include any consideration
of the physical and chemical characteristics of
the source materials and the site
characteristics.
The modeling components selected for the
analysis are ~easonable and make use of the
available data. The determination of the
conservative nature of the methodology is
difficult to assess. The scenarios considered
for the CA are not apparently conservative.
The assumption is made that spills are added
to the residual inventory of the tank group that
they belong to. This is non-conservative
because a source term that is already in the
ground is being modeled as though it were
encased in concrete with a 300 year tank
surroundimz it
The physic~l and chemical characteristics of
the source materials and site characteristics
are incorporated into the assignment of
distribution coefficients to the radionuclides
considered in detail in the CA. The CA
includes all of the data as diskettes in
Appendix B. The relationship between the
input data files contained in the appendix and
the understanding of the physical and
chemical characteristics used in the CA is
unclear. The relationship between the data in
Appendix B and the release mechanisms is
not clear.
This requirement is addressed in the CA. As
noted in many of the comments in this
section, the justification or logic associated
with many of the assum~tions is debatable.

\ction
;ee the response to Condition 4.

4 simplified release model was
udged adequate for this first
teration of the CA.

So response needed.

[n the response to Condition 3,
~heflux to the water table for eacl
spill was assessed separately from
the tank group.

See the response to Condition 4.

See the response to Condition 4.
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However, there do not appear to be any
significant changes to the conceptual model
used in the CA as compared to ~hePAs for.,, ,,,
either E-Area or Z-Area.

66 Criterion 6.3.3 is a similar requirement that is Per LFRG direction, the single
associated with this comment. However, this point of compliance for the CA is
requirement speaks to the correctness of the the mouth of UTR. The only
conceptual model. The conceptual model used sources outside the GSA that are
in the PA was developed for the close-in to be considered are those in the
analysis of E-kea and Z-Area, where the A/M area. See the response to
point of compliance was about 100 meters Condition 3.
away from the disposal unit. For the CA the
conceptual model was extrapolated to include
all of the SRS. As a result, the conceptual
model does not include any additional
potential mechanisms related to the areal
extent of the confining units for the aquifers,
and the potential mixing between aquifer
layers away from the GSA.

67 Pg. 5-29, first paragraph - The first reason See the response to Condition 4.
given for neglecting mechanical dispersion is
that the time of assessment is 1000 years.
Hence, “this amount of time is sufficient for
arrival of the more concentrated portion of the
plume at the location of concern,”. With some
nuclides of interest having high Kd values, it
is not apparent that this statement is accurate.
Justi@ this statement.

68 This requirement is not clearly satisfied in the Per LFRG guidance, the CA point
CA. As noted in other comments, the point of of compliance is the mouth of
assessment is not well defined in space or UTR. Only sources in the AIM-
time. Consequently, the conservative nature of Areas need be added to those in
the methodology cannot be assessed. There the GSA. See the response to
are indications from the omission of other Condition 3.
potentially significant sources of
contamination that the methodology used in
the CA is not conservative.

The transport of contamination is
accomplished by the application of the
PATHWE, PORFLOW, and FACT models,
which have extensive data inputs. The inputs
to the models are provided in Appendix B,
without a guide to the contents. Consequently,
the files are mere compilations of numbers
without meaning. Therefore, making a
meaningful comment with respect to this
criterion is not possible.

69 The known physical and chemical As the CA is maintained, re-
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characteristics of the radioactive materials
considered in the composite analysis are
discussed in the CA. The effect these
characteristics have on the source terms and
the transport of radionuclides is also discussed
in the CA. The correctness of the
characteristics is difficult to establish because
of the limited records available for old
disposals, and the limited understanding of the
behavior of the many different types of waste
forms at SRS. The significant uncertainties
associated with the physical and chemical
characteristics of the radioactive materials
considered in the CA should have been
considered in the sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis contained in the CA.

WSRC-RP-99-O0844

Action
evaluation of the sensitivity
analysis to include factors such as
the characteristics of the waste
will be considered. See the
attached maintenance plan.
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70 The mathematical groundwater flow model is See the response to Condition 4.

based partly upon the assumption that there is
an upward hydraulic gradient across the
Crouch Branch confining unit. This gradient
is assumed to naturally protect the aquifers
beneath the Floridan aquifer system from
contamination (Composite Analysis, p. 2-23).
Using this assumption, the flow model was
constructed for the Floridan aquifers above
the Crouch Branch confining unit.

However, no reference is provided for the
above assumption. in the text or the
accompanying Figure 2.3-5. Similarly, there
are no supporting data in the Saltstone and
E-Area Vaults Performance Assessment
(PAs), which also rely on this assumption.
Supporting data were provided during the
review and should be referenced in the CA.

71 No volumetric mass balance was performed Presentation of mass balance
on the amount of water flowing into the information will be made in the
model compared to the amount exiting the next revision. See the attached
model. This is a standard output for most maintenance plan.
models and its absence from the discussion in
the CA, the two supporting PAs, and the
reference documentation from Flach and
Harris (1997) is troubling. Given
precipitation, infiltration (and hence runoft),
artificial recharge, discharge to the streams,
and Ieakance through the Crouch Branch
confining unit, a balance can be computed. It
is unlikely that the model will balance in its
present form because of the omission of flux
through the northern and eastern model
boundaries.

72 The conservativeness of some model See the response to Condition 4.
assumptions has not been verified or
evaluated. One example is the assumption that
the Crouch Branch confining unit has an
upward gradient. Another example is the
assumption of no-flow boundaries to the
model. In both cases, if the assumptions are
wrong, additional aquifers could become
contaminated and travel times could be
significantly altered. It is not clear whether
these assumptions are conservative or not.

73 The mathematical models utilized in the CA No modeling exercise will ever
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utilized the available site data. The have “complete” data. Data
PATHR4E and PORFLOW models were be reviewed annually and
used in the PAs for Z-Area and E-Area. incorporated in future revisif
FACT was a model developed for the GSA per CA maintenance. See th
that was used for the CA. As discussed in the attached maintenance plan.
site visit, the data to support the modeling of
the entire GSA is incomplete. This lack of
complete data to drive the three dimensional
models used for the CA introduces additional
uncertainty, which was not addressed in the
uncertainty analysis.

74 The CA used essentially the same Comment noted.
assumptions and justifications as those used in
the PA’s. The validity and adequacy of these
assumptions is addressed in other comments.

75 PORFLOW and PATHRAE are documented Comment noted.
codes. LADTAP XL is referenced in the CA.
FACT is documented in the appendix to the
CA. All of these codes have been verified and
validated to a reasonable extent.

76 From the PATHRAE input files, it can be The balance is due to evapo.
assumed that the precipitation runoff rate (40 transpiration
cm/yr) plus the watershed infiltration rate (40
cm/yr) should equal the total precipitation.
The total precipitation given in 124 crdyr
(pg.2-13). The remaining balance should be
accounted for.

77 The assumptions incorporated into the See the response to Conditif
mathematical model used for the performance
assessment were used in the composite
analysis as well. These assumptions were
identified in the PAs and CAS . Some
assumptions are not well identified or
justified. The other comments identify some
of these examples. Additional examples are
related to the site hydrology and are covered
in Criterion 6.3.6.

78 Calibration of the flow model indicates See the response to Conditi~
problems with the conceptual model and
numerical model boundary Conditions. The
model results as summarized in Figure 5.1-18
and Figure 5.1-19 show the effects of a large
groundwater mound in H Area. This mound is
not discussed in the CA but is thoroughly
described in Flach and Harris (1997).
Calibration of the model to incorporate the
mound required significant changes in
conductivity and in recharge. This included
changes to the vertical and horizontal
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conductivity in the upper and lower aquifers
and the tan clay as shown in Flach and Harris,
Figures 26,27, and 28 and Table 5: Increases
to recharge are, on average, the equivalent of
the annual natural recharge and range up to
twice the natural recharge (Flach and Harris,
Figure 22). From Figure 22 the artificial
recharge can be estimated at 1.6 Mm3 per year
or 1300 acre-feetiyear.

The changes in conductivity are not supported
by specific field data but are within the range
of variability common in field permeability
measurements. The increase in artificial
recharge is poorly supported by anecdotal
evidence of leakage in water and sewer
systems (FIach and Harris, 1997, page 20). If
leakages of over a million cubic meters per
year are present, it should be possible to
provide an accounting of known water
production from water supply wells and
discharge to water disposal systems to veri~
the model assumptions. The lack of such data
calls the interpretation into question.

An alternative to the model modifications of
conductivity and artificial recharge is to
account for the flux entering the eastern side
of the model (see boundary Condition
comment above). Treating this flux boundary
as a no-flow boundary causes flow directions
to track north along the eastern model
boundary (see Figure 5.1-18) rather than
westward to supply the groundwater mound.
In addition, the use of phantom data points, or
control data, in Figure 5.1-13 maybe masking
a true gradient that is more indicative of
westward flow across the model boundary.

79 The mathematical models used in the CA Comment noted.

for analyzing transport are appropriate and
provide calculated results which are
representative of the results calculated in
the PA

80 This requirement is not clearly achieved in the See the response to Condition 4.
CA. Assumptions have been used in the CA to
formulate input data, but the justification and
defensibility of the assumptions is not clearly
presented. The relationship between the input
data and the source of the input data by either
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field data, laboratory data, reference, or
assumption is not presented in the CA. Input
data such as the invariant infiltration rates and
the distribution coefficients are not justified.

;1 The assumption of isolation of lower aquifers See the response to Condition 2.
is at odds with site physical data. The CA
states that the confining nature of the Crouch
Branch confining unit in the GSA and the
head-reversal phenomenon naturally protect
the aquifers beneath the Floridan (sic) aquifer
system from contamination? (CA, page 2-23).
However, the CA Figure 2.3-5 and supporting
data provided during the site review (Aadland
and others, 1995, and Christensen and
Gordon, 1983) show that the gradient from
the Crouch Branch aquifer to the Gordon
aquifer is thought to be downward
immediately to the southeast of S and H
Areas. The downward gradient can be seen by
inspection of Figures 14 and 10 in Flach and
Harris, 1997. This assumption is incorporated
into the numerical model by virtue of the
lower model boundary definition as a general
head bounda~ with flux dependent upon head
in the underlying Crouch Branch aquifer and
overlying Gordon aquifer (Flach and Harris,
1997, page 11).

The downward gradient present in the
southeast comer of the model is a violation of
the conceptual model assumption of no
downward flow from the Gordon aquifer to
the Upper Three Runs aquifer. Owing to the
location of the sources in the General
Separations Area and the probable flux into
the model domain from the east, it is unlikely
that contamination could reach the underlying
Crouch Branch aquifer via this route.
However, the protection of the Gordon aquifer
is more complex than depicted in the model
and is dependent upon accepting the heads,
conductivities, and leakances as characterized
in the model.

82 Three wells in Z and S Areas are at odds with This will be addressed as the CA
the conceptual model. Wells ZBG 1A, SCA is maintained. See the attached
3A, and SCA 4A (Flach and Harris, 1997, maintenance plan.
Appendix C, pages 113 and 114) are
completed 30 to 40 feet deeper than nearby
companion wells in well clusters. In all three
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cases, the deeper well has a higher head than
the shallower well, with the increase in head
approximately equal to the difference in
depth. This indicates a substantial upward
hydraulic gradient in the water table aquifer of
the Z and S Areas of approximately
one-to-one. This phenomenon is not discussed
nor accounted for in the conceptual and
numerical models, even though it is at odds
with the conceptual model of downward
gradient in the Upper Three Runs aquifer. The
impact on flow directions is hard to predict
(with respect to conservatism) but the
uncertainty associated with the model is
increased.
The flow model contains assumptions about
boundary conditions which are not correct.

a)

b

The Gordon aquifer at Upper Three Runs
Creek is defined as a no-flow boundary
(Figure 5.1-1), when it appears that the
Gordon aquifer continues to the northwest
as part of the Steed Pond aquifer (see
Aadland and others, 1995, Plate 3). The
Gordon aquifer ceases only by definition
because of the updip truncation of the
Gordon confining unit. No data are
presented on the hydraulic and hydrologic
characteristics of the northwest
continuation of the Gordon aquifer
beyond Upper Three Runs Creek, so it is
difficult to determine if this is a
significant point. The model assumption
is contradicted by the following statement
from the CA: The Gordon aquifer is
recharged both by precipitation within the
GSA and by lateral flow from outside the
GSA (page 6-6).

The Upper Three Runs aquifer at
Foutmile Branch is defined as a no-flow
boundary (Figure 5. 1-1) when it appears
that the lower unit, beneath the tan clay,
continues to the southeast (see Aadland
and others, 1995, Plate 3). Since leakage
through the tan clay and discharge of the
lower unit to Upper Three Runs aquifer
are included in the model, this can be
expected to be a flux bounda~ of
unknown magnitude.

4ction

:ee the response to Condition 4.
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:) The Upper Three Runs aquifer at the
eastern boundary of the model between
McQueen Branch and Fourrnile Run is
defined as a no-flow boundary (figure
5. l-l). The measured head map of Figure
5.1-13 shows that a westward flux into the
model domain along this boundary is
probable. Note also that the head map
uses control data (invented data) to
modi~ head contour lines in this area,
potentially masking a larger gradient than
shown.

rhe measured head map of Figure 5.1-13
:ontains a sharp groundwater mound in Z
Area (in the northeast part of the model
iomain) related to well ZBG 1A. The mound
is not simulated by the model (see head map
of Figure 5.1- 11). The figures are from Flach
and Harris (1997), Figures 11 and 36. Neither
the CA nor Flach and Harris explain that the
mound is the result of one data point, well
ZBG 1 A, which was omitted from the model
as an outlier after completion of the measured
head map (Flach and Ha;is, Appendix E,
page 137).

In contrast, two other wells with anomalous
head data in nearby S Area were omitted from
the measured head map (wells SCA 3A and
SCA 4A) The head data from all three wells
should be treated the same.
The CA does not provide intermediate
calculations and results to demonstrate the CA
calculations are re~iesentative of the site fo~
similar situations. Comparisons between the
PA results for E-Area and Z-Area, and the CA
results are not provided. Concluding the PAs
and CA are similar on the basis of the
calculations has not been demonstrated.
The conceptual model used in the CA is
consistent with the conceptual model in the
PA. However, the additional components of a
conceptual model for the SRS are not clearly
introduced into the CA to ensure that regional
subsurface phenomena and surface and
groundwater interactions are properly
considered in the CA. The material presented

iction
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;ee the response to Condition 4.

[n the next revision of the CA,
consideration will be given to
providing intermediate
calculations and results.

Flux to the water table results are
given in the CA to satisfy the
intermediate results criteria. The
results in Table 4.4-5 for the
facilities labeled ILT, LAW and
SLIT are for units in the EA PA.
Entries under SALT are for the
Saltstone facilitv. These data car
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in the CA does not clearly address how the be used to compare results.
regional aquifer characteristics are included in
the conceptual model.

87 The reliance on natural hydrologic barriers as See the response to Condition 4.
effective mechanisms for preventing or
controlling contaminant migration, are not
adequately justified in this document, from a
technical perspective. Additional data, and
where appropriate, additional studies, must be
provided to substantiate their effectiveness, or
additional model uncertainty must be
incorporated.

88 This requirement speaks to the rigor included See the response to Conditions 3
in the CA. While many of the assumptions in and 4.
the CA related to the radionuclides have been
examined, the examination has not been
rigorous, as noted in previous comments. The
source term evaluation similarly has questions
concerning the rigor of analysis, as noted in
earlier comments. The transport of
radionuclides largely relies on the models
used in the PAs for the two facilities that were
extrapolated to the entire GSA, and the data
driven FACT code, which has recently been
developed and to some extent verified and
validated. The lack of intermediate results,
which are referenced to field or laboratory
data, is a shortcoming in the CA that leaves
many of the questions concerning the
transport of radionuclides unanswered. This
leads to uncertainties in results which have
not been evaluated in the CA.

89 The assumption that anthropogenic changes See the response to Condition 4.
will not alter the model results needs to be
justified. To demonstrate that the CA is
technically adequate, there must be more
information provided on the assumptions that
the hydrologic conditions that cause the
natural hydrologic barriers will not change
significantly over the time period of the
analysis. As it stands, the only assurance that
can be made is that institutional controls will
prevent any on-site activity from disrupting
flow conditions that would significantly
impact the natural hydrologic barriers, and
that off-site activities, such as large scale
irrigation, are not likely. Since, therefore, no
reasonable assurance can be given to justifi
the assumptions regarding flow conditions,
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there must bean analysis of the potential
consequences of changes in the flow system.
There should be a sensitivity analysis that
determines the potential impact on the CA
results of changes in hydrologic conditions
that cause any of the three natural hydrologic
barriers to fail to contain or retard migration.

In addition to assurances on the future
effectiveness of the natural hydrologic
barriers, the document has not adequately
demonstrated the current effectiveness of
these barriers. The three natural hydrologic
barriers - the ground water divide, the upward
gradient in the Crouch Branch aquifer, and the
incision of the upper ground water units by
the three streams - are not well described in
the CA, are susceptible to change as a result
of local on-site and off-site activities, and are
crucial factors in the CA results. References
are provided to hydrogeologic studies
(Aadland, et al, 1995 is the primary source)
that provide the basic geologic and
hydrostratigraphic data used in the CA. But
what is missing is sufficient technical
justification, through relevant studies and
analyses, that support the assumption that
these hydrologic conditions function
effectively to contain contaminants or reduce
their mobility, as described in the conceptual
model of the GSA. There are no references
provided in the document to studies or
analyses that support the inferences drawn in
the CA regarding the effectiveness of these
natural barriers. If such studies or analyses
exist, the document should include adequate
discussion of their results and conclusions,
and references should be provided. If relevant
studies do not exist or if the conclusions do
not support the assumptions made in the CA,
there should be a plan to conduct the studies
or analyses, accompanied by a commitment
by USDOE-SRS to support such studies,
before the technical adequacy of this
document can be assured.

To provide an example of the type of
discussion that should be included in the CA,
the SRS Ground Water Protection
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Management Program (GWPMP) document
(WSRC-TR-96-0193), dated August 1996,
provides a very brief discussion of one of the
natural hydrologic barriers - the upward
gradient. There is a discussion (Section 2.6) of
the maintenance of natural head differences
across the site, due to recognition of the value
of the upward gradient in preventing
downward migration of contaminants. There
is a brief discussion of a long-standing
site-wide policy of avoiding installation of
high capacity production wells in areas where
this natural upward gradient may be disturbed
by pumping. The GWPMP indicates that this
policy (put into effect in the 1980’s) is still in
effect, but there is no reference provided, nor
is there any further detailed discussion of
what actions this policy actually addresses.
This entire issue is not discussed in the CA at
all. There are no references to any section of
the GWPMP. The CA should, at a minimum,
investigate the specific provisions of this
policy, discuss how well it has been
implemented since its inception, and relate
what is known about the process of
maintenance of the upward gradient to the
specific assumptions included in the
conceptual model of the GSA that supports
the analysis in the CA.

Action
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rhe CA document dated September 1997 is
lot complete. The CA Review Team cannot
-each a decision that ensures continued
:ompliance with USDOE Order requirements
it the two SRS disposal sites. In addition to
!urther analyses and data collection described
~lsewhere in these comments, the analyses
md data that are contained in this document
lre not complete. There are many statements
:hat need to be better supported by references
x-by more complete analyses and
explanations that clearly describe the analysts’
!ogic.
I’hedocument that the review team was asked
[Oreview is not complete. It basically presents
statements of conclusion regarding the
potential impact of the disposal facilities on
the general public and on the environment,
md statements that describe hydrologic
conditions without adequate explanation, with
few, or frequently no, reference to any
detailed studies or other source documents,
and with few new studies or analyses
conducted to support the CA. The document,
issued September 1997, contains some
statements and conclusions that are
unsupported (but not necessarily
unsupportable) from a technical perspective.
The document is incomplete because it does
not enable the reviewer to understand the
analyst’s logic, or to reveal how the analysts
used their data, their knowledge of the site,
and their analytical tools to determine their
results and to draw their conclusions.

As a reviewer, I am left with the task of trying
to piece together all of the technical work that
was done on the CA to fully understand how
the final results were derived. It became
obvious to me during the initial site visit,
when listening to presentations fi-omvarious
WSRC staff who had prepared the CA, that
the technical work had been performed. The
review team had numerous questions
regarding the analyses described in the
document, and most of these questions were
answered satisfactorily by WSRC staff. It
appears, though, that the information

Iction
Noaction required. The LFRG
:oncluded that the CA provided
;ufficient information to support
management decision for
:ontinued compliance with
JSDOE Order requirements at
he two SRS disposal sites.

Noaction required. The LFRG
:oncluded that the CA provided
wfficient information to support
he management decision for
:ontinued operation of the SRS
LLW disposal facilities.

I
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presented was not documented. The document
did not contain a complete and understandable
description of what that work was, nor a
mapping of the analysts’ thought processes to
allow the reviewer to trace the path from the
basic data to the conclusions of the CA.

92 Page 2-35, first sentence of the fifth paragraph See the response to Condition 1.
states: “Concentrations of radioactive material
at the mouths of the UTR and FMB will
potentially include contributions from sources
outside the GSA.” However, the third
sentence of this same paragraph states: “The
composite analysis, however, has only
considered the sources within the GSA
because it is those sources that could
influence decisions regarding operations of
the LLW disposal facilities.”

The April 30, 1996 Guidance for a Composite
Analysis of Interacting Source Terms and the
November 1, 1996 Interim Review Process
and Criteria for Composite Analysis both
indicate that the purpose of a composite
analysis is to provide an analysis of the
cumulative impacts of sources from LLW
disposal facilities and all other sources that
may interact with the LLW disposal facilities
and contribute to the dose to a hypothetical
future member of the public.

It would appear that all source terms having
the potential to interact at or before the point
of assessment, must be considered and
included in the composite analysis. This
would be necessary to provide for a
reasonably conservative estimate of the
cumulative impacts of those source terms and
their affects to the dose to future members of
the public.

93 The flow and transport models, as well as the Comment noted. This will be
conceptual model, of the ground water system addressed as R & D during the
at the GSA and the interrelationship of ground course of CA maintenance. See
water and surface water needs further the attached maintenance plan.
validation. Performing a water balance
analysis of the GSA is one aspect of the
needed validation. Designing and
implementing an on-going monitoring
strategy that will also function as a
surveillance monitoring system is also needed
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‘ormodel validation.
~ensitivity analysis (Section 6.0) is
nadequate and needs to be rewritten. At a
ninimum, this section needs to be rewritten to
~ccountfor the additional data provided by
W3RC in the 4/21/98 memo from Bill Nell to
leff Perry, and needs to consider the analysis
]f the effect of on-going remediation on the
30Wsystem, provided in “Impact of F- and
3-Area Pump-Treat-Reinject Remediation
~ystems on the Old Radioactive Waste Burial
Sround” (SRT-EST-98- 154). Also, estimates
~fgreatest uncertainty are needed to. provide
~irection and priorities for a CA maintenance
?rogram.
rhe Savannah River CA, Section 6.3, Page
5-3; The first paragraph states “Plans for-
future use of the SRS (Appendix A) propose
that release of the site to the general public for
unrestricted use will not occur over the time
period of this analysis.”

Appendix A, “Savannah River Site Future
Use Project Report,” is cited as the decision
basis for Mm-e activities at the Savannah
River Site. This project report does not
reference or contain commitments made by
the Department of Energy to its stakeholders
regarding the future of the site. Composite
analyses are conducted to demonstrate that
management of all radioactive source terms;
(past, present, and future) will not reasonably
result in exceeding the dose limits set forth in
USDOE Order 5400.5. Therefore, it would be
prudent for the composite analysis to address
all pertinent RODS, and other agreements
made to the SRS stakeholders by the
Department of Energy. No uncertainty
analysis has been performed.
It is apparent that all of the potential
interacting source terms have not been
included in the analysis. The supplemental
information provides a scoping analysis of th(
A and M-Areas, SRTC, and the SRL Seepage
basins and their impacts on the UTR. It is no]
apparent from the document that B-Area,
C-Area, D-Area, N-Area, or R-Area will not
impact the analysis. The CA needs to include
a comprehensive look at the SRS and specify

Action

lee the response to Condition 2.

me SRS Future Use Plan has
]een transmitted to USDOE-HQ.
his plan will be used as
Yppendix A in future CA
evisions.

See the responses to Conditions 1
and 3.
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what will and what will not impact the LLW
disposal facility and provide justification for
these exclusions.

97 The Industrial Wastewater Closure Plan for F- HLW Tank personnel are familiar
and H-Area High-Level Waste Tank Systems with CA program. Updates in
needs to be incorporated into the CA. The tank closure program will be
stated CA requirement that most of the tanks reflected in CA maintenance
be emptied with only 100 gallons of residual activities. See the attached
material is a requirement that must be maintenance plan.
communicated with the HLW Tank Closure
project.

18 It is imperative that a good map of the SRS Comment noted and will be
and GSA with all SRS facilities located on it implemented in next revision of
be provided in the CA. It is difficult to CA. ~
understand the relative locations of the
sources and LLW facilities with descriptive
information only.

99 There is no discussion of the infiltration rates A table giving the infiltration
used in the analysis. rates used will be provided in the

next CA revision.
100 There is no discussion of the corrosion rates See the response to Condition 4.

used for the various waste forms. While leach
rates are given for the concrete in the
supplemental information provided, it is
unknown whether the concrete is being
considered to last for the entire 1000 year
time of compliance. While the EAV and the
Saltstone PAs provide justification for this
assumption, the other concrete waste forms
(i.e. the HLW tanks) have not been shown to
meet this criteria. No corrosion data is given
nor are the assumptions stated for the
corrosion rates for the NR activated metals.
Given the lack of information on this topic,
the team is unable to assess whether the
assumptions used are conservative or
reasonable.

101 The possible CERCLA and RCRA actions are As CERCLA and RCRA actions
included in the CA. There is no evidence are planned and completed they
provided that the representation of the will be more accurately
possible future CERCLA actions is represented in CA revisions. See
conservative, justified or supported by the attached CA maintenance
referenced documentation. Some of the plan.
representations of CERCLA actions presumed
the outcome of the CERCLA process while
other future CERCLA actions were not
discussed. The site visit underscored the
changing climate of RCRA and CERCLA
actions at SRS, including the concept that
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RCRA actions being performed now will need
to be addressed by CERCLA at some future
point in time.

102 In section 4.1.2 for building 235-F, it is stated See the response to Condition 4.
that the residual radionuclide inventory was
provided by Mr. Ray Lux. The reference
document for this information is simply an
E-mail message giving the source term. This
does not adequately specifi the source of the
characterization information. It appears that
the source term information came from the
SAR for building 235-F. It is important (as a
minimum in the reference documents) to state
where the characterization information was
obtained, to provide an indication of the
accuracy of the information, and what
assumptions were used.

103 The effects of the ER cap (infiltration rates, See the response to Condition 2.
impact on the ground water model) on the Old
Burial Grounds is not given in the CA. While
most of this information has been provided in
the supplemental information provided, it
needs to be incorporated into the CA.

104 Incomplete Explanation of the Comment noted. The next CA
Interrelationship of Ground Water Units and revision will attempt to provide a
the Three Streams at the GSA - It appears that clearer description of the complex
the full explanation of the relationship hydrologic Conditions at SRS.
between the Upper Three Runs aquifer and
the three surface water streams (Upper Three
Runs, Four Mile Branch, and Tim’s Branch) is
not included in the CA document. It also
appears that references to studies and
documentation are not provided. The CA
should, at a minimum, contain concise, but
complete, explanations of critical
hydrogeologic conditions. It is clear that the
direction of ground water flow and the
complex relationship of aquifers at various
depths and locations throughout the GSA with
surface water units, influenced by confining
units of various thickness and continuity, are
major determinants of contaminant levels and
doses projected in the hydrologic modeling
analyses, and that the existence of the natural
hydrologic barriers (including the ground
water divide and the incision of the upper
aquifer by the three streams) is highly
dependent upon flow conditions presented in
this document. To provide SRS management
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with an analysis that supports proper disposal
site operations for the long-term, more
complete documentation and references are
needed.

*

The followingare specificexamplesof the lack of
completeexplanationor the lackof adequate
referencesthat appearsto exist throughoutthe
document

a. Section 2.3.5 (Page 2-21) Ground Water
Hydrology. There should be references to
studies and discussion of their results to better
substantiate the observation that the upward
gradient in the Crouch Branch aquifer
encompasses most of the GSA, and the basis
for establishing the Crouch Branch confining
unit as effectively preventing downward
migration of contaminants into the Crouch
Branch and lower aquifers. These
hydrogeologic phenomena are cited as natural
hydrologic barriers which protect lower
aquifers from contamination. No references or
detailed discussion of the technical data that is
currently available to support these
observations is included in this section.

b. Section2.3.5.2 (Page2-25).The second
paragraphrefersto informationon flowdirection
in the GordonAquiferbeingpresentedin Section
5.1.1.There is no Section5.1.1 in the document.
Section5.1 (HydrologicModel)presentsa series
of figuresthat containhydraulicheaddata
(modeledand measured)forpurposesof
demonstratingthe relativeagreementbetween
model resultsand measurements.Section5.1
refersback to Section2.3.5.2 for discussionof
groundwaterdischargeto the threestreamsin the
GSA.The only discussionin Section2.3.5.2 is a
very briefparagraphon Page2-27,whichmerely
statesthat the groundwaterdischargesto these
threestreams,that the influenceof thesestreams
causesa groundwaterdivide,and that the streams
providea naturalflowboundary.None of these
statementsare referencedto a sourceof technical
data, nor is thereany furtherexplanationof the
technical,hydrogeologicbasis for these
conclusions.

c. Section 5.1 (Page 5-4). In the second full
paragraph (beginning “Hydraulic head
measurements...”), there are numerous
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statements that are not referenced nor iully
explained. This entire section is very crucial
to understanding the conceptual model of the
GSA and to quantifying the relationship of
ground water units to surface water streams
and the resulting modeling of contaminant
transport. There should be a more complete
discussion of the technical bases for these
observations, there should be references
provided, and there should be explanations of
assumed boundary conditions and how they
were quantified in the flow model. References
in Section 5.1 to discussions in Section
2.3.5.2, as noted above, is an example of
cross-referencing in this document to another
equally incomplete discussion, rather than to a
full discussion or to another referenceable
source.

d. Section 5.1 (Page 5-26). In the first full
paragraph, the statement is made that “The
hydrologic model was used to generate an
average flow field for the GSA.” This
predicted flow field data - which is crucial to
the accurate prediction of the movement of
radionuclides in the subsurface and their
control by natural hydrologic barriers - should
be verified by performing a water balance
analysis in the GSA. Using the conceptual
model, water inputs to the Gordon and the
Upper Three Runs aquifers and discharges to

the three streams should be developed based
on existing data on precipitation, subsurface
flow and storage, withdrawals and
reinjections (i.e., pump and treat at F & H
Areas), and water table elevation
measurements. Such a water balance would
provide more credibility to the reliance on

natural hydrologic barriers, if based on actual
data accumulated over a sufficient period of
time. The details of the data collection
needed, and the development of the water
balance are appropriate matters to determine
in the context of the CA, and performed
durimz CA maintenance.
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105 Section 7.4- It is silly to state that the only See the response to Condition 4.

change that might increase the dose is a
change in the land use. Obviously that could
be a very big one but there are numerous
others including the inventory that could
increase the dose. This section really should
list the assumptions and bases that are critical
to the analyses and which are going to be
compared during the periodic reviews.

106 The calculated results do not clearly satisfi See the response to Condition 2.
this requirement. The hydrology model does
not provide convincing evidence that the Future revisions of the CA will
regional aquifer system is well represented to have a more detailed
the west of the GSA. For the individual PAs, interpretation section.
this particular concern is not as relevant as the
CA, where the potential release of
contaminated groundwater to the soils and
swamps near the Savannah River could
introduce additional pathways for exposure.
As discussed in the site visit, there was no
data or verification step to ensure that mass
was conserved in the hydrology model
beyond the obsehation that the theory of the
model supported the conservation of mass.
The graphical results of the hydrology
suggested that mass may not be conserved
within the domain considered by the model.
Additional graphical results indicated the
zones of concern within the domain were
associated with areas of low velocity. While
the concern is less important, the additional
results do not clearly indicate that mass is
being conserved within the model domain.

The importance of the groundwater divide is
discussed in the CA and was discussed during
the site visit. The movement of the water table
was suggested to be +/- 5 feet from episodic
events and the groundwater data suggested the
divide did not shift that much from episodic
events. Considering the significance of the
groundwater divide in the transport of
contamination, the low velocities of water
near the divide, the concern over the
conservation of mass, and the potential
movement of the divide, the sensitivity
analysis of the results should include the
consideration of changes in the location of the
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;om. No. Comment Action
groundwater divide. The results of this
analysis should be addressed as an important
consideration in the interpretation of results.

The relationship between Fig. 4.4-11 and
5.2-15 is less than clear. The steady release of
“TC from the old burial ground in Fig 4.4-11
is not clearly represented in Fig. 5.2-15. In
addition, the notion of a steady state release
from the old burial grounds is questionable.

The justification for a release of ’33Uand 238U
from the old burial ground without a
corresponding release of ‘3JUfrom the old
burial ground is questionable, as shown in
Figs. 4.4-12,4.4-13, and 4.4-14.

At the site visit, the long delay in the transport
of” 129 was attributed to the vadose zone
thickness of 60 ft. This does not seem justified
by other radionuclides with similar nobilities
and other sources of the same radionuclide
that do not have the similar sort of delay.

Something is seriously wrong with Table
6.1-1. Figures 5.5-2 and 5.5-3 identify the
dose from drinking water for FMB and UTR
for ‘JC and 3H. The doses from these figures
are not consistent with the table. The dose for
one radionuclide could increase, as it has for
3H,but the dose cannot decline for the other
radionuclide. Perhaps there is an explanation,
but none is provided.

107 The CA provides an interpretation of the See the responses to Conditions 1
calculated results and the sensitivity and and 4.
uncertainty results with respect to the dose
constraint and the dose limit at the point of
assessment and time period of assessment.
The results are less than the dose constraint
for all of the cases considered. As noted in
other comments with respect to the CA, the
logic, correctness, and rigor associated with
these interpretations is not clearly presented
or justified.

108 The results of the CA indicate the maximum Comment noted.
dose is 14 rnrendyear, which is less than the
dose constraint of 30 mrem/year.
Consequently, and options analysis is not
required and is not included in the CA. The



Corn.No. I Comment I Action
dose of 14 mrerrdyear is the dose from the
consumption of drinking water from FMB.
This potential scenario is considered to be a
sensitivity case and not a base case.

109 The need for an ALA.M assessment is Comment noted.
presented in the CA for the results included in
the CA. The presentation in the CA
demonstrates there is no need for an ALAlL4
assessment to identi~ any actions to further
reduce the doses. Presuming the results of the
analysis provide a complete, composite
analysis of the SRS, this conclusion is
justified.

110 The CA does not provide a comparison to the Results presented in Table 4.4-5
PA to allow an evaluation of this requirement. for the disposal units in the EAV
The CA does not admit a resident scenario and Saltstone facilities provide
and the drinking water calculations in the CA the comparison. Future revisions
are performed at a larger distance from the of the CA will provide a more
source than in the PA. explicit comparison.

111 The maximum projected dose over the period See the response to Condition 1.
of assessment is presented, but without a clear
and consistent definition of the point of
assessment.

112 The need for the ALARA assessment is Comment noted.
presented and concludes an ALARA
assessment is not warranted. The calculated
population dose is 3 person-remlyear,
allowing a cost of $30,000 per person-rem
averted. The CA concludes the analysis of the
options in the CA exceeds this maximum
value.

113 An options analysis was not performed for the Comment noted.
CA because the resulting dose reported in the
CA was less than the dose constraint.

114 This particular requirement is associated with See the response to Condition 1.
the rigor of the analysis presented in the CA.
Numerous sources have been excluded
without justification and the point of
assessment is not well justified. The analysis
does not provide bounding calculations for the
many uncertain variables associated with the
CA. As a result, the CA does not provide a
clear case that the analysis is a reasonable
representation of the existing site knowledge.

115 Section 1.0 I don’t believe the results of the Comment noted.
CA clearly show there will be NO adverse
health impact. The numbers presented are
indeed less than the dose constraints and
performance objectives but they are based on
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Corn.No. Comment Action
a less than robust or complete analysis. How
this section will need to be reworded will be
based on the resolution of the comments.

116 The composite analysis does not include Such discussion is not required if
discussion or evaluation of potential off-site the dose constraint is met as is the
sources such as the Bamwell low level waste case in the CA.
disposal facili~, or a commercial nuclear
facility located up river from the Savannah
River Site.

117 SRS CA Requirement Page 7-2, section 7.4 Bounding (worst case) estimates
first paragraph states “The maximum peak are not appropriate for
dose of 14 mren-dyr calculated for the GSA in determining compliance with the
this analysis is considerably lower...” The CA dose constraint.
above referenced paragraph is inconsistent
with the Supplemental information provided
in “Bounding Estimate of All GSA
Contaminants Migrating to Either of the
Streams.” This analysis shows at an estimated
dose of-30.8 mrerdyear which is over the
dose constraint of the CA.

118 a. The ground water divide is a critical See the responses to Conditions 1
hydrologic factor in any analysis of the and 2.
potential future impact on the environment of
low-level waste disposal at the GSA.
b. More careful, detailed analyses of the
estimated impacts on drinking water and
recreational exposures should be performed to
better define the sensitivity of the CA doses to
changes in this and other critical hydrologic
factors. Such analyses should include
estimated doses through the drinking water
pathway at the mouth of the Upper Three

. Runs and Four Mile Branch streams, as well
as at the Highway 301 Bridge.
c. Studiesdesignedto measureand quantify
hydmgeologicfactors,as well as the influenceof
site activitiesat the surface,shouldbe designed
and conductedto furtherquantifythe hydrologic
responseof the groundwaterdivide(as well as the
other naturalhydrologicbarriers).Modeling
studiesare a first step,but longertermmonitoring
and aquiferstress tests are neededto quantifythe
likelyresponseof the flow system to f~lture
conditions, all of which may impact the
dimensions, as well as the existence and the
effectiveness, of the ground water divide.
d. Although the sensitivity analysis indicates
that estimated doses are highest for tritium,
there are other radionuclides with longer
half-lives, that may be of greater concern.
There should be a more detailed analysis of

— —-.
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Corn. No. Comment Action
the potential impact of other “significant”
radionuclides which consider both the
drinking water and the recreational scena~os
at the GSA, at the mouths of both streams,
and at the Highway301 Bridge.

If a more thorough analysis indicates that
potential doses reach or exceed 30 mrern/year,
there will be the need for an options analysis
for examining means for reducing potential
doses further, by applying ALAIL%

119 The CA presents conclusions that the The conditions of approval given
long-term performance of the disposal facility by LFRG have been met by
and other contributing sources is less than the publication o f this addendum.
dose constraint. The demonstration of these
conclusions is the source of many comments
included in this review. The logic correctness,
and rigor of the conclusions reached in the
CA warrant additional review prior to.,
acceptance.

120 The CA results are less than 30 mrern/year, See the response to Condition 1.
the need for an ALAR% assessment is
presented, and the results show an ALAlU4
assessment is not required. However, the
need for preparing an options analysis is
concluded using the results from the
sensitivity analysis of the consumption of
water from FMB, and not from the base case
in CA that did not include the consumption of
surface water. At this particular point of the
CA, the conclusions are being drawn from the
wrong results. This further underscores the
many difficulties with the identification of the
point of assessment throughout the CA.

121 This requirement does not currently apply to Comment noted.
the SRS CA.

122 This requirement does not currently apply to Comment noted.
the SRS CA.

123 Section 7.3 of the CA concludes that potential See the response to Condition 2.
doses are unlikely to exceed the dose
constraint. Given the uncertainties in the
conceptual and numerical groundwater flow
models, it is not unreasonable to postulate
conditions that would result in exceedance of
the dose constraint. Acceptance of the CA
should be conditional upon completion of a
more thorough uncertainty analysis and any
options analysis that may be required based
upon those results.

,,
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124
~omment
h the Summary and Conclusions, Page 1-1,
:he statement is made in the first paragraph
:hat the results of the CA clearly indicate that
:ontinued disposal will have no adverse
mpact on future members of the public. This
:onclusion is highly dependent upon the
assumption that institutional control will
affectively prevent human exposure to
-adiological contaminants and will prevent
reman activities that may disrupt the flow
system characteristics that provide natural
hydrologic barriers. It is misleading to state
that the CA results are based on dose
calculations that not only justi~ the statement
that no adverse impact would occur, but
justify not performing additional sensitivity
analyses or options/ALAIL4 analyses to
reduce doses further. It is critical that this
document state that the conclusions of the CA
are based on the recommendations included in
a future land use plan.

No one. can predict the future, and even
though many of us believe that the SRS, as it
exists today, will continue to remain a
restricted federal defense facility for a very
long. time, there is a need for some assurances
regarding maintaining the site’s status. (Order
USDOE 5400.5 requirements must be met
before the site can be released, but there is no
discussion of how or whether this requirement
will be met, or what is in place to assure that
the site will not be released.) Absent any other
legally binding commitment to, maintaining
restricted use of the existing site for a specific
period of time or “in perpetuity”, it is
necessary to qualify all conclusions by stating
the overall assumptions upon which they were
based.

To provide an illustration of the need for
consistent use of qualifying statements when
providing conclusions on the CA results, the
additional information provided by WSRC in
the 4/2 1/98 memo from W. Nell contains a
re-analysis of the potential doses calculated
by challenging the assumption that the ground
water divide location will remain unchanged
for the entire period of the analysis. The
re-analysis indicates that the estimated dose

WSRC-RP-99-O0844
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Corn. No. Comment Action
from the drinking water pathway at Four Mile
Branch at the GSA for tritium is 64
mrem/year, which is 16 times greater than the
MCL. However, WSRC concludes that this
level of exposure would never occur because
overly conservative assumptions were used
(all contaminants migrate to one stream rather
than being partitioned to two streams due to
the ground water divide, and no correction
was made for the added decay of tritium in a
longer migration pathway) and the calculated
peak dose would occur at 62 years, which is
well within the time period where exposure
would be prevented by institutional controls,
according to future land use plans. In this
case, the results of the analysis exceed the
MCL and the 30 mrerdyear point where an
options analysis would be needed. So the
analysts provide quali~ing statements that
acknowledge the implications of the
assumptions that were used. The same type of
qualifications are needed when drawing
conclusions that there will be no adverse
impacts on the general public in the future.

125 SRS CA Requirement, Supplemental Comment noted.
“Assessment of Impact of A and M Area
Sources on Composite Analysis Results.” The
sixth paragraph states “For each radionuclide,
the concentration in Upper Three Runs from
the GSA sources (i.e. that analyzed in the CA)
is greater than that from the Tires Branch
sources. The ratio of concentration the UTR
to that in the Tires Branch ranges from 29 for
‘3*Uto 29 million for tritium. Thus the Tires
Branch watershed will make a negligible
contribution of potential doses to the public
calculated at the mouth of Upper Three
Runs.”

Internal radiation exposure from multiple
radionuclides is a cumulative effect not a
singular event. All radionuclide sources and
their respective dose contributions to the
off-site receptor should be calculated and
summed to determine if the off-site dose
criteria has been met.

126 SRS CA Requirement, Supplemental See the response to Condition 3.
“Bounding Estimate of All GSA
Contaminants Migrating to Either of the
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~om. No. Comment Action I

Streams.” The included table (no table I

number assigned) under the column;
“Estimated Dose form Recreation Scenario at
FMB Mouth” indicates a current dose from
C’J of 28.8 mrerrtlyear.

The indicated table does not include the dose
contribution from the A and M areas, and it
should be noted that the indicated dose of 28.8
mrem/yr is close to the 30 mrerrt/yr dose
criteria for the CA. It should also be noted
that the cumulative estimated dose at the
mouth of FMB is -30.8 mrendyr. It is
imperative that the CA source term be
reevaluated to include the estimated dose
from all radionuclides and that the effect on
the down stream receptor site be determined.
Additionally, there is no mention in the CA as
to how future development on the opposite
bank of the Savannah River will be guided.

127 The conclusions of the CA are based on a Comment noted.
limited interpretation of the results and the
bases for the analysis presented in the CA.
Since the results indicated that potential doses
were less than the dose constraint, as long as
access to the SRS was restricted in perpetuity,
and that conservative assumptions were
selected in preparing the CA, there was no
apparent need to conduct a detailed
examination of the assumptions in the CA and
their effect on the results.

Notes:
Acronyms are generally not spelled out in the table due 10 space limitations. The Comment column in the table may contai]
acronyms [hat are spelled out since this column represents direct quotations from the Comment document. The following acronym
are used m the table.
ALARA As Low As Reasonably Achievable LAW Low-Activity Waste
CA Composite Analysis LFRG Low-Level Waste Facilities Federal
(’ER(”L.\ Comprehensive Environmental Rmponse, Review Group

Compensation, and Liability Act LLW Low-Level Waste
D&D Decontamination and Demolition MCL ivlaximum Contaminant Level

USDGE U.S. Department ot Ener:y NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
DQO Data Quality Objectives OBG Old Burial Ground
DWPF Defense Waste Processing Faclilty PA Performance Assessment
EAV E-Area Vaults RCRA Resource Conservation and Recoveg
EPA LJ.S.Environmental Protection Agency Act
FMB Fourmilc Branch ROD Record of Decision
GSA General Separations Area SRL Savannah River Laboratory
HLW High-Level Waste SRS Savannah River Site
HQ Headquarters SRTC Savannah River Technology Center
ILT intermediate-Levei Trench UTR Upper Three Runs

WSRC Westinghouse Savannah River Company

——.
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6.0 Condition 6

Discussion of the environmental monitoring program, inclusion of environmental
data, and comparison with the expected results.from the composite analysis.

6.1 Comparison with Environmental Monitoring Program

6.1.1 Environmental Monitoring Program

monitoring

SRS looks for, identifies, and quantifies its released contaminants through an extensive
environmental monitoring program. This program’s main components are effluent monitoring
and environmental surveillance. Samples of air, water, and other media are collected and
analyzed to determine the presence of contaminants from site operations. Results are used to
monitor effects on natural resources and human health and also to demonstrate compliance with
regulations. These results are published each year in the SRS Environmental Report which is
made available to the public.

Much of the onsite monitoring is done by the Environmental Protection Department’s
Environmental Monitoring Section and by the Savannah River Technology Center. Groups
outside the SRS also monitor the site. These include the South Carolina Department of Health
and Environmental Control and the Georgia Department of Natural Resources.

6.1.2 Effluent Monitoring

Effluent monitoring is the collection of samples at the point where materials are released from the
facilities and their subsequent analysis. Two types of effluent monitoring are done at SRS.
Radiological effluent monitoring looks for radionuclides that are released from the facilities.
More than 4,400 radiological samples were collected and analyzed during 1996. Nonradiological
effluent monitoring looks for nonradioactive materials that are released from the facility.

6.1.3 Environmental Surveillance

Environmental surveillance covers more that 31,000 square miles and extends up to 100 miles
from the site. With results of this surveillance, scientists attempt to assess contaminants that may
have spread into the environment. Like effluent monitoring, environmental
both radiological and nonradiological. ,

6.1.4 Radiological Releases

Radionuclides released from the site can travel through the environment,

surveillance can be

potentially causing
exposure to the offsite public. Routes that contaminants may follow through the environment are
called pathways. Airborne release pathways include (1) inhalation and (2) the consumption of
locally produced foods and milk, contaminated by deposition of the airborne contaminants; liquid
release pathways include the consumption of (1) fish, (2) shellfish from downriver in the
Savannah River estuary, and (3) Savannah River water. Monitoring groundwater migration from
contaminated areas on the site is important in determining liquid releases.

6.1.5 Radiological Surveillance

Routine surveillance is performed on the atmosphere (air and rainwater), surface water (site
streams and the Savannah River), drinking water, food products (terrestrial and aquatic), wildlife,
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soil, sediment, vegetation, and groundwater. Monitoring of gamma radiation in the environment
is conducted on site, at the site boundary, and in surrounding communities.

6.2 Comparison of Environmental Monitoring Data with Composite Analysis Results

Data from the last two annual monitoring reports are compared with CA results in Table 6.2-1.
The monitoring reports give annual average radionuclide concentrations in SRS streams. These
concentrations were used to calculate radiological dose by assuming consumption of 2 liters of
stream or river water per day for a year. These doses are presented along with the doses
calculated in the CA as a “reality check” on the CA results. The numbers are in good agreement,
with those for the Savannah River being closest and those for UTR being farthest apart.
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Table 6.2-1 Monitoring Data and Composite Analysis Results Comparison

From 1996 From 1997 #

Monitoring Monitoring From Composite Analysis
Stream (mrem/yr) (mrem/yr) (mrefn/yr)
Upper Three Runs 0.11’ - 2.4’
Fourmile Branch 9.7’ 9.9’ 24?
Savannah River 0.05” o.05d 0.08f “
Notes:
‘ Based on concentration given in Savannah River Site Environmental Report for 1996, WSRC-

TR-97-0171, Table 6-4, page 83.
~ Based on concentration given in Savannah River Site Environmental Report for 1996, WSRC-

TR-97-O171, Table 6-5, page 85.
c Based on concentration given in Savannah River Site Environmental Report for 1997, WSRC-

TR-97-00322P Table 6-3, page 91.
d Based on concentration given in Savannah River Site Environmental Report for 1996, WSRC-

TR-97-00322, Table 6-4, page 94.
e From Composite Analysis,WSRCRP-97-311, Table 6.1-1, page 6-2.
r From Composite Analysis, WSRC RP-97-3 11, Table 5.5-2, page 5-73.
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7.0 Condition 7

Inclusion of the information that Savannah River Site committed to be incorporated in the
composite analysis maintenance plan over the course of the composite analysis review.

During preparation of this addendum, the authors discussed this condition with J. N. Perry, the
Review Team leader. Mr. Perry indicated his understanding that the commitments had been
captured in the minutes of the Review Team meetings. The authors then discussed the Review
Team minutes with R. U. Curl. The LFRG Technical Secretary. Mr. Curl indicated that no
commitments for incorporation of information in the SRS Maintenance Plan are noted in the
review team minutes.

The authors believe that all of the items discussed with the Review Team regarding what would
be in the SRS Maintenance Plan have, in fact, been incorporated into the plan (Attachment 1).
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Attachment 1

Maintenance Program for the E-Area Vaults and Saltstone Performance

Assessments, and the Composite Analysis
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(lfestlnghouse

javannah RiverCompany
([ken,SC29808 .

SWD-99-0040

Mr. William L. NoII,Director Mi. Howard B. Gnann, Director
SolidWaste Division Programs Division
U.S. Departmentof Energy U.S. Departmentof Energy
Savannah River OperationsOffice Savannah River Operations Office
P. O. Box A P. O. Box A
Aiken, South Carolina 29802 Aiken, South Carolina 29802

Dear Messrs. Nell and Gnann:

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM FOR THE EAREA VAULTS AND SALTSTONE PERFORMANCE
#XESSMENTS. AND,THE COMPOSITE ANALYSIS

Ericlosedis the subject PerformanceAssessment (PA) and composite Analysis (CA) MaintenanceProgram.
We have inco~orated the elements of the PAs for both loW-leVelW=te disposal facilities (saltStone and E-
Area), and the CA into one plan to ensure work that ii applicable to all efforts is not duplicated, but rather is
applied in a synergistic fashion across all areas.

Also, we have included the necessaryelements of a pMCA Maintenanceprog~ as refl@ed in draft DOE
Order 435.1 and the Complex-WideStrategy for Maintenance of DOE Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility PAs
and CAs, dated September30, 1998(transmitted by letter from James Owendoff, DOE, to John “Conway, ‘
DNFSB, 10/1/98).

The encIosedP&CA MaintenanceProgmm is intended to satisfy the AOp milestone to “Updatethe PA
MaintenanceP1anby 4/30/99 to support development of the AOP and long-range planning.- As agreed with
your staff, we provided a.draft4/27/99 for YOmreview. Thii attachment includes your stif’s comments and
representsa modification,of the plan to provide the AlternativeTrench DIspo~”Evaluation in FY99. Instead,
we wiUprovide a SpecialAnalysis for.Components-in-Groutin FY99 and provide djrect assistance in
implementationof trenchdisposd in FYOO.As we agr&d, the Gmponents-in-Grout”Special Analysis will not
expand the uncertaintyevaluations, but mther uncertainty will be addressed in the pA Revision: Our response
to DOE’scommentson the PA Revision witi be provided’inJuly 1999,and a modified PA Revision that
contains the response resolutions will be provided in FYOO.In addition,.this PA Maintenanti Program
provides the informationto satisfy the conditions of approvaI for the Saltstone PA.

Any questions you or your staff may have maybe directed to me or to W. T. Goldston of my staff.

Sincerely,

[A”
Richard M. Seaborn
Deputy Manager & Chief Engineer
Solid Waste Division

wtg/fg
Enc.

Rzs-az(Ikvs-1197)
ImG 26-1s466,10
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MAINTENANCE PROGRAM FOR THE
E:AREA VAULTS AND SALTSTO~E PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS,

AND THE COMPOSITE ANALYSIS

FY99 IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Performance Assessments (PAs) for both the E-AreaVaults (EAV)and SaltStonedisposal facilities
assess the calculateddose impact on the public from the respectiveradioactivedisposal sites to verify
compliance with Departmentof Energy (DOE)performancestandards. The CompositeAnalysis (CA) is a
management tool whose purpose is to assist DOE in assessing the possible impacts on the public and
environment from multiple sources of radioactivematerialat a site (such * SRS) in order to determine
where DOE may need to focus attention or take mitigatingactions. The DOE, through its Implementation
Plan for DNFSB 94-2 and its Waste ManagementOrder (draftDOE order 435.1), requires the maintenance
of both the EAV and Sahstone PAs and the CA. Becausethe PA and CA results are in part based on
technicallyuncertaindawj conservativeparameters,or both, a maintenanceprogram is neededto provide
greater confiden~ in the results of the analysesand in the long-termplans for public and environmental
protection. The preparation and execution of this plan is in compliance with the Complex-wide strategy for
maintenance of both DOE PAs and CAs as reflected in draft DOE Order 435.1. The purpose of both the
PA and CA maintenanceprograms (MAP) is to cotilrm the continuedadequacyof the PA/CA and to
incr@e confidence in the results of the PAICA. The elementsof the PA/CA MAP are

1) ~ Special Analyses
2) ‘ PA/CA Revisions

PA/CA Reviews
:] Monitoring
5) -, Tests and Research -

,. . .

The rkiintenane$ acti~ties”for the CA and’the E-Area and Saktone PA are summyized in Tables 1.A
through 1.E. The budget supporting the PA/CA MAP activities is reflected in Table 1.F. Tables l.F.a
through Table 1.F.creflect the respectivebudgets for niakitainingthe EAv PA tie SrdtstonePA and the
CA. The MAP will reflectboth PA and CA-relatedactivities in the Annual OperatingP1ap(AOP) for each
f*l year and @eoutyears for ten-yearbudget planning purposes. PA and CA special analysesare
discussed in Section 1. A]CAspecial analysis Willbe conductedas a subset of every PA special analysis.

.

A CA special analysis will also be conducted wheneverchangesin the assumptions in the CA (e.g., land
, use, remediation,closure) occur. Section II includesdiscussionon PA and CA revisions Whichwill be

scheduled when required. The first CA revision will be conducted this fiscal year (FY99) and will include
the WSRC response to the DOE Low-Level Waste Federal Review Group’s (LFRG) “Conditions of -
Approval” and wil[ be documented as an addendum to the CA. In Section III, the various factors
wnsidered in the PA and CA annual review are discussed. The annual reviews will consider factors such
as site future land use plans, changes in remediation and closure plans, and changes in source terms. The
monitoring program that will be developed to altow validation of the PA and CA by comparing actual
monitoring data with PAICA results is discussed in Section IV. In Section V, the test and research program
that supports the PA and CA is discussed. The initial test and research activities will be conducted to
reduce the uncertainty of the results. Each of these five program elements is discussed in further detail in
this document.
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Table1A:SummaryTableforPA&CAMaintenanceprogram- specialAnalyses

A. EAVPA

-
B.CA

3. WoodPAConsiderations x
4. NavalFuelsEU
5. ReactorDeionizes~iC x
6. GlassWasteForms x
7. SealedSources- 13TCS x
8a. CtosurePlan x
8b. IncorporateDOEComments

onClosurePlan
9. Componentsin Grout x x
10. EquipmentwithLeadShielding x x

andCounterweights
11. EnvironmentalRestoration

I I

EAVPA TOTAL WOK S435K

1. AttemateTrenchDisposal x
Concepts

2. DKpOsatofW Waste 6/30 x
3. GlassWasteForms x
4. SeatedSources- IWk x
5. EffectofAttemateSatt con-

fleconkun~nationon tingent

SaltstoneProcess caDOE

6. Componentsin Groot/CA x

I I

C. %ttsfom
PA

commentincorporation

GRAND
TOTAL

TotalofEAVP& CA%ttstonePA $90K $545K
SpecktAnalyses

(S25KA’)

$50K

x $50K

$50K
$50K

x

(WW)
$80K

, J

x x x x **

x x x x x x ●*

x x **

x x x x x x 4’
x x x x x x x y#J)

SK $50K $50K $jllK S50K S501( $WK $5X( $970K

$ OK*

$ OK*
$ OK*

$ OK*
. . $ OK*

CA TOTAL ::’

$50K

WJK

SALTSTONE PA TOTAL $lloK

;95K $50K $5oK $50K $50K $50K $50K $5oK
$l,060K

* includ~ in PAMaintenanceBudget
** Fund~ by Pmjcct($50r(Wr yw)

2
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Table’lB:Sumrnarykab[eforPA&CA Maintenance Program- PAICARevision
.,/:=-,,; .., . .

A. EAVPA

-

II “ I $%?$140K

2. (%mpleleDraf~PARevision

I
1, ConditionsofApproval I 9/23

Resrxmse- Issueto DOE-SR

—

—

—

150K

addendumto CAbasedontk
following:

. PointofAssessment

. UncertaintyandSensitivity
Arrafysis

. CdmpleleSourceTermlnv.

. JustificationforAssumptions

. Dispositionof ReviewTeam
sxmment$ . . ~

. Enviroilmenk4Monitoring
Program

. SRScommitmentsduring
——

.

C. Saftstone
“PA

TOTAL

—

T
Review .P

1.Complete Draft PA Revision
—

T
—

—
-P

—

-kW!!&7WK IWOK
—

. .
. .

?’

.-,,. “,Jr,, ,>, .“
‘ ,.

t “: L1..u. . .

.’ ‘TableIC: SurnmafiTable forPA&’CAMaintenanceProgram”-PAICAAnnualReview“ ‘
.. ::.. ““-f : ,,1>} ,, -,

8

., (*K)

8.CA 1. AmualReview “ x x x x x x x x )( $50KN
(Wfw .

c.saftstone1. Annual Review 5/31 x x x x x x: x x x @ofQ-r’
PA ● ($300K). .

‘TOTAL “ GRAND TOTAL $&IIK $IIOK $I1OK $I1OK $11OK$11OK$I1OK.$11OK$tlOK 3I1OK $1J150K

● RecommendSalts(onePA AnnualReviewbe curtaileduntilan akmative to flT is chosen. Saltstoneis not expectedto opwate
ngain until after such a daision.

3
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A. EAVPA

B.CA

c. salstone
PA

TOTAL

1. Vadose Zone (W
Installation-3-Boreholes
aromd existing Trenches

2. VZInstallation-9
Boreholesaround
existingTrenches

3. VZInstallationaround
LAWand ILVaults

4. VZInstallationaround
FutureTrenches

5. lnstal[ Groundwater
wells around Future
Trenches

6. Sie Monitoring Program

1. Develop Protocol for
CA Validation

2. ConductAnnual CA
Validation

1. Develop Proto@ for
Saltstone PA. “
Validation

2. ConductAnnual
Sa@tone PA

“ Validation

GEy~TOTAL . . ...

forPA&CAMainten

i-ttwx“

x

ig

x

x--x-

x

x x

13izE13. . .

x

x

ro r

a

1,

J_
—

x

x

—

$26K

n- Monitorin

$295K’**

$393K’**

$966K

$745K

$362K

x x x x $ OK’*
EAV PA TOTAL $2,761K

$30K

x x x x $1OKIY
($8W

I

1xx

SALTS

CATOTALI $lIOK

F

$40K

x x $1OWY
($8W

I I

INE PATOTALI $120K

$20K $26; . $20K @3K $~&”
, t

I I I I

.,, . $

‘.*..
..

4
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“ Table lE: SummaryTablefor PA&“C~MaintenanceProgram- Test&Research

A, EAV PA I PAMAPTest&Research I I
Acti\

1

2

3

4

5

=E
12,

.. “,

13

14

Codes
ObfarnKdDataforOrganic com-
Maferial plete
DevefopExperimental x
Capabilityto ObtainKdData

I 1

BenchmarkPORFLOWVS. x
BLT-EC

VadoseZoae
ImproveComputerMode~ x
Tw&JiiJW?~=te. .

W
Oetennirlewood ~ x ‘.
DegradafkxiProducfs
Devdopwrurnenfationto .
MeasureG14:T0-99

B.CA I. Studyto reduoe
uncertaintyin C-14
Dose

2. Study to Consider
Closure Caps

C, Saltstone EA’JPATest&Res=dI A*s
isappkabfeto theSaltstorrePA

I

TOTAL GRAND TOTAL $I1OK $450K

x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x

,,
x

x

-x
x

x x x x x x x

x x
.,., .“, .

x
.,

. . EAVPAT

II $1OOK”

I $OK

Tx $130K
1=%

- $50KN
after

---1-
(rOtd:

x $lOQKin

U!i%Y
after
(-row

-F-l

2=4$soKN
(TOkt

= $6-OK

a..-,y’om’ow

$400
$50K

$45K
I

)TAL $2235K

x $50K

x $5oK

CA TOTAL $1ooK

NA.“

$2oOK $275X W?5K $175K $275K $325K $325K $i5K $2335K

5
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I
I

TABLEIll SummaryTableforPAandCAMaintenanceBudget
(GRANDTOTAL:EAVPA,SaltstonePA,and CA).

.,

! I

II Revisions $140K $150K

-

Total $S95K $2,684K’

+

$IIOK $lIOK

$765K $362K

$200K $275K

$1,170K] $817K

$I1OK

$20K

$125K

$205K

T

-1--$ltoK $I1OK

$20K $2uK ;

$1,105KI $755K

$I,340K

$IIOK $lIOK $I1OK $I,050K

$20K $20K $20K $2,991K

$YY5K $325K $75K - $2$35K

$505K $5135K $255K $8,796K

* A portionof the monitoringbudgetwillbe fundedby ASTDin FY99/00.

TABLElFa: SummaryTableforEAVPA Maintenance Budget

i Special
sAnalyses

rIll Annual
Reviews

F
IV Monitoring

V Tests&
Research

I Total

$90K

.,..

$l@K $15J)K - $7%K - $I,040K

~K @OK $30K $30K &3K ‘ $30K $30K $30K . $30K $3K mK

&5K $135W $745K $36X WK WK $oK $oK @K WK ~761K

$lIOK $450K $KOK $225K $12SK $175K $275K $325K $325K $75K $2#3K

$66% $2,424K’ $I,020K $m $2Q5K $1,0Q5K $355K $4(I5K $4(J5K $155K $7w6K

● A portionof the monitoring budgetwillbe fundedby ASTDin FY99/00.

6
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TABLElEb: SummaryTableforCAMaintenanceBudget.

+

T

Total ?K’”

HII

$50K

$30K

$80K

$50K $5(IK $50K $50K $5(3K

$IOK $IoK $IOK $1OK $IOK

$50K $50K

$IIOK $IIOK $60K $60K $60K

$5I3K $50K $5QK $450K

$1OK $IOK $IOK $11OK

$IOOK

$6oK
I

$60K $60K $660K

**CASWia[ ~a[Ys~ ~ fund~ through tie PA s~ial Analyses budget.
***R~ponsetoCA.’’~fl&tiOnsofApproVflis flmd~ intheEAVPA Budgetfor~99.,

TABLEIFc: SummaryTableforSaItstonePAMaintenanceBudgetL

[11Annual
Reviews ~K ‘r “K

IV Monitoring $40K $IoK

V Tests&
Research

Total $WK $180K WOK

,’1 ‘.

$
,-.
$30K WK

$IOK $1OK.

T$4sM W-M

#

$30K $30K $30K

$1OK $IOK $IOK

WOK $j3(OK $40K

● RecommendSaltstoncAnnualReviewbe curtded until tie ~taat!ve to ~ is dmid~.
●***Tats ad R~h for s~~tonc fundd UndmEAV PA MAPbudget.

.
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-1--$30K “ $WK

$1OK $IOK

T
I

.$lIOK

$300K

mK

$120K
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L SPECIAL ANALYSES

The following waste types or waste disposal meth~ologies have been identified as requiring special
analysis (SA) for the EAV PA, CA, and Saltstone PA. These analyses Will be issued as an addendum for

“ the respective P@CA.

A. EAV PA Special Analyses

1. EvaluateAlternativeTrench DisposalConcepts- FYOO

a. Description: A teamof Solid WasteDivisionand SRTC PA experts is plannedto determine
the best way to implementtrenchdisposalof largeequipment (in grout),compactedjob control
waste,non-compactable,and non-iqcinerablewaste. Evaluationswill includeco-minglingof
waste forms,alternativetrench designs (e.g., drive-in vs narrow), subsidence considerations,
and operations procedure development. The evaluations will ensure that ~perations are
conducted within the bounds of important PA parameters and assumptions.

b. Milestone Issue SA or separate report on alternative trench disposal concepts.

c. Due Date: 9/00

d. Responsibility: Solid Waste Division (SWD)/ Savannah River Technology Center (SRTC)

e. Estimated COSL $80K

2. Evaluate Disposal of Waste Containing 1291(ETF Carbon Filters&FM Groundwater Treatment) -
FY99

a. Description: ETF has determined that activated carbon filter columns prepared for disposal in
the E-Area LLW DisposaI facilities”contain high 1291concentrations. These columns contain
1291concentrations that exceed PA Inventory Limits. Funding is provided in FY99 fix
.Savannah River Technology Center to review PA crdit options for the high 1291concentration ,
in the columns.. ‘

,.. . ‘. ..‘
. ..- .,

,“ .. ., ‘... , ,..+...,., . ..
“ Environmen,taI Restoration (ER) has solidit%d basin kludgefkom their Groundwater. b..”..”

Remediation Project that.contains ‘% concentrations that are higher than the LAW Vault, “
WAC concentration limit as well. ‘Ilk administrative limit was established by he PA
inventory requirements for ‘% in the LAW Vault. Funding is provided in FY99 for SRTC to
review PA credit options for the high 1% coriceniratioti in the sludge. Assistant is’expected
to be required in FYOOas well. - .,

b. Milestone Issue SA or separate report on credit options for disposal of 1291waste.

c. Due Datet 6/30/99, FYOO

d. Resoonsibilitw SWD/SRTC

e. Estimated COSC FY99 $2X FYO()$25K

3. Wood PA Considerations Requested by DOE - FYOO

a. Description: A SA titled “Performance Assessment of Trench Disposal of Wood Products
(U)” was completed in FY96 to serve as additional information for the EAV PA Appendix I,
“SuspectSoil Pe~onnance Assessment.” The analysis demonstrated that wood products (i.e.,
railroad ties containing organics) can be disposed in soil trenches in compliance with DOE
Order 5820.2A performance objwtives. However, the wood PA, as well as the original
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.’%

. suspect soil PA, did not take credit for.a closure cap. AIso, the analysis did not consider the
impact of subsidence, based on SWD commitments to conduct w=”te management operations
in a manner that”minimized the impact (i.e., additional fill material, insp~tions, etc.). Finally
the analysis includedassumptionsused in the modelson the impact of the simplified organic
system on sorptioncoefficients. The transmittalletter recogniz~ that theseassumptions
would need to be confirmedwith laboratorytesting.

DOE conditionally approved the PA (Letter,Nell to Kelly, 10n8/96) with the stipulation that
“ furtheranalysis should be conductedon subsidenceand on closurecap considerations.

Therefore,SWD/SRTCplan to conductstudies that consider (1) a closufe cap design, (2) a
subsidence review and (3) lab studies of so~tion coefficients. Lab studies of sorption
coefficients were conducted in FY98 and have been extended into FY99. Once the studies. are
completed, the PA will be revised with the laboratory data.

b. Milestona Issue SA (EAV PA addendum)to includeanalysis on wood PA considerations...

c. Due Datti FYOO

d. Resoonsibilitw SWD/SRTC

“ e. Estimat~ Cost: $50K

4. Evaluate Disposal of Naval Fuels Erqiched Uranium - FYO1

s a.

.-

b.

c.

d.

“ e.

Descrhtion: The Naval Fuels facility utili~ e~ched uranium hexafluoride and.
manufactured tiel for nuclear submarines. Much of the concentrated uranium waste now
stored in the SRS Solid Waste Disposal Facility (SWDF) was off-specification material which
was originally designated for recycle. The process was shut down before recycle could occur
and the material was subsequently designated as waste. Burial is the most cost eff~tive
method to remove tits waste from continu~ng care. SRS and ot.he~ have bu~ed enriched
uianium through the years in shallow-land trenches. A preliminary PA rinalysis shows that
thii maybe acceptable from aspects of migration to ~oundwater, safety, and intruder
scenarios. Uranium can ako,be made more immobtle by proper d~lgn of the burial facility “’
with a barrier that will chemically tie up the uranium in the centuries to come. ~is option
requires that a more detaih+ performance assessm-ent be made of the trencfi area before
disposal can be effected.

.

.

I
Milestomx Issue SA (EAV PA addendum) on disposal of enriched uranium. -”

,,.
Due Date FYOI ,

.

Resr)onsibilitw SWD/SRTC -

. . .

. .

Estimated Cost $50K

.5. Evaluate EAV Dispos’al of Reactor Deionizes *4C- FYOO.

a, Description: There are 48 reactor deionizer vessels containing resin in storage at SRS. With
the reactors shut down, no more generation is anticipated. The deionizes, which were used to
control the chemistry of the SRS reactor/moderator during operation, contain an appreciable
amount of 14C. 14Cis a long-lived radionuclide (half-life of5730 yeak) which is highly
motile in the geosphere. The 14Cin its present form on the deionizer resins cannot be
disposed of at SRS under the present PA-based w=te amptance Criteria (wAc).

In 1994, a SRS task team evaluated various disposition options for the reactor deionizes and
resins. The prefemct option was identified as passive immobilization and is still considered

9
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.
b.

c.

d.

e.

to be the most cost-effective means of disposal, requiring no processing of resins themselves,
no transfer facilities, no capital expenditures, no specialized monitoring and a safe means of
disposal for 14C. This option consists of an overpack of calcium oxide that will fix the 14Cas
calcium carbonate when the stainkss steel deionizer vessels fail. Calcium carbonate is only

slightly soluble in water. A PA for 14Cin this form must be performed to demonstrate that
overpack of the resins with calcium oxide will provide a level of chemical stabilization that
will assure that this waste form can be disposed of at SRS and that human health and the
environment will be protected. There is a concern that the presence of moisture and sulfur
oxidizing bacteria in soils at SRS may generate enough sulfuric acid to cause early failure of
concrete and carbonate waste forms. The mode of disposal for the moderator deionizes is
such that the concrete vaults have to fail before attack on the deionizer overpack begins. The
incremental time to failure of the vaults and other concrete forms due to bacterial action
would be quantified in the PA evaluation.

The deionizes have been included in the Environmental Management Integration’s
MLLW/LLW “Waste/Materials Without Disposition (Orphans)” as an opportunity.
Evaluations will be conducted DOE complex-wide of treatment and disposal using other DOE
sites (such as NTS) or commercial alternatives. If an alternative is identified that seems
promising, this PA work maybe delayed.

Milestone Issue SA (EAV PA addendum) on EAV disposal of reactor deionizes and resins.

Due Data FYOO

Res~onsibilitv: SWD/SRTC

Estimated Cost $30K -

6. Evaluate Trench Disposal of Vhrified Glass Waste Forms - FYOO

a. Description: The M-Area Vitrification Facility has stabilized mixed waste in g!ass. These
‘ glass waste forms will require disposaI as LL~ if it can be demonstra@d that the waste form

meets all the hazardous Ieachhg requirements and does not contain listed waste. ~ese waste
forms will be evaIuated for trench disposal to minimize disposal costs.

,,

b.’ Milestonti Issue SA (EAV PA addendum) on .tre_nchdisposal of ghws waste forms.

c. Due Date FYOO

d. Resuonsitiili m SWDISRTC/M-Area .

e. Estimated Cosh $50K.

7. Evaluate Disposal of Sealed Sources - 137CSwith Lead Shielding - FYOO

a. Description: Savannah River Ecology Laboratory (SREL) used a cesium source in their
irradiation faciIity for radiation studies on vegetation and mammals in the 1960s. This cesium
source has not been used since 1970, and with no anticipated use, was declared to be excess
material in 1975. In .198I, the source which contained 6350 curies of cesium was moved to
the SWDF for interim storage. Interim storage is required for this source which may”be
reused or declared a waste requiring treatment/disposal at a later date. If the source is
dechred a waste, one disposition.option requires a PA evaluation for trench disposal.
Preliminary studies for shallow-land buriaI predicted that the cesium would readily dissolve in
water as CSC1but would be tightly bound by the clays located in the buriaI ground,
minimizing anticipated environmental impacts. The PA evaluation wilt take credit for the

10
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containment offered by the concrete culverts and the stainless steel capsules holding the
cesium as we!l as inventory reduction by decay.

b, Milestone.: Issue SA (EAY PA addendum) on disposal of 1J7CS.

c. Due Date .FYOO

d. Responsibility: SWD/SRTC

e, Estimated Cost $50K

8. ,Develop Closure Plah for E-Area Vaults - FYOO.

a. Description: Draft DOE Order 435.1 requires that the EAV disposal site have a closure plan
within 1 year from obtaining the DisposalAuthorizationStatement (DAS). We anticipate
receiving the DAS in FY99, and therefore,are planning to complete the closureplan in FYOO.

b. ‘Milestone” Issue C[osurePlan for EAV burial ground. .

c. Due Date: FYOOdevelop plan, FYO1 incorporate DOE comments

d. Resuonsibilitv: SWD

e. Estimated Cost FYOO$85K (develop plan)+ FYO1 $45K (to incorporate DOE comments)

9. Evaluate Components-in-Grout . .

a. Descri~tion: “Provide the Special Analysis (SA) for Components-in-Grout for.DOE review
and approva[ to allow large ~uipment to be disposed in trenches by grouting around or
placing components in concrete containers. (This SA will not incIude an uncertainty
evaluation. The nature and extent of an uncertainty evaluation will be resolved during the
review of ‘thePA Re~sion.) ,. .

t ,.

b.” Milestone FY99 Provide Components-in-Grout Special Analysis to DOE”
FYOORespond to DOE comments and issue approved SA.

c. Due Date: 9/99 and 1/00 “
. .

. .

d. Resuo~sibility: SWD/SRTC ‘

e. Estimated Cokh FY99 $40i FYOO$40K

10. Evacuation of Equipment with Lead Shielding/Counterweights

a.

b.

c.

d.

Description: Complete Analyses of Equipment With Lead Slfieldin@Counterweights to
obtain approvals from South Carolina Department of Health&Environmental Control
(SCDHEC) and DOE to dispose of this type of waste as LLW. “

Milestone FY99 Provide analysis of lead performance as a waste form and limits for
disposal to ensure drinking water standards are maintained.
FYOOAssist ‘inapplication of analysis and development of implementation procedures.

~ 9J99 and 9/00 “

Resoonsibilitv SWD, SRTC
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e. Estimated Cost FY9925K, FYOO$25K

11. Evaluate Disposal of Environmental Restoration (ER). Waste Forms

a. Description: As new wastes are identified in the ER program, special analyses wjll be
reqtiired to determine proper disposal paths.

b. Milestone: Issue SA on ER waste formsas identified.

c. Due Date: FYO1-03, FY06

d, Res~onsibility: SWD, SRTC, ER

e. Estimated Cost: $40K per evaluationto be funded by ER.

12. Evaluate Waste Forms from Mixed Oxide Fuel Facility (MOX), the Pit Disassembly and
Conversion Projectj and the Pu Immobilization Project

a. Description: Provide for an evaluation of the waste forms to either determine the waste is
within the current PA or provide a Special Analysis. (The impact on the CA will be evaluated
as a part of thk task.)

b. Milestone Consistent with project schedule= Design 01, construction 02-05, and startup06

c. Due Datti FYO1, FY02; FY03, FYO+ FY05, ~06

d. Responsibility SWD, SRTC, project teati

e. Estimated Cost $50K per year to be funded by the projects.

13. Evaluate Tntium Extraction Facilhy (TEl?) Wake Fo% ‘
. .

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Description: Continue efforts to evaluate the TEF waste form to ensure it meets. the PA or
provide a Special analysis, if needed. (The impact on the CA will be-ewduaterhs a part of .
thii task.) .’

:..

Milestone Consistent with TEF schedules
. .

Due Datti FYOO,FYO1, FY02
-..

Res~onsibilitw SWD, SRTC, TEF “
. . .

Estimated Cost $FY99 $40K, FYOO $40K

14. Evaluate Decontamination & Decommissioning @&D) Waste Forms

a.

b.

c.

d.

Description: Provide an evaluation of the D&D waste forms to either determine the waste is
within the current PA or provide a Special Analysis. (The impact on the CA will be evaluated
as part of thk task.)

Milestone Consistent with D&D schedules

Due Date FY03. FY08

Resoonsibilitw SWD, SRTC, D&D
1,

12
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e. Estimated Cost: $40K per year to be fqnded by D&D

15. Special Analyses for Special/Problem W@e Forms

a.,

b,

c,

d,

e.

Description: Operational facilities will create waste forms that were previously unanalyzed or

die current analysis is incomplete. This item allows for completion of the appropriate
analyses to ensure compliant disposal. (The impact on the CA will be evaluated as part of this
task.

Milestone: N/A

Due Datw FY02 - FY08

Responsibility: SWD, SRTC .

Estimated Cosh $50K per year

B. CA Special Analyses

Special analyses will be required based on the following

Any changes in land use plans or remediation or closure plans Ofany of the facilities considered in
the CA,
To upgrade the existing CA analyses (e.g., incorporate R&D results),
To evaluate the impact of PA special analyses on the results of tieCA. Therefore, as pti of each
of the PA special analyses, an evaluation will be included to assess the impact on the CA.

1. Evaluate Alternative Trench.Disposal Concep&
.

a. Description: A team of Solid.Waste Division and SRTC PA experts is planned to determine
the best way to implementtrenchdisposal of large equipment (in grout), compactedjob

~control,waste, non-compactable,and non-incinerablewaste. (See Ah.) “. ..“. !, ..
b. ‘ Mileston@Issue an evaluationon’~e ~mpactto the CA r~uIts & k section of the PA +ecial

analysis. .-
,.,+,,* ., ..

. . . .
c. “DueDate: 9/00 I

.,
. ‘, ,~, .~’. ,.””.,. . . . . .. . -.,

d. ResDonsibilit~ SRTC.
. . . . .

e. Estimated COSL $0 (included in FY1999 budget for PA Maintenance).. “ ,
.,

2. Evaluate Disposal of Waste Containing ’291 -
. .

a. Description: ETF has determined that activated carbon filter columns prepared for disposal in
the E-Area LLW Disposal facilities contain high 1% concentrations. These columns contain
1291concentrations that exceed PA Inventory Limi~. Funding is provided in FY99 for
Savannah River Technology Center to review PA credit options for the high 1291concentration
in the columns.

Environmental Restoration (ER) has solidified basin sludge from their Groundwater
Remediation Projat that contains lNI concentrations that are higher than the LAW Vault
WAC concentration limit as well. This administrative limit was established by the PA

l“1 in the LAW Vault. Funding is provided in FY99 for SRTC toinventory requirements for
review PA credit options for the high ‘ml concentration in the sludge: The impact to the
results of the CA will be evaluated in thk PA special analysis. . .

13
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b. Milestone Issue the evaluationon the impact tothe CA results as a sectionof the PA special
analysis.

c. Due Date 6/30/99
.

d. Responsibility SRTC

e. Estimated COW $0 (included in FY1999 budget for PA Maintenance).

3. Evaluate Trench Disposal of Vitrified Glass Waste Forms

a. Description: The M-Area Verification Facility has stabilized mixed waste in vitrified glass
forms. These glass waste forms wiI[ require disposal as LLW if it can be demonstrated that
the waste form meets all the hazardous leaching requirements and does not contain listed
waste. These waste forms will be evaluated for trench disposal to minimize disposal costs.
The impact to the results of the CA will be evaluated in thk PA special analysis.

b. Milestona Issue the evaluation on the impact to the CA results as a section of the PA special
analysis.

c. Due Datti FYOO

d. Remonsibilitw SRTC

e. Estimated COSC $0 (planned for inclusion in FY2000 budget for PA Maintenance).

4. Evaluate Disposal of Sealed 137CSSources

a. Descnotioru Savannah River Ecology Laboratory (SREL) used a large cesium source in their
,,

irradiation facility for radiation studies on vegetation and mammals in the 1960s. In 1981, the
source which contidned 6350 curies ofcesium was moved to ~e Solid Waste Disposal
Facility (SWDF) for titenrn storage. If the source is dechwd a waste,’one disposition option
requires a PA evaluation for trench disposal. Prelirninaty stqdies for shallow-land bufi+
predicted fiat the cesium would readiIy dissolve in water ~.CsCl but would be tightl~bound
by the cIays located in the BuriaI Ground, mhhniking anticipated environmental impacts.
The PA evaluation wilI take credit for the containment offered by concrete culverts and the
stainless steel capsules holding the cesium as well as invento~ reduction by decay. ~The ,
impact to the resuIts of the CA will lie evaluated in thk PA special analysis. - - ‘

,.-
b: Milestone Issue the evaluation on the impact to the CA resuks as a section of ‘&ePA special

analysis. ,

c. Due Date: FYOO

d. Resuonsibilitw SRTC

e. Estimated Cost: $0 (planned for inclusion in the FY2000 budget for PA Maintenance).

5. Evaluate changes to Salwtone Process that may result from alternate processes for salt
decontamination (in place of In-Tank Precipitation).

a. Description: In FY98 DOE decided to cease work on implementing the In-Tank Precipitation
,.

OTP) pr=s for decontaminating the low-level salt waste resulting from preparing high-level
waste for vitrification. Following t~s decision, an intensive process wrq conducted to
determine options for improved salt decontamination: -Afew candidate processes were

14
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selected for detailed evaluation. Each of these processes will result in salt solution feed to the
Saltstone process that has different characteristics than the feed evaluated in the SaltStone PA
and in the CA. Thus, the impacts of the different feed in each of the candidate processes on
the Sahstone PA wi[[ be evatuated as part of the maintenance of the Sahstone PA. The
impacts of these changes on the CA will be evaluatedunder the CA maintenanceplan.

b. Milestone Issue reports on these evaluations. The reports may take the form of WSRC
technical reports or PA Special Analyses, as appropriate.

c. Due Date Contingent on DOE-SR direction

d, Resr)onsibilitv SRTC

e. Estimated Cost: $0 (will be included in the budget for PA Maintenance.)

6. Evaluate the Components-in-GroutSA and issue an evaluation on the impact to the CA resuhs.

C. SaItstone PA Special Analyses

L Evaluate changes to SaltStone Process that may result from alternate processes for salt
decontamination (in p[ace of In-Tank Precipitation).

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Description: In FY98 DOE decided to cease work on implementing the In-Tank Precipitation
(ITP) process for decontaminating the high-level salt waste in preparation for high-leveI waste
vitrification. FoI1owing this decision, an intensive process was conducted to determine
options for improved salt decontamination. A few candidate processes were selected for
detailed evacuation. Each of these processes will result in decontaminated salt solution feed to
the Saltstone prc@ss for treatment and disposal as low-level waste that has different
characteristics than the fd evaluated in the Saltstone PA and in the CA. Thus, the impacts
of the different feed in each of the”candidate processes on the Saltsto’ne PA will be evaluated
as part of the maintenance of the SaltStone PA. . .

Milestone Issue reports on these evacuations. The reports may take the form of WSRC
technical reports or PA Special Analyses, as appropriate. : . .

.-

Due Datti Contingent on “DOE-SRdirection. For budgeting purposes, wilI.assume that
analysis is completed in FYOO.

Responsibility SWD/SRTC

Estimated Cost $50K

2. Revise Closure Plan for Saltstone - FYOO “ . .

a. Descrir)tion: Draft DOE Order 435.1 requires that the SaltStone disposal vaults have a.closure
plan within 1 year from obtaining the DAS. We anticipate receiving the DAS in FY99, and
therefore, are planning to revise the existing closure plan in FYOO.

b. Milestone Issue Closure Plan for Saltstone disposal vauhs.

c. Due Date MOO

d. Responsibility: SWD/HLW

e. Estimated Costi $60K (develop plan and incorporate DOE comments)

15
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II.

A.

PAICA REVISIONS
,.

.

EAV PA Revi40n

1. IncorporateDOE Comments- FY99 ,

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Descri~tion: A complete revision of the EAV PA was completed in FY98. During FY99,
DOE-SR comments and concerns will be evaluated and resolved as necessary. This will
include any additional modeling and changing repofi as necessary. The EAV PA revision
will be ready for submission to DOE-HQ within six months after DOE-SR provides
comments. After submission of the PA revision to DOE-HQ, this task will include support of
the DOE-HQ Low-Level WasteFederal Review Group’s (LFRG) comments and those of the
review team.

Milestone Incorporate DOE comments to PA revision.

Due Date: 6 monthsafter DOE-SRissuanceof comments. (FY99/00)
Respondto DOE-HQ(LFRG)Reviewfor Approval: FYOO

Res~onsibilitw SWD/SRTC

EstimatedCosh $140KFY99
$150K FYoo .

2. Complete Draft PA Revision - Outyears (FY04)

a. IlescriDtion: A complete revision of the EAV PA will be schedukd as required and as agreed
upon by DOE. The EAV PA will be revised when warranted, but for budgeting purposes will
be scheduled for FY04. The revised PA will include the following items at a minimum.

., . . . 1. ,’
. All specird analyses (i.e., EAV addenda) that have been completed to date ,
. Cha~ges in site-fiture land use plans or closure plans - .
. Changes to PA guidance d~uments requirements,,. ,., . . :,<.>:! , - -

b. Milestonti Issue draft PA revision s‘ ~I. “~ ‘ .’ ‘$: “

c. Due Datcx Outy~ (FY04)
. ,,,.

3,+ s..

d. Resuonsibilitw SWD/SRTC
‘)4, .”

,.”

e. Estimated Cost $750K

B. CA Revi&on
,, ., . .

Per Draft DOE 435.1, CA revisions are required when changes in sources analyzed, land-use
plans, or understanding of the site environment (e.g., significant changes that alter the baiis for the
conceptual model) alter the conclusions of the CA. The form of the CA revision can-range from a
simple amendment to the CA to a reissuance of the CA document.

1. Respond to .DOE Conditional Approval of the CA

a. Description: A written response to each of the DOE’s “Conditions of Approval” .(COA)will
be completcd and issued as an addendum to the CA. The COA are listed in Table 2.

!:.
.
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.

Table2:ConditionsofApproval

1 Point of AssessmenWathways - Based on approved hnd Use Plan and as a first step in
a more comprehensive analysis, issue an addendum to the CA to reflect a single point of
compliance at the confluence of Upper Three Runs (UTR) with the Savannah River
using the recreational scenario currently in the CA.

2 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis - Perform a sensitivity analysis on the
radionuclides important to the composite analysis and flux rates and on the hydrologic
model including the groundwater divide and the model boundary conditions. Perform
an Uncertainty Analysis on the inventory, flux rates, and resultant dose calctdations for
the radionuclides important to the CA.

3 Source Term/Inventory - Provide a complete source term for the CA to include a
comp~ete inventory of the UTR watershed and a reanalysis of the source term that was
arbitrarily assigned to Cs and Sr to provide a more realistic radionuclide distribution.

4 Include in the addendum to the CA the assumptions and ju.stiilcation for the
assumptions used in the analysis.

5 Disposition of all composite analysis review team comments.

6 Discussion of the environmental monitoring program, inclusion of environmental
monitoring data, and comparison with the expectd results from the composite analysis.

7 Inclusion of the information that SRS committed to be incorporated in the CA
maintenance plan over the course of the CA review. .’, - ,.,.:
The CA MAP addresses “inclusion of the information that Savannah River Site
committed to be incorporated in the composite analysis maintenance plan over the
course of the Composite Analysis Review.” These commitments are reflected’in the
minutes of the review team meetings and are consolidated in Table 3. Table 3
commitments are all covered either in items #I-6 in Table 2 or are addressed in other
areas of the CA MAP (e.g ., CA Special Analyses).

. . ..

,
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Table3: SRSCommitmentsduringCAReview(CoA#7)

a. Modify CA based on changes in plans or actions forI March 10-12,
] 1998 Meetixu.z I CERCLA.

LMay 27-28,

r1998 Meetin
July 23-24,
1998 Meeting

b. ‘Discuss CA MAP with CA Review Team.
c. Lkit the CA conclusions that need more basis and modify the

CA to include expanded discussion on these identified CA
conclusions.

d. Modify CA to address the dose contribution from the entire
site radionuclide inventory.

No commitments were made.

e. Identify deficiencies in the CA and modify CA to remove
deficiencies.

f. Identify additional information needed in the CA and modify
accordingly. Determine how to address conditions to gather
the needed information.

b. Milestone Issue the response to the Conditions of Approval and other actions listed in Table 2
and Table 3 as an addendum to the CA.

c. Due Date The CA addendum will be issued by 9/23/99 and will incIude COA#l-7 as listed in
Table 2 and items a. - f. as listed in Table 3.

d. Resoonsibilitw SWIYSRTC

e. Ektimated Cosfi $140 K

. . . ,. .: ,1>,. .
C SaItstone PA Revi.4on

1. CompleteDraftSaltstonePA Revisiori- Outyears(FY05)

a. Descrbtion: A complete revisionof the SaltStonePA ill ~ ~h~uled as requiredand as
agreeduponby DOE. The SaltstonePA will be revised when warranted,but for budgeting
purposeswillbe scheduled for FY05. The revised PA will include the following items at a
minimum .. . .

. All special analyses (i.e., SaltStone PA addenda) that have been completed to date

. Changes in site future land use plans or closure plans
● Changes to PA guidance documents requirements

b. Milestone Issue draft PA revision.

c. Due Datti Outyears (FY05)

d. Resoonsibilitw SWD/SRTC

e. Estimated COSL $300K
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2. SaltstonePA ConditionalAcceptance s

a. Description: The Sa[tstonePA was conditionallyapprovedon February 18, 1998by
DOE-HQ. As a resolution to the item to address uncertaintiesof the performanceof a
degradedsystem, the plan is to provide the requestedanalysis whenevaluatingthe
replacementto ITP (see sectionC.la.). When requestedto evaluatethe replacement
waste form, we will includeaddressingthe uncertaintiesof a degradedsystem. The ITP
replacementeffort is expected to fund the PA work related to a modifiedwaste form.
The cost to perform a Special Analysis including the uncertainty work will be
approximately $ lOOK. If a completely new waste form is selected, a major revision to
the PA is required. The cost is expected to be about $750K.

In summary, the conditions for acceptance were as follows:

1. Provide ALARA analysis commensurate with calculated doses.
2. Provide an addendum to the RPA to include additional information assembled

subsequent to submittal of the RPA.
3. Develop a plan committing to a budget and schedule to address uncertainties of the

performance of a degraded system.
4. Submit analysis of design changes to the disposal facility to EM-30 for review and

acceptance prior to construction.
5. Maintain the RPA in accordance with 1996 Department of Energy Low”Level

Waste Performance Assessment Maintenance Guidance.

Items 1,2, and 4 were provided to DOE-HQ on July 1, 1998 (Schepens to Frei).
Items 3 and 5 are provided by submittal of this PA Maintenance Pian.

IIL ANNUAL REVIEWS ~ ,,

A. EAV PA Annual Review .,,. :,: <,....“. ., ~
PA reviews have been conducted annual~y since FY98. The PA.review’will U cori~t~ in a“ -‘
systematic manner that incorporates all of the foI1owing considerations: ‘ “ + ‘‘

,,!- (

1)

2)

3)

4)

Radionuclide Inventories, Waste Volumes, and Waste Types -,The review of waste radionuclide -’ -
inventories and waste volumes will include a comparison of the actual waste receipt to that
projected in the PA. Future waste receipts as estimated in the waste foreta.st report will also be “
considered.
Past and Future Events - The “past” events are primarily documented in special analyses addendal
The review will also consider expected future event-s in terms of their significance to disposal
operations and the adequacy of the PA in representing facility performance relative to
performance objectives.
Results of Monitoring and Research& Development - Currently, there are technological
limitations on the monitoring that can be performed for the purpose of confirming (1) that the
EAV is performing as postulated in the PA and (2) that the conceptual models are still applicable.
Development activities are planned as part of the Test, Research, and Monitoring Program
described in Sections IV and V of this report.
Other Relevant Factors - Other operational and design considerations that may be relevant to the
review of the PA are listed in the draft DOE Order435.1 guidance. Specificoperationor design
featuresthat were not discussed in the previous sections are disposal geometry,wastepackaging,
WAC,Waste InformationTracking System, provisions for performancemonitoring,structural
stability and other design features,and the future land use plans.

..
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IL

c.

All of these factors will be reviewed annually to evaluate the need to conduct special studies or to
prepare a revision of the PA. A report will be.generated each year documenting the results of the
study. The annual cost is an estimated $30 K.

CA Annual Review

CA reviews will be conducted annually, beginning in FYOO. The CA review approach will be
conducted in a systematic manner that incorporates all of the following considerations:

1) Site Future Land Use P1ans- These plans will be reviewed in regards to the impact of any changes
on the CA results and conclusions.

2) PA analyses - All PA analyses will be reviewed and the impact on the CA results will be
addressed. This is reflected in Section I, Special Analyses.

3) Changes in remediation or closure plans - The review will consider changes in remediation or
closure plans for any of the facilities considered in the CA and the impact that those changes will
have on the CA results.

4) Changes in inventory estimates – The review will consider changes in the inventory estimates
-considered in the CA to determine the impact.

5) Results of monitoring and R&D.

AH of these factors will be reviewed annually to evaluate the need to conduct special studies or to
prepare a revision of the CA. A report will be generated each year documenting the results of the
study. The annual cost is an estimated $50 K

Saltstone PA Annual Review

The Sahstone PA annual review will be conducted in the same systematicmanner as the EAV PA as
describedin Section111.A.SaltstonePA annual reviewswill be budgetedannuallybeginningin PY99.
The first reviewwascompleted5/11/99.

.

As dKcusswlin SectionC.1.a., in FY98 DOE ceased workon the ITT process to prep&efeed to the
$altstone-facility.As a resu14Saltstone is not operationaland is not expectedto operateuntil a
decision is maderegardingITP. Therefore, it is recommendedthat after the FY99 AnnualReview,
additionalannua!reviewsshould not be conducteduntil a decision regardingI.TPand the futureof the
%ltstone facility is determined. The LLW‘disposedwill be evaluat~ in the FY99 AnnualReview.

,, !f:. ‘ .. . .. ’,4
IV MONITORING ,

‘., .,. ,,,.. . .,:~,.,
A. ~AVPAMonitoting ““ “’ ‘“ “’ : , - ,.

.,>’
Table4 lists the plannedmonitoringactivities for the EAV which will be reflectedin the Ten Year
Plan and the AnnualOperating Plan for the appropriate years. These activities are reflected in the “E-
Area MonitoringProgramfor the E-AreaLow-LevelRadioactive WasteDisposalFacility”@WD-
SWE-98-0153) which was developed in FY98. The monitoring activities being completed in FY99
have specific tasks required of different departments as shown in Table 5.
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Vaults
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(existingsite)
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I(relocatedsite)
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* Monitoringactivitiesare il

Table4. ImplementationStrategyfor the EMOP

fault Sump
donitonng

:ite
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‘rogram

‘ite
monitoring
‘rogram
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nstallVZMS VZMSofferstheonlysolutiontobothofthestated
3 VZMS nccddobjcctives:verificationofDOEorder
veils) complianceandPAvalidation.

nstall VZMS Meetsthe same objectivesas Phase 1A. (TWO
9 VZMS subphases allows “lessons learned” from Phase IA
veils) to be applied in Phase IB.)

;ontinue Vault Provides early-warning.
htmp
monitoring

nstall VZMS VZMS offers the only soIution to both of the stated
nce&/objectives.

;ontinue Site Proposed location is upgradient of the existing
hound-water tritium plume, enabling groundwater monitoring to
monitoring meet both of the stated ncedslobjcctives. Also, there

is a confining unit (i.e., a clay layer) in the South
EADF that separates the deeper aquifers, which are
more likely to be contaminated with tritium from
previous disposal operations. Groundwater
monitoring will offer only direct monitoring mclhod
to verify compliance with DWS once contaminants
reach the water table.

Enables PA validation in vadose zone (i.e., above
mtalt VZMS water tabIe).

wall ground- Additional shaliow groundwater wells Within
later wells boundary enhances adequacy of groundwater ‘-
rititin E-Area monitoring program. -, . ?- . .
oundarv .

I..
1999

2000

G

El

G

udedonly if theyprovi~eany benefit. /: ‘ . ...:. ‘ 1-...i

$352K

$393K

$966K

$745K

$362K

●*~ 111ad ~ ~s~ do not includemovingtie TRIJpti andother associated tasks, if ~uired. It k unlikelymovem&ntof the
TRU pad and plannedstorageareas willbe tequiredsince sufficientarea for trench installationis availabIein the Sou,thEADF.-..

. .

., ,
1, E-Area Characterization-using

CPT/Shelby Tube/Split Spoon. ‘
Instrument installation - Well

. .,

location, permits, drilling, technical .,

and field personnel, Site Geotechnical Services WAD - $113K

2. Instruments (advanced
tensiometer, cup lysimeters,
pumps, data loggers) INEEL WAD - &OK

3, INEEL program, tech. Direction,
field assist, data evaluation. INEEL WAD - $42K

4. Technical direction, data
evaluation, PA validation SRTC WAD - $90K
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CA Monitoring ~’)

Monitoring is considered the primary means tb validate the CA.:,The existing ~te Mo@oring Program
(SMP) well and stream monitoring data wil[%e utilized, where possibIe, in CA validation. One of the
first tasks to be completed under the monitoring element of the CA MAP is to develop Me protocol that
will be utilized to validate the CA. Current well and stream sampling locations will be evaluated to
ensure that data can be used to validate the CA results. Thk task initiative will be conducted in FYOO
as described below.

1. Develop Protocol for CA Validation

a. DescriI)tion: This task involves the evaluation of current well and stream sampling locations
to determine if additional sampling points are required. Once the protocol is developed,
accurate comparison of SMP well and stream data with CA results can be conducted. This
task will also include an initial comparison of existing monitoring data with CA results.

b. Milestone: Issue report that describes the protocol to validate the CA that includes initial
comparison of existing monitoring data with CA results.

c. Due Date F’YOO

d. Responsibility SRTC

e. Estimated Cost: $30 K

2. Conduct Annual CA Validation

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Description: l%k task invoIves comparison of SMP well data with CA results and will be
conducted on an annual basis.

Milestonti Issue CA validation report that describes cornpdson of well data WithCA results.
.. .,

Due Date FYOI through outyears ‘ ‘. -., . :.
. ...— . .-. .

ResuonsibiIit~ S“~/~RTC
.-

,- -1~
. .. ___ . .--.-..’.

..> 4.. , ..,.,11 ,. .<- ,
.. :,,.,. .,

f$ ,-+, , ,

Estimated Cosh $10 K/year “‘ ‘ ‘r;! ‘ ‘“
. ... . . . .. .. . . , ,! .

C. SaItstone PA Monitoring .
. ..-

Monitoring is considered’~eprirnarj m~ns to ~a~dat~t~e Saltitone PA. “!I%eSMP w611data will be
utilized in the SaltStone PA validation. One of the. first~ks to be completed under ihe monitoring - ,-
element of the SaltStone PA MAP is to develop the protocol that will be utilized to validate the

. .

Saltstone PA. Cument well locations will be evaluated to ensure that data can be used to yalidate the
Salts[one PA results. Thk task initiative will be conducted in FYOOas described below.

1. Develop Protocol for SaltStone PA Validation

a. Description: This task involves the evaluation of current well locations to determine if
additional sampling points and increased sampling frequencies are required. Once the
protocol is developed, accurate comparison of SMP well data with SaltStone PA resuhs can be
conducted. Thk task will also include an initial comparison of existing monitoring data with
Salt.stone PA results.

b. Milestone Issue report that describes the protocol to validate the SaltStone PA that includes
initial comparison of existing monitoring data with Saltktone PA results.
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c. Due Datti FYOO
.

d. Resrxmsibilit~ SWD/SRTC ‘

e, Estimated Costi $40 K

2. Conduct Annual SaltStone PA Validation

a. Descri@ion: This task invotves comparison of SMP well data with Saltstone PA results and
will be conducted on an annual basis.

b. Milestone: Issue Saltstone PA validation report that describes comparison of well data with
PA reds.

c. Due Date FYO1 through outyears.

d. Responsibility: SWDISRTC

e. Estimated Cost $10 K/year

V TEST AND RESEARCHACTIVITIES
,

A. EAV PA Test 8LResearch Activities

‘ Table 6 lists the planned test and research activities that will be reflected in the Ten Year Plan aid the
Annual Operating Plan for the appropriate years. Tkse activities were determined from three primary
sources: (1) DOE Orders, (2) EAV PA Recommendations &Critical Assumptions, and (3) DOE
Complex Wide Needs Statement (Reference).

.
.’

. . .

-. .. . ... ,,.
., :.:’

.. ..-’

,,
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Table 6: PA MAPTest&ResearchActivities

1

2

3

4

5

5

i---

3

)

10

Qualify and Expand PATHRAW Compare GW Modeling Codes

FY98 ac[ivitics to modify PATHRAEcode to include simplified diffusional releases that
simulate the release from cement waste forms are complete. br FY99, PATHRAE modeling
results (afterexpandingcode for considering diffusiord releases) will be compared to
PORFLOWcode PAresults. If successful,this willallow useof simpler,IessCOS[lYanalytical
codes in conducting special analyses for PA ctiarrges rather than using the more difficult codas
such as PORFLOW. This would translate into substantial savings on selected modeling
exercise...

Obtain Kd Data for Organic Materials

Conduct lab experiments to obtain Kd data for organic materials. Data will refine or vrdidate
PA input datahsumptiontiresults.

Develop Experimental Capability to Obtain Kd Data

br gmundwmer modeling, Kd determines contaminant transport rate through the environment.
Kd values which have been used, conservatively, as a constant in the EAV models were
obtained fmrn Iitcmture. More rcdk.ticdy, the Kd values should vary as a function of
parameters such as pH of soifs, contaminant chemical form, and temperature. Site specific Kd
values for selected radionuctides need to be confirmed through laboratory testing. Task will
include development of lab protocol to obtain Kd data. AIso, need to identify lab resources,
survey literature and contact rcsmrchers at National Labs, and design experiments. Data may
be collected on several radionuclides of interest each year. The PA will be reviewed to confirm
key radionuctides each year prior to testing. SRT-WED-97-0173, Rev. 1, Table 1 includes the
ten most firniting radionuctides in the EAV vaults whose estimated inventory is closest to the
most restrictive iimiL This table will be a basis for the selection of key radionuclides.

Benchmark PORFLOW vs. BLT-EC

The BLT-EC code is able to twccnrntfor the effects of geochemistry on the d~tribution of
mntaminants between the soil and groundwater, resulting in more accurate Kds. The BLT-EC
code is developed and has incorporated specific geochemistry data (and will therefore, result in
more atiurate and site-specific Kds.) Task will subcontract BLT-EC cate development,
quaMication and bcnchrnaking runs. Successful development will rrsrk in ability to evaluate
gcochemicat intctactions and more accurately predict behavior of mntinm~ iv the
mvimnmcnt.

Model Waste as Series of Stimed Tanks

mpmve conceptua[ model, reduce conservatism, and raise limits.

tiodel Cracks/Vault Collapse

mpmve con”mpturdmodel, reduce conservatism, and raise timits.

vlodel Sum-of-Fractions Using Timing of Doses

Rrismodeling change will introduce more vigor by taking advantage of the different ‘{peak
imcs”’for the mdionuclidcs of most impact. This will reduce model conservatism and raise
imits.

laden Dose Calculations

Jncer-tain[icsexist in mdon dose calculations and dose effects. Proposed timing will allow for
stablishmcrrt of radon performance objective guidance mrddose calculation methodology.

vlodel Moisture Flow in Vadose Zone

mprovcd modeling mc(hodology will mote accurately model moistutv flow and contaminant
rmrsport.

reprove Computer Model; Techniques to Integrate Boundary Conditions

mprovcd modeling methodology will more accurately model contaminant transport.

FYoo

Com-

plete

FYoo -

FY08

FYoo

FY05

T02 ~

woo

W)4

W05

W)o -
W07

$ 100K

NA

FYoo:
$130K
FYol-
FY08:
$50K/yr.

$1OOK

$50K

$IOOK

$50K

$50K

$IOOK

$50K/yr.

. I
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11 DetermineWood DegradationProducts FY99 $60K
.

This task is a continuation of Task#2 Umtwas comp[e(ed in ~98. Characterization of wood
degradation products under site conditions would refine or vahdate use of surrogate chemical ‘
compounds used in Wood PA rmalysis.

12 Develop Instrumentation to Measure C-14, Tc-99 FY06 - $200K/yr.
FY07

Instrumentsneed to be developed to mea..ure important high-impact PA radionuclides.

13 Correlate Permeability and Leachability for CIF Ashcrete/Blowcrete FY99 $50K

This is a new activity not included in the FY98 PA MAP (Reference 2). However, it is a
technical need required prior to disposal.

14 Evaluate effect on grout structureslfills on colloid formation and facilitated FYoo - $25K (00)
transport of contaminants (follow for cellulose degradation study-applied 01 $20K(01)

I to vaults), I I

B. CA Test& Research Activities

The test &research (T&R) activities that support the EAV PA have significant commonality with
those activities that support the CA. Therefore, those activities listed in Table 6 are also applicable in
validation of the CA. The specific CA T&R activities described in this section focus on studies that
will provide data to sup ort more realistic methods to estimate the dose from the four major
contributors: 3H, 14C,23fNp, and isotopes of uranium. The T&R activities will both improve the
understanding of the migration of the major CA dose contributors, as well as reduce the uncertainty by
developing more realistic modeIing scenarios. Since the 14Ccontribution to the dose is two orders of
magnitude higher than any other radionuclide, near-term efforts will focus on understanding the rekase
mechanisms of 14C. Studies will focus on how the CA results were obtained, where the uncertainty
lies, and how this uncertainty can be reduced. Most of the studies listed below focus on development
of more realistic release scenarios and reduction of uncertainty.

1. StudyJo Reduce Uncertainty in C-14 Dose Contribution

a. Descrbtion: Thk task will invoIve a study that evaluates the significant elements that
contributed to the 14Cdose, where the uncertainty lies in the methodology used to obtain the
results, and how can the uncertainty be reduced. ‘1’idsstudy will include an evaluation to
determine if more realistic scenarios that contribute to the dose We possible. This study
focuses on “C (as opposed 3H, ‘7Np, and isotopes of uranium) since it was the greatest
contributor to the dose and will re-eva[uate the release scenarios, stainless steal corrosion
rates, resin Kds, and other factors that affect the release of *4C.

b. Milestone Issue report that documents the study to reduce uncertainty in the 14Cdose
contribution.

c. Due Datti FY2001

d. Res~onsibilitv: SRTC

e, Estimated Cost: $50 K

2. Study to Consider Closure Caps to Reduce Conservatism in Calculated Dose

a, Descri~tion: The CA was conservative in the respect that the model did not consider a
closure cap for a number of facilities. Thk task will involve a study that more realistically
models the release scenarios to reduce the conservatism by considering closure caps for the
Old Burial Ground facilities, the Mixed Waste Management Facility, and other facilities that
did not consider a closure cap.

25
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b. Milestone Issue report that consider? closure caps to reduce conservatism.

c. Due Date: FY2002

d. Res~onsibilitv SRTC

e. Estimated Cost: $50K

C. SaItstone PA Test & Research Activities

The T&R activities that support the EAV PA have significant commonality with those activities that
support the Saltstone PA. Therefore, those activities listed in Table 6 are also applicable in validation
of the Saltstone PA. There are no additional T8zRactivities described in this sectionthat focuson
studies that will validatethe SaltstonePA.

,,
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AMSTBD (Borup/803-725-1579) ~

SavannahRiver Site (SRS) Future Use Pkm “ .

James M. Owendoff, Acting Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Management.13M-1, (HQ) .

As mandated by the Nation~ Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1997 and the DOE

Strategiq Plq I am pleased to provide-the attached SRS Future Use Plan.. .

The Future Use. P1* was developed in partnership with all major she contractors, support
agencies,’ and Headquarters counterparts with the input of our stakeholders. This plan provides
the lkunework to assure the Sjte’s cmtinued viabiIityin support of ~t.al DOE missions, while -

prese@ng its bountiful natural resources.
“. .

If you or y~ur staHhave any questions regarding the Future Use Pl~ pleasewontact me at (803)

725-2405 or Judy Bostock of my Mat (803) 725-3821. “ ~ .

. .
.

AMSfiD:JS:tda

QC-98-005

Attachment

co wlattch.
J. Werner, DOE (EM-24) “ -
S. LivingStone, DOE (EM-24)

. &’y
- -Acting Manager “.
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els presented in this pla.mConsolidated COE, Resi-

dential, Disaggregate, and Integral Site. SRS per-

somel determined that.the Integral SiteModel most

realistically accommodates development during the

next 50 years and is therefow the approach for fu-

ture-use planning.

me Integral Site Model easily accommodates

currentmissions and those of the future; maintains

maximum use of buffer zones; allows for research,

natural resource management, biological diversity

and cultural mainterqmce; and supports one of the

Iargestnaturalexpanses eastof the MississippiRiver.

Toimplement this model, SRSstaff developed a

zoned planning concept toaddresspar@darfuture

use planning- circum$ances, focusing on simulta-

neous, concurrent, compatible land use. The plan-

!
ningmodel divides the site into three prinapalplan-

ning zoneii- Industrial, @dustrial Suppo& ~d Re-

stricted Public use.

The most intensive use occurs at tie site’s cen-

ter, becoming Iess intensive as the site boundary is

\ approached. In.thismanner, &e impact on surround-

ing localities is mkimized, security is maintained,

and the established safety buffer remains intact.

.

E!i#. .

executive “
summary

I

Effective implementation of the Integral Site
.

model using the zoned planning conceptwill ensure

that sR&minS aviablesite into the fuk through

concurrent, compatible land use. ,.
,’I

I
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The purpose of the Future Use Plan is to estab-
..

Iish a planning baseline and a path forward so Sa-

vannah River Site (SRS)management can make ef-

fective future-use decisions. The pla.nintegrates site

missions, ecology,economics, and cultural and so-

aal factors in a regional context.

Sound future-use decisions must also be made

in the context of SRS and Department of Energy

(DOE) Headquarters strategic plans, which define

the values, goals, and objectives”tobe considered in

evaluating future-use alternatives.

SRShas five areas of stmtegic focus, described

in tie December 1997SRSStrategic Plain National

Security, Nonproliferatio~ Environmental Quality,

Science and-Technology, and Corporate Manage-

ment. The current situation and mission projections

relating to each area for the next 50 years (consid-

ered theplanninghorizon) are addressed in this plan.

SRS is a 310-square mile site in south-central

South Carolina acqti by the federal government

in 1951.The original facility layout of SRSisolated

major production operations near the center of the

site, creating a mtural buffer zone to enhance m-
. .

/ional security and public safety. In addition to its

primary national security and environmental man-

.

- .,..

I!is
,.

executive
‘summary

.

agement missions, SRShas played an important eco-
.

nomic role during the last four and a half,decades.

SRSinfuses more th& $1.5billion annually into the

economies of South Care@ &d Georgia,provides

thousands ofjobs, conduck environmental and ad-

vanced technology mseti and offersbusiness de-

velopment programs for local coiimumities. Pres-

ently over 13,(HI0employees work at SRSin various

organizations. “
.

The information in this pkm and current future-

use policy.goals, and objectives for SRSare there.

suit of significant effortsover the past several years.

Inprepming to analyze Mmre+&eoptions, SRSused

yeas of input from external and internal stakehold-

ers, site management, and DOE Headquarters to

produce the SRSFuture Use Map. A similar process

was em’ployedto create and evaluate the four mod-
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1puqose . s

TheFuttire Use Plan establishes a planning

baseline and a path fokard allowing Savannah

River Site (SRS)management to make effective fu-

ture-use decisions.Thisplan integrates thesite’s mis-

sions, risks, hazards, ecology econo~cs, hd ~-

.
turzd and sociaI factors in a re@onal contek to aid

ineffective decision-making. It articulates missions

and reqtieinents from a future land-use perspec-

tive. This plan willbe ekpanded toi&lude more de-

tails on facilities, infras&xXure, cultural r&oun&

and mtural resources to become a comprehensive

plan for the site.
1

+

1
the srs comprehensive

planning process “,,
Comprehensive planning is a systematic, site

i

wide pr~ess for developing approvina reyisin~
.

and integrating plans withbudget formulatiowbud-

get execution, and program evaluation. The process

includes customer input and stakeholder involve-

men~ the Executive Board iqvolving all major De-

partment of ‘tiergy (DOE)and other site organiza-

tions; and &e Planning Board supported by a plan-

ning staff. The Executive Board articulates its vision

.
for the future in the SRS Strategic Plan. Specific

introduction

courses of action designed to implement the goals
.

and objectives of the Strategic Plan are developed

through the Plar@g Board.These action plans are

documentedinaseries ofplanekmentswhihwhen

completed and integrated, become “thesite’s com-

prehensive plan. This Future Use PI* defines the

current situation and outIines actions needed to

wove from the present to the future, guiding the al-

location of land and resources.toward attainment of
.- .

SRSgoals and objectives.

l’hecomprehensiv eplanningpmcessis promul-

gated inaSavannahRiver Implementing Procedure

(WI? 430.2),which establishes a planning staff re- “

sponsible for identifying issues, developing back-

ground data, pinpointing the decidon context.(in-

CIudingobjectives and constraints), identifying po-

tential alternatives, and considering input from CUS-
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●

tomers and stakeholders. Future-use decisions must be made ih the context

This information is presented to the Planning ofcurrent SRSand DOEHeadquarters StrategicPlans,

Board, which enstue.s that the evaluation process re- which define the values, goals, and objectivesconsid-

fleck a sitewide perspective and effectivelyintegrates e~d when evaluating future-use alternatives.

concepts and proposals. The Planning Board consid- As desqibed in the Dece@er 1997SRSStrategic. . . ... . . ..

ers the relevant facts and implications of each alterna- PIan, SRS @ five areas,ofshategic focus: National
-. ,..

tive and arrives at a conclusion as to the most appro- Security, Nonproliferation, Environmental Quality,
.,. .

priate course of action. Scienceand Technology,and Corp~rate Management.
!-, ,

The Planning Board then forwards its recom- The first four areas of focus are associated with

mended conclusion to the ExecutiveBoard, which en- products and servicesessential to achievethe customer
----- . . . . . .. .... . .’.:.:.J;: :“, ,.>: ““”-.

sures that site interests are considered horn a mana@- goals of SRS.(~ “Current Situation and Future Pro-,..,. ,.-

mentperspecdve. Oncea position is established by the jections” for more detail on these focus areas.)

ExecutiveBoard, the Site Manager makes the final de. The fifth area of strategic focus, Corporate Man-!

cision on acceptanceof the recommendation. The chart agement, addresses the fundamental business prin-. . ..:”

below depic~ this process. aples, values, and systems critical to the success of the
..

four product/services focus areas.hut .
s&f- .

‘.:.-:.

Infrastructu& a component of the Corporate Man-
.,..

agem’&t focus an%; is addres~d briefly in this plan

and will even~y be a separate’plan eiement..

$ I
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. .

Illstakelzolder paT~iCipt7fiOlzs . Representatives from the o_tions listed be-

In January 1994, DOE initiateda Complex-wide
.

low, as well as others, played a key role in developing

process to seek st&eholder recommendations on fu- and reviewing site planning documerkx
. .

ture uses of DOE land and facilities. The first product . Lower Savannah Council of Governments

resulting from intensive stakeholder interaction was c Columbia County Planning Department

theJanuary 1996Future Use Project Report, reflected 9

in the present SRS Future Use Policy (see the Future ●

Use Policy section of this plan). For this plan, as with ●

the 1996report, SRSpersonnel received input through ●

meetings,.workshops, presentations, e-maik, oneon- ●

one discussions, telephone conv~ations, ind letters.

Personnel from SRS solicited feedback from offsite ●

stakeholders within 150 miles of the site to ensu.ni

ample opportunity for them to contribute to this pro- ● ,

Aiken County Planning Department

City ofAiken Planning Departme&

Augusta Pkmning Department

Tii-County Alliance

Central Savannah River Area Regional

Development Center

Consortium for Risk Evaluation with

W&holder Pqtiapation

SRSCitizens’ Advisory Board
:

Cess. ● Citizens for Nuclear T~ology Awareness

Bothonsiteand ofl%itestakehold- pmvidedvalu- ~ ● Savannah River Ecology Laboratory

able input and feedbackon draft maps, future use poli- “ ● Savannah River Natural Resource

aes, and ideas on specific future projects when this Manageme& and Research Institute

pkl Wasbeing prepared. .

.
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❑ TheSavannah’RiveiSite(SRS)covers310square

miles in south-qmA~ik@h @rok on the Geor-

gia bord- ‘i’he”~p~~f~f~~gy @OE) ~-”

ages SRS as a controlled’= with.titti ‘p’dlic,.,,,,, , ;Vc.f .
.access. Except for tit$fa~ties, * Iand kcov*

with IIZitUd:S&&diOI1. @n’f&s &d ‘piie ‘md

hardwood forests comprise % pement of thesi.te;

wetlands, ‘streams, and ,two large reservo~ ciiver .,
approxin&ely 22 percent and produ&on and su~

port are&, reads, and ufi.kty corridors account for”

the n&ainin g five pemnL Land adjacent to the site

is used mainly for forest and agricultural purposes.

The site includes several production, support,

semice, research and development, and waste man-

agement areas. In the original @ility layout, major

radioactive operations wem isolated near the center

of the site to create a buffer zone that reduced the

risk of accidental exposure to the general public and

provided additional security

❑ ✎✎

about the
savannah

“~’’j.ve~. site.... ...:..
-: ~ ,,...,~- ‘.+.~,. :-’ -,. : .
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1.
site employers .

and employment

At the beginning of calendar year1998,0ver13pO0

permanent employees worked at SW in the following

organizations:

● DOE-SR(525permanent employees) is “

responsible for overall management and

contractor oversighL

● Westinghouse Savannah River Company and

its parfners (11,600permanent employees and

subcontractor and 700 temporary employees)

am responsible for management and integra-

tion of the site. “

● Waclqmhut Services, Inc. (741permanent

employees) is m.sponsiblefor site security -

. The University of Georgia’sSavannah River

,.. ?,., ., . .

SANG
c%

Ukmu

-..
TowEqYfoJws . 13@a

Watfnghow Sawn@ R/wrcompnyunipairmr$:
SuattdS8vumiI Rhw hctiah RhuNdunlRam Mmgmwnl

andl?uumh hs#u@ DOE—SamuMRhw WhmIhut_ h.

., .,.. .

Support-service contractors for DOE-SR added
Ecology Laboratory (123permanent employ- over 80 permanent empIoyees, and approximately 30
ees) provides site ecologicalevaluations and . employees work@ for other entities (the University
research. ofSouth Carolina Instituie ofArchaeologyandAnthro-

● The S&mm&River Natural Resource Man- pology the U.S. Depart&nt of Agriculture’s Natural
agemen~and Research Institute (89permanent Resmirces Conservation Service, the Army Cop of
employees), a unit of the U.S.Forest Service, is - Engi.m%rs,and the South Caro&a Department of
responsible for managing the site’s mtural Na&al Resources). ‘ - -

.
r

I
#

. ,.-.,=,7: .= ,= ‘,—,,.,,.,=.,,.,,=-,., ._,._.,,=R......,,..r. m

I . .
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i

history and background~..
...

SRS was acquired by ‘&efederal goverrunent in

eady 1951for about $19rqillio~ Mu& of the property

was farm and forest land of low quality The Univer-

sity ofSouth Caro@a Institute ofArchaeologyandAn-

thropology,r~po;~ed that overflight photography
. ,-... .,.* .

showed 80 to 90 percent-of the future site was farm-..4 ....
land @ “degraded con,~tio& Wd~e populations

had”b~deple~~.by n&ly 200 y&s of over-hunt-
.. .

@gand expliiitatioi ‘--‘s; ‘-:-””-’‘-”

Begi&ing in the early 1950s,however, vegetation

reestablished on the degraded land helped stabilize

and rehabilitate the soil to better support qative plant

and animal life.By1953,SRSm-vegetation efforts rep

resented the largest mechanL@ tr& pliiki.iig op&a-

tionintheUnited States.By1968,over 100million trees

had b~- plantkd. With protection provided by the

site’s limited access and the deforestation of farms,

wildlife-populations mcoveredandflourished. Whib+.-

tailed deir populations expanded to the point that a

controlled public hun&g” program was initiated in

1965.lViid t&keys were stocked at SRS in the earlyl

1970s;their population has also kxpandedrapidly

Over the next several decades, cuhral,”ecologi-

cal, and environmental research funded by DQE pro-

tided extensive databases on the SRS environmen~ i

From the beginnin~ research was undertake in di--

rect support of site manufacturing activities. In 1972,

SRSwas designated as the nation’s first National En-

vironmental Research Park (NERP) by an Executive

Order that provided for tracts of land where the ef-

fecb of human impacts on the environment can be

,.-Studied. .

Anintegralcomponentof the SRSNERPis the!%t-.

Aside Pro- which has evolved from a few repre-

sentative tracts to 30 areas representing 7 percent of

the total site area and all of the major plant communi-

ties and habitat types indigenous to the site. (please

see Existing Use map in Section 6.)

. .

Scattered across the site, these 30 areas ~ve been

set aside for ecologicalresearchand are protected from

public access and most routine site maintenance and

forest management activities. In addition, these

Set-Asides preserve habitak for endangered, tlueat-

ened, or raxeplant and animal populations.
.- . ,.

(’.

. . ,,

. .

.

.
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Ills&e region of inj?uence. .

The Savannah River Site (SRS)Region of InfhI-

ence iil the ama outside the site boundary affecting

and affected by site activities. The site is located in

the C&tral Savannah River Area (CSRA)that con-

sists o t nine counties in South Carolina and Geor-

gia. The sou,tiwestem boundaty is the Savannah

River, the recipient of most of the area’s tribuhuks.

The riyer currently supports industry., recreation,

and natural habitat

SW is situated h three major land resource ar-

ea%thf!southern Piedmont, the Carolina and&r-

gia %rld Hills, and the Atlantic Coastal Plain. The

region contains 10 county governments and 38 in-

corpori~tedareas.SRSenjoysskongcoinuumitysup-

port from the local jurisdictions, chambers of com-

meme, educational institutions, and otha groups

who have put political differencesaside to keep and

add missions at SRS.

Land use around SW centers on residential, in-

dustrial, COITl&!id, &nSpOItdiOX1/H@iOxl/ and

agricultural activities.Upland pine and wetI.andfor-

ests comprise a large percentage of the &ea, and the

topographyiind other existingphysical features and

conditions greatly infIuence lan&development de

tiloqs and poliaes. Because of the soil types and

lack of steep slopes, thearea is well suited for both

agriculture and urban development The land use

surrounding Augusta, Ga., and A&en, S.C., is pri-

&rily agricultud,but residential, comrpercialand

industrial activity arebecoming more prevalent Au-

gusta, the FortGordonh4ilitary ReservationandSRS

comprise a significant amount of the total developed

area.

In 1990,thepopukdionof theCSRA was slightly

under 500,000,primarily located in Aiken County

in South Carolina and Columbia and Richmond

counties iri Georgia. Over 70 percent of the popula-

tion lived in areas classified as urban. The urban-

.

‘Lla
region of
influence

k I
‘~ Intamtlta
/v USH1 hwty . .

StztaIlghway
SRS
SevmnshRtvor
5c-uik Radhm

.

,,
,,

.-

.

.,
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rural mix of the region mirrored that of the United

States in general but was more urban than other &eas

in South Carolina and Georgia. The population den-

sity of the region was almost twice that of the nation

but had approximately t&esame percentage of female

and male inhabitants. The CSRApopdation was clas-

sified as 37percent minority.Augusta is the area’sltug-

est sty, with a current population of approximately

190,000.

The major economicsectors in the re~on are agri-

culture, forestry fishin& mining/ Construction manu-

facttuing, transportaiio~-wlfol@e @de, titail iadz,

finance, insurance, destate, s~c~ aid, govem-
- :..:t.2.:..>.,1..>

ment The industrial us-a,~the r&ion include a com-

.....

f+> .,

-.. . . .-.:: ‘

., . .

,, ..

. ..- !-, ,-, .

, ‘.

.,

.
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1.

?%iksection describes the current situation ~d

mission projections through the n~t 50 years for

each of the four product/service strategic focus ar-

eas at the Savannah River Site (SRS)(National Se-

curity;Nonproliferation, Environmental QuaIi&,and

Scienceand Td-mology) and also addresses the in-

frastructure component of the”Corporate Manage-

ment stiategic focus area.

1national security

The SRS National Smirity mission includes

maintainingboth the SRStechnicalexpertise intri-
tiurh operations, productio~ and engineering and

an effective level of protection for nuclear materi-

als, facilities, governmental assets, classified mate-

rial, SRSemployees and the public. “

tritium supply
SRS is responsible for the mtion’s tritium m-

recyclemission. The objectivesof the ‘llitiumPrograrn

are to provide titium and non+itium Ioaded res-

ervoirs to meet the requirements of the Nuclear ‘

Weapons Stockpile Memorandu to conduct Res-

ervoir Surveillance @erations and Gas .Transfer

Sys&n testin~ and to manage existing tritium in-

ventories and facilities. Related activities include

recoverin& purifyin& and stoMg tritium from dis-.
mantled weapons; recycling and loading weapon

components for the stockpile; and extracting tritium

from remaining irradiated targets. SRShas become

the single storage location for bulk quantities of ti-

tium by consolidation of triti~ operations from

other Departrneht of &ergy (DOE)sites.

The tritium mission is carried out in a 25-acre

compound within the H-Area ,chemicalprocessing

facilities. Under the Ttititun Facility Modernization

and Corqo~dation Project, several existing process

systems, equipment, and process functions will be

relocated to existing buildings within the Tiitium

Lfil!!l
current

situation
& futuri

Facility in order to &duce ‘footprint” and operat- -

ing costs. AdditionaUy this project will provide the

capability to process tiitium from the ‘li%umExtrac-

tion Facility (T’EF),and/or the Accelerator Produc-

tion of liitiurn (APT).

Under ongoing Environmental Impact State-

ments, DOE is currently considering two technical “

options, or a combination of the two options, for sup

plying tritibinthe future. AdecMonby the %cre-

tary of Energy is expected by late 1998.

: One option is to p* irradiation services

with the option to purchase an existing commercial -

r&ctozfor conversion to a defense fad.ity The other

option is to install a proton accelerator for the pro-

duction of tritium. For both options, SRSwill pro-

vide facilities. -

For future land-use plannihgpuryoses, the new

facilitiesare expected to ~pond to an enduring de-

mand extending for a 40-year or longer service life.

Land-use impacts of the two options ~. discussed

on the next page.

3-1
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TEF: DOE is planning the construction of a new

Tritium Extraction Facility at the Savannah River’Site.

Under present planningscen&ios, construction would

begin during&al year2000, with commissioning and

operation projected to begin in 2005.In order to main-

tain a nuclear deterrent capability, this facility would

operate throughout the #year planning horizon. The

facility would require the industrial development of

about four acres adjacent to the existing tritium facili-

ties. Assoaated with the industrial facility will be

modest expansion of utility and transportation corri-

dors, mosdy within the exishg indus~ area...
AIW DOE is also considering corqtruction of a

proton acceh+ator, approximately one mile in length,

with associated facilities. Facilities would include the

proton generator, acc&rator, target/blanket, &d ex-. .. . . . -
traction faciiitks. Und& present pla&ing ‘&na&os,

construction would begin during 1999,:withcommis-

sioning and operation projected for aro&d 2~7~ In

order to maintain a nuclear deterrent capabtity, this-..
facilitywould operate duxmghout the50-ye&phhning

horizon. This option wotdd ~quire a new industriid

ar&”of“approximately300a&es to be dev~op&. Sit-

ing sti”&s have bkeh condu&d “to/d&@~s&&ble

locations at SRSfor the new facilitj &d’&ract&&

tion of the prefer&1 site is undei wa~”Ii&ddition to

the new industrial area, new-transportation co~dors

and utility corridors would be established tosupp’ort

the facili~. a- , ,. ,. -,> -, .
., ,”.

plutonium pit manufacturing
DOEhasinitiatedits ScienceBasedStockpileStew-

ardship Program for the enduring nuclear weapons

stockpile. Currently, the projected need for new pluto-

Num pits is low. Should&e need be increased signifi-

cantly, another production site may be considered.

Because of the experienceinplutoniumoperations and .

the long-term defense mission of tritium supply SRS

is considered a candidate site for this potential mis-

sion. Since the reuse of existing facilitieshas been pro-

posed, fu~land-~irnpacts areexpectedtobe mini-

real, and no new indust@ development ~ forecast.

safeguards and security
The SRS Safeguards and Security mission is to

rn+ntain an appropriate levelofprotectionfor the site’s

nuclear rnat*,@cd.i&s, government assek, class-

ifiedmateri~, SRSemployees, and the public through

the effective, integrated use of highly trained protec-

tive forcePersonnel,physical securitysystems, and ad-

ministrative controls. While many other DOEsites are

reducing or eliminating their major,@tional security”

assets, SRSis expandingits role by storing additional..
nuclear &ateriaIs from other DOEsites and fromnon-., ,.. ,..
Di3Efaciliti’&,with a commensurate increase in .&- -

stied and se&itive unclas&ied information,
. :f.. . ’...... . .... . . . .. . . .
SRSprotective force operatio~ are locat&l in B-->.

Area. Protective for& elernerits operate out of area-

based offices,with the majority of employees staffing

security posk interior and exterior to the site’s opera-

tional facilities.Major e@ipment used to perform the

SRSsecurity rni&&ncIudes helicoptem,vehicles,wa-

terc@!t,weapons/&n&ition, det&&on devices,”fir-’

ing r’an&, and a m&i&clia computer’lab. A s&e-

of-the-artsite-hde”intrusion det&ion and acce&con-

trol:&i@mis CUITefldyO&KliiOId. lh~ho&ietechn&-

gies includecomputti-bised modwgsystems,a joint

tactical simulation-system, computer-b”asedtraining

systems, and a comprehensive ~ay of engagtient

simulation system weap,onry. ‘

Future needs in addition to ongoing operational

activities, include physical protection systems in new

facilities such as the Actinide Packaging and Storage

Facility and the Spent Fu~ Treatment and Storage Fa-

ality (SFTSF).Significantinvestment in hardware and

softivare will be required to maintain computer and

information security as the speed, volume, and te&-

nology of the Internet and electronic mail traffic ex-

pand exponentially in the future. Classificationreview

and export control activities will expand to meet new

3-2
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International Atomic Energy Agency requimm@s.

Safeguards activities will also expand to support re-

ceipt and accountability for additional nuclear mate-

rials transferred to SRS for stabilization and interim

storage.

Iilnonprolzjimation

The goal of the SRSnonproliferation activities is

to provide safe, secure, long-term storage and dispo-

sition of excess fissile materials, to advance the

progress of DOE in accountancy of nuclear materials,

and to achieve national and international nonprolif-
.-

eration objectives. . .
●

plutonium disposition
DOE ia currently pursuing a dual path strategy

for the disposition of up to 50 metric tons (MT)of sur-

phs plutoniuni One option involves immobilizing

plutonium inventories in a ceramic form for disposal

with the high-level waste glass produced in the De-

fenseWasteP-sing FacilityatSRS.Under the other

option, plutonium would be made into mixed oxide

(MOW fueI for irradiation in a commercial light-wa-

terreactor and disposrd as spent nucleaifuel. SRShas

been designated as the preferred site for the immobi-

lization mission and is a candidate site for the MOX

missiom In additio~ the plutoniurn,in surplus weap

ons components (pits) must be converted into pluto-

Num oxide for introduction to either disposition path.

SRS is also a“qmdidate site for this pit disassen-$ly

and conversion mission.

The siting deciion for these missions is the sub-

ject of an Environmental hnp~ct %itement (EIS)cur-

rently in progress, with a fhal EIS expected in Janu-

ary 1999. @plementation of the scenario proposed

below is dependent upon the results of the subsequent

Record of Decision, which is expected in February

1999.Becahse SRSis already constrdng a new plu-

tonium storage vatdt, one concept for deployment of

. .

the three n&ions would be to createanew Pluto&&

Disposition Complex to take advantage of the corn-”

mon facilities for.shipping, receitia Xsay, tid stor-

age provided by the new vault. Projections are to start

construction by the year 2000,with operations begin-

ning.between 2005 to 2007. The program to disposi-

tion the 50 MT of surplus plutonium is estimated to

require approximately10 years of operatio~ however,

additional materials could be declared surplus if the

U.S. and Russia agree on further reductiom- in their

respective nuclear weapons stockpiles, potentially ex-

tending this mission.

em”ched uranium blehddown
TheU.S. has declared 174.3MTof highly enriclied -

uranium as surphs to future needs.41ne path for dis-

position of the uranium is to make it suitable for use

in commercialreacto”~bybkmlingdown the uranium

cont&t to approximately five percent or less, making “

tiemtimtitilefor~ hnudaw~pm. ‘Ihe

site is also being considered as a site to install the

blenddown facilities to convert certain categories of

surplus uranium. The facilities are proposed for an

existing chemical proce@ng area in HArea. Other al-

ter@ives are also being considered. ; ~ - I~ “
-.,

,.,.
. . .

.

‘.
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Iii!environmental quality ,

Ifl!l!lThe goal of the SRS Environmental Quality pro-

grams is to demonstrate excellencein environmental

stewardship. In this area, seven activities are ad-

dressed Nuclear Materials Stabilization and Storage,

Spent Fuel Storage, High-Level Wrote, Solid Waste,

Natural Reso&ces, Environmental Restoration (ER),

and Surplus Facilities Disposition.

nuclear materials
stabilizationand storage

SRSNuclear Materials Stabilization and Storage

Program goals are to safeIystabilize, store, and dispo-

sition the site’s legacy nuclear materials in a cost-ef-

fectiveand environmentally sound manner; to r&ive,

stabilize, and store plutonium from other DOE sites;

to develop partnerships withRoc@ Flatsand Hanford

sites to accelerateclean-up and reduce Iife-cycIecosts;

and to maintain storage and operating facilities for

potential future missions whiIe transitioning facilities

thathave undefinedmi%ions to minimum surveillance

and maintenmice status.

The site’s chemicaI separations facilities support

DOE’Scommitment to implement Recommendation

94-1from the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board

(DNFSB).In 1997,the Secretary of Energy approved

the SRSPhased Canyon Shategyfor continuing execu-

tion of the DNFSB 94-1 recomm&dation that deals

with the stabikation and interim storage of “at risk”

le~cy nuclear materials. This strategy uses existing

processes and facilities specificallydesigned for these

materials, optimizing the completion of materials sta-

bilization, and mhimizh g the need for process devel-

opment and facility modifi@ons. This strategy will

achieve expeditious stabilization of SRSmaterials and

provide for the early stab~tion of certain limited

quantities of plutonium from the RockyFlats Environ-

mental TechnologySite (should that option be sekcted

upon completion ofenvironmental reviews).Thisstrat-

egy also maintains the capability to use nonprolifera-

tion processes to implement potential plutonium and

highly enriched uranium disposition missio~ (should

those options be seIected).

SRSis in the fourth year of an n-year progr~ to

stabi@e its legacy materials. F-Canyon material stabi-

Iizationis currently scheduled forcompletion.by 2002,

and the H-Canyon material stabilization is scheduled

~ for completion.igZOQ4.The facilitieswill then tr~i-.

tion to g@rmun surv@Iance and maintenance status

“untilM deco@sioning. .

In general,existingfacilitiesWbe used to pro-

cess material.s.that,~e candidates for stabilization. As

no other stabilization capability exists for this mate-

rial,.new vitrification capabilities must be provided in -

F Canyon to stabilize the wneriauq/curiurn. Until

decisions are rpade,on final gmterial disposition, sRS

is also constructing a state-of-the-artActinide Packag-

ing and Storage.Facil@ to provide consolidated in-

terim storage of be nuciear materials generated from

stabilization Modifications to ~ existing 235-FVault “

and BuiIding 1.05-K~~ also planned for accelwated

receipt of Ro@y ~ts plutoni~ permitting cost sav- .

ingsfrom an eadier,than qx&ed RockyWats cIosure

(20Q6vs.2010),reducingComplex-~delife cycle,costs.

:..

spdji.iei’stOragg -.,-... . .

The SRSsp~t fuel storage activities addrqs six

major areas (1)receipt of offsite fuel from research re-

actors; (2)storage of unirradiated nuclear material and

shipments to other facilities;(3)surveillanceand main-

tenance of reactor facilities to limit tik; (4)heavy wa-

terprocessingand consolidation (5)alternate technol-

ogy development to provide a disposition option other

than the conventional processing of aluminum-based

spent nuclear fuel (SNF);and (6) development of the

Sl?ISF to deploy the selected alternative technology

and provide inter@ dry SNF storage and eventual

deinventory to the geologic repository.

Currently aluminum-based fuel assemblies from
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foreign ‘and domestic nxearch reactors aie’safely n+
.

ceivedand wet-stored in the ReceiiingBt&n forOffsite

Fuel (RBOF)and LArea fuel storage basins. Offsite

fuel receipts are scheduled to continue t&ough 2035.

Deinventory ofoffkite SNF fro~ RBOFto the S~F is

expected to begin in 2005and to be completed in 2011.

Completion of the LBasin deinventory, including the

SFI’SFfaci.li& is expected in 2035.

Site fuels (coveredby DI&SB941 disposition rec-

ornmendations) are currently stored h’ RBOFand the

disassembly ba+ns of the L- and K-Reactor Areas.

These fuels ~ remain safely wet-sto~d hi these ba-

sins until tie shipmentq to the site canyon facilities for

stabilization are complete: The deinvento~ of all

DNF$B941 fuelmat+ials is expected to be completed

by tie first quarter of FY2001. ‘ ‘,.
Unirradiated highly enriched uriin&ni (HBU) is

sfomd in “tieK-ReactorA&nbly Area andwi&nain

stored inK-Reactor untilfacilitydemobilizationbegink

Current plans call for &irradiated HEU to be moved

to L-Areawhen K-Reactoris deinventoriedj ‘ )

Jiuwntories ofheavy wat&illbep~ed to meet-.-” ., ,.,
mission requi&ments in the future &d’&ld as exce&

,inventory.,once pmcessed~tid purified; ~&vy water. .
may rei&in in storage “indefhiitelyOnce &e,pr&e&”

ing campaign has b&n compIeted, the D-& facili-

ti& will be demobW and.deconmi&oned. “

~ TdmoIogy alternatives to-the conv&io&l pro--

ceasing of ahunin&n-bas&d ~ & expikted tO use

the SFISF facility to condition of&te fuel. By FY1999,

technology,process development;and wasteformper-

formance will be developed for both the melt and di-

lute alternatives. Direct c&disposal technologies to

support a technology decision ,are aIso expected by

FY1999.The fuel will be packaged in a “road-r&dy”

form torbothshipryent to and emplacement in the fed-

eral geologic repository This facility is expected to be

available to receive SNF during FY2005,pending au-

thorization’of the project.

The 105-Kbuilding has been proposed as an in-

terirnreceipt and storage facili(yfor offsiteplutonim,

wl&h could potentialityextend.the use of the faciI@ . .

beyond 2010.In addition, two new missions&being

proposed for the 105-LbuiMing. The first propokd is

for-a traditional Iine item project to build the SFTSF

facility in 105-L;this facility wo~d replace the previ-

ous privat@ationproposaI.ThisproposaIcontinuesuse

ofL-Basin&the SNFreceivingpoint until an unspeci-

fied date whena decision to build a dryreceivingbay ‘

will be evaluated. The continued use of L-Basin and

the accelerated deinvento~ of the RBOFfacility pro-
7

tide substantial cost savings ov& the privatization

approach. The second pioposal involving the 10%L

buil&ng is for a facilifyto detritiate heavy water prior

to sale. This facilitywould be funded and constructed -

as part of the hxwy water sales agreement currently

b&g negotiated.
-,

high levelwaste
The mission of the SRSHigh-LevelWaste (HLW)

Pro@am is to provide de and effiaent receipt, stor-

age, and processing of highly radioactive li~d waste

to suppo~ site operations and DOEplans for perma-

nenidisposal of r&lioactive waste.

. The HLW.&entorywas ashi~as 35rnilliongal- “

lo@ (420 rnilIion curies) stored in 51 underground,. . .
interimwaste storage tanks. ‘II@waste will eveitu- “ .

allybe removed from the tanks, separated into ik low-

level ~d high-level components,-and properly dis- -

posed of either a~a federal repository (high-level

waste) or onsite at Saltstone (low-level waste). The

HLW facilities constitute a highly”integrated system

involvingwaste storage;evaporatio~ removalofwaste

from tanks; waste pre-treatmen~ vitrification of the ..’

high-level waste component at the DefenseWastePro-

cesshg Facility (DWPF); disposal of the low-level

waste component at SaItstone; and interim storage of

the vitrified gIass canisters pending transfer to a fed-

eral ~pository.

The tank farms receiveliquid waste, as generated,
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from the sep~atio.~ Canyo~ .(+imated at approxi-

mately 0.6 don @ions p% year throu’~ F@303);

the RBOF(estimated at 360,000gallons per year) and

waste processing activities, p~cularly recyclewater

from DWPF”&d washwat~ from Extended Sludge

Processing. For potential new SRSrnissi~& involving

canyon processing (e.g., Rocky Flats or spent nuclear-, ..-
fuel), the HLWsystem wo~d p@ormits.s&ne essen-

tial fundon as the final step in w%te proc@ng. For

new missions involving dry storage or tie APT, the

I-ILWsystgm”would have no role:

Two bf the 51 waste tanks have been closed. Of

the ‘:”remammg ta&s, 22 are old-s~le @&s that do not. .
m@ cur&nt requirement for secondary containment

...
and leak detection. The+eold-.s~le @nksmiwt be ‘n+. . .
moved from &vice to meet Federal Fa&ties Agr~,.. .. -.,,- .: ..,.
ment regulatory commitments. The date to remove.,
these tanks from service is currently und& negotia-

tion but cunknt projections target closure of old-style

tanks by 2025. A second program driver is the Site .

S,aqi~waste is cumn~ydisposed ofatanofi%ite

co@&cial muniap,@andfilL aOs~ activities on the

onsite Interim &nitary Landfill-willbegin in 1998and

be completed@ 1999.A new onsite regional commer-

aal landfill is expected to begin operation in 1998,at

which ti&e SRS~ stop offsite operations and ship

waste to the onsite landfill.

Low-Level Was~eis received fiomgenerators and

is segegated -@tocategories. Anew sorting facility

wi~ shredding capability ~ expected to begin opera-

tion,in 1~8. In combination with onsite.compaction

and inciyratioti we sorting facili~=.villpermit solid

waste to meet its ,steady state operation objectivebe-

tween 2000 and 2005 and possibly extend the life of

the ,currentva&s ind&teIy by mdmizing direct.

dispos~ A second. disposal, vault will be necessary

around 2010,inp~jo support anew SRStritiumpr~

du@on.@~~&posalm& .&ds or facilitiesare also

need&i for long-liv~ w@e, which is cumntly being

store@un@”’technoIo~,~be developed, and for con-
.:. .-: .

tarni&ted ~ge @pm@.‘Eeatment Pla which commits the DWPF to achiev-.,.
ing anaveiage produ&ionrateof 200&ters p~y,ear

,-;,
uleprojections tmgetacompletiondak o’fti202Ltie “’:::>. ...
Dl@F initiat& radioactive op&tio~~ Iv@& 1996,.-. .:[ ,-,..,, >

solidw%hte
..

The mission of this proyarn is to efficiently and

effectively treat, store, and/or dispose of solid waste.

The neaHerm goal for this p~ogr& is to install the

treatment, storage, and disposdIcapabilitiesneeded to

enable SRS to take care of legacy wastes “andreach a

steady-state condition. The discussion that follows

addresses four waste types (sanitary low-level, haz-

ardous/mixed, transuranic [TRUl), and three key

waste management facilities (Consolidated Incinera-

tionFacility,EffIuentTreatmentFacility,andSalktone).

Hazardous wa&eis, -~e&ly stored at SRS and~+.,:. ---- .,-; ,,.
trefited eit@r offsiteat a,coquneraal facility or onsite

,k~eCo+~7+t+:~@m~ogFad~. Ml~~ti-

ardo~ w*.;:. @be shippd. .by the year 2002, and..,:,... , ..-
sttidy~tate ~p~tion ,~antiapated at that time.

1.
Mixed,~as~e&.$.being np@ged to.achieve full .

Land Dispo@ R@iction cornpkce per Resource

Cons~ation ad RecoveryAct (RCRA).This will be

accomplish~by dev~oping tre@nent methods meet-

ing Site Treatment Plan requipnents or disposal al- o

tematives. Treatment technology remains undeter-

mined for a limited number of waste streams. All

legacy waste will be treated by 2019and disposed of

by 2020,~cept tritiated oil, which will remain in stor-

age until the tritium decays or treatment technologies

are developed. Storage will continue to be provided

for the interim storage or staging of newly generated

mixed waste awaiting katment and/or disposal. An

options analysis for the transport and disposal ofmixed
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waste will be performed in 1998andqeated peri$odi-

callyto update and optimize thedisposalprocess. The

current goal for disposal of the first ‘tieated mixed

Waste islw. ‘

TRU waste in inventory is c&rentlybeing char-

acterized to segregate it from low-leveland mixed low-

level waste and to pmp&eTRUwasteforukirnate dis-

posal at the Waste JsolationPilot Pkiht VP) in New

Mexico.The TRUwaste manag&nent process has five

major objectives (1) continue safe storage, in&uling

nArieval of eartkovemd drums; (2) obtain capabili-

ties to characterize, certi& “kindtransport waste to

WIPP; (3)dispositionlow-level(formerlyTRUIegacy)

waste; (4) establish the infrastructure to support

pnvatization@itiativesto process w&te; and (5)iden-

t@ a path forhd forlhe deposition of ini&l low-

level alpha contaminated waste; A Ship-to-W@Pini-

tiative Willestal$sh the syst=”needed to’s@port

initial shipments of waste to WIPE For the future, a

TRU wasti f%cilityis’planned to process”highactivity

TRU waste from 2012-2032.Privatization initiatives

will be imple&mted ti appropriate for waste treat-

merk IfWIPP ~ not operational by July 1998,d@us-

sions with the South “C&&a &p&tn@ of Health

and ‘ti&mrnentd contiol’(~tic) will begin re-

g&ling tieatm&i diernatives for mixed TRUw&e.’

The ConsoliilatedIncin&tioqFa”&ty’(CIF) pm

tides thecapabi@to tmatlow-leveIrac&c&e%ste,

hazardous waste, &d rn@d wastes. Opeiation of the

(2IFwill contribute to the implementation of the S&

Treatment Pkui Ash and blowdown that is produced

will be transferred to either a storage facility or dis-

posai facility dependingonik regulatory designation.

The CIF will continue to pro’cess identified waste

streams and be adapted-to other generator treatment

needs as necessary.

The Effluent Treatment FaciMy (ETF)provides

the capability to remove hazardous&d low-level ra-

dioactive cchtaminants from the waste water gener-

ated from the F- and H-Ar& Separations and Tank

Farm areas and ER purge water. The ETFis currently

being operated under a SCDHE-CWasteWaterPermit.

On average, fiprocesses 18,000,~ gallons.ofwaste

water annually. k addition to its discharged water,

150,000-300,000~o~of condtite are transferred.
to Saltstone for dispod The ETFwill continue to op-

erate as necess~ to ,support canyom tank farm, and

restoration @&wp op$atiox% -- “

The %lktone Fa@y provides the.capability to

heat and and dispo~ofrtiixed low-leveIsalt solution.
!iomother~kiliti~.,~e ~toneFacilityconverts the. ..
waste to gmui and%i$oses of the ~ut in concrete

vaul-~. On average; Saltstone processes 4,000,000gal-

lons of waste fiually Additional Saltstone vaults or

alternativeswiube conskuctedas required.operations -

~ end wh~ ~low-level salt solution has been sta-

bilized and hard~ed in the vaults.

natural resource m.anagemt
The SRSnatural resources mission is to maintain

excellence in mtural n%ource stewardship; continue

recognition of SRS as a mtionrd leader in resomce . .

management, r&&rch, and &ience literacy and pro-

vide cost-kffective,flexible, and compatible pmgmms

to support SRSmksions. Over 80percent of SRSacre-

age is curredy under some form of mtural resource

management .-

The site is curr+ntly restoring mtive vegetative

communities and spec@ including the red-cockaded

woodpecker habitat, hardwood habitat, pine-

savannahs, and wetlands, in addition to proteding

water quality by stabilizing soil and minidzkg in-

dustrial area runoff through engineering and veg-

etative management techniques. Wetlands restoration

at Pen Branch has recently been completed, Carolina

Bays are being restored, and restoration of the site’s

dominantnaturalvegetation (longleafpinesavar&hs)

is pmcgeding where compatiblewithambienisoil con-

ditions. Prescribed burning operations continue to

enhancewildlife habitat, facilitateafter-timber-hawest
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regeneration, and reduce forest fds. Soil and water-

shed maintenance and s-tiilizationprovide infrastruc-

ti.support to the SRS industrial areas. Natural n+

souxe research projects cover a wide,range of topical,..
ag%is,&hldifig Short,rotation’woo.dy.gops (i.e., fuel

wo~d biomass); ,biodiv~i~c (e.g., the roIe,of large

woody. deb~ ,and..i&.~atio-&hip-,to @iii.fe food

sources);prescr@# fireand smoke management wet-

land, pine savann& and hardwood restoration and

endang@ @=..=Overy. ; .

‘I’ii produ~on will continue to provide rev-

enue to DOE to”support the SRSmtural resource pro-

v CurrentlF &sales average25 million board

feet per yeaz PY1997timber,receipk returned to the

U.S.Treasury totaled almost $4million. The site’s sup-

ply of saw timber is expected t’oincrease in value be-

cause of the sitis prime location for winter harvest-

in~ proximity to localmills, and the.recentovercutting

trend within South Carolina. WMin the next 50 years,

SRSforested lands will i&nasin gly consist of acreage

(especiallyhardwoods) designated for uses other than

timber production However, revenues from timber

purchases am expected to increase in real dollar terms

as larger diameter trees are offered to the market, and

special forestproducts (e.g.,aromatics,pine straw, for-

est botanical, and floral products) becomegreater in-

come producers.

Thesite’ssignificance asalaige-scale facilityavail-

able for wild$fe management and research activities

is expected to increase. Economic development and

increasing population migration to the southeastern

United Sfates wilI continue to increase pressure on

wildlife species. SRswiu also remain a desirable loca-

tion for landscape scale studies and.externzdlyfunded

studies conducted as a part of the National Environ-

mental Res@ Park (NERP).

Public use of the site’s natural resources is pres--

ently limited to controlled hunts and to various sa-

ence literacy programs encompassing elementary

through graduate skool levels. However, trends in

population migration to the Southeast and increasing

interest in outdoor relational activities indicate that

publicp~umforonsite &persedr&ationuse such

as hiking and birding could increase.

environmentalrestoration
The goal of the SRSERprogram is to investigate,

and if needd, remediate releases of hazardous sub-

stances to minimim or elimina~zpotential risks to hu-

man h@th or the environment SRS“&rsomel.began

inventofig waste units in 1981and identified 477

waste and gro~dwater units. Wastesites range in size

from a few square feet to tens of.acres&d include ba-

sins, pits, piles, burial grounds, landfills, tanks and

groundwater contamination. soils, groundwater, and

surface water have been contaminated with radionu-

clidesand hazardous chemicals as a result of 40 years

of site operations; however, most of the contamination

is limited to localseas and does.notpose risks to offsite

receptors.

Remediation of waste sites is re@ated under the

RCRA and the Comprehensive Environmental Re-

●
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sponse,’Compensatio~ and Liability Act (CER@).

In1993,SRSentered into aFederalFaciIity A~ement

@A)tititiefitihmtiP~,~onA~~@A)

and the SCDHEC.toaymre that the environmental im-

pacts associated tithpast and present activities at’fie

site were tho~oughly investiga~, fid that appropri-

ate corrective/~edial action wohd be ~~ to pro-

tect public health and,weti~tid the env@nrnent

SRSis also ~ses$~g and cIeaning up p+ of the site.,>.,
consistent ~@lte’SRS R(2RAP~t a.6dsettlement

agnwnents ~$,$e SCD@C.’ ~~ .

As contaminated’ operational facilities are no

longerneed~,meastues axebeingtakntonxluceboth

. the occupational risk and radiation exposure to SRS

personnel and to prevent potential release of sub-

“stancesinto the environment At the time of this p~

56 waste units had been remediated or were”activefy

being remediated, six groundwater systems wem in

operation, 280 of the 5.00 total acres requiring

rwnediationhad beenor were inremediatiom and 150

waste tits had been proposed as or granted No Fur-:

$er Action status. Also, over 3 billion gallons of

groundwaterhadbeen treated, withmore than500,000

pounds of organic compoun@sremoved. Cqrrent pr~

jections antiapate that, by the year 2017,remediation

for all low, medi~ arid highriskrelease sites will be

complete. Under the Natiohal Contingency P~ the

SRSNatural Resoumes Trustee Council (consisting of

DOEand seven other state and federal entities) assists

with c&tain ER-related activities impacting the site’s

natural resources.

Institutional controls are legally enforceablemea=

sures or actions that maybe used to supplement engi-

neering controls to prevent or ‘limitexposure to con-

taminants at a site to ensure protection of human

health. Institutional controls may be applied to limit

or prevent exposures to contaminants and to ensure

that selected land uses a maintained. The advantage

of these administrative mechanisms is that they can

be employed to provide flexibility in the risk decision-

making process. Institutional controIs &o mitigate ,

health risks byphysicallyn+ricting &d&se at a site.

These controls may include fences, securi~ guards,

warning signs, deed m.striations,and land-use mstric-

. tions. Institutio~ controls do not involve reduction

of ~e toxicity, volunie, or mobility of hazardous

wastes; however, theyrnaybe u&dinconjunctionwith

ac~onsthat do’involvesuclmductions. Thisplan con-

stitutes an institutional controI in that it formalizes

policies,and direction for future site land&e and de-

velopment The CERCLANatio@ Contingency Plan. .
authorizes the use of institutior& controls based on a

recognition of these and other factors.. .

suqulus facilities disposition”
. 1

The ne&@rn objective of the SRSsqlus facili-

ties disposition activities is to establish a comprehen-

sive, cost-effectiveapproach to reducing residual risks I

and safely maintaining =cess facilities until decom-

missioning funds can @made available or specific ‘

nmse is established.Abriefdimissionis prtwidedhexe;

additional details will be addressed in the Facilities

Plan, to be develop+ latez”~’ .

Facilities &de&i?e~ &c& and disposition is

~tiated immediately whti.operating, @ssions for.. ‘1

which the facilitywas designed are con@eted. Excess

facilities .&e availabIe for&@ at ariy of the three ‘ “

phases (deactivatio~ surveillant;’~d maintenance,.
and decommissioning).ofthe&s&itionprocess. Dur- , I

ing deactivation th~ “end points” for each facili~ are

determined. If there are no plans to reuse the facility, “

stieillance and maintenance stafus is the low cost,

safe “default” condition. If there is a ‘fiture-use goal
.,

for the facility the end poink and surveillance and

maintenance plan should reflect the additional work

scope and cost to retain the faciIity in a safe condition

for this option.

Immediately following the decommissioning

phase, the general facility area (soil and body of wa-

ter, if applicable) are evaluated to determine if there
,-
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were any radioactive or hazardous”material rele~es

to the environmen~ If a release is detected, the area

will be included in the ER Program U no release is

detected, the area will be freed for use and Murned to

the appropriate area manager or cognizant site orga-

nization.

1science and technology

The goal of SRSsaence and technology activities

is to deliver saentific solutions through technology in-

novations critical to the success of SRSmissions and

the saence base of the DOE Complex. Unique to this

area is the diversi~ of organizations contributing to

achieving the site’s science and technology goals.

The Savannah RiverT@chnologyCenterhasestab-

Iished a strong reputation and performance xecordas

evidenced by the development of core competenaes

for waste processing; environmental remediation;

transport and diffusion of radioactive materials “

through the environment nonpdiferation and safe-

g&rds; instruments and sensors; aluminum-clad re-

actor fuel; remote systems; tii@rn/hydrog~ vitriii-

cation; and actinide processing. The SavannaAl?iver

EcologyLaboratory bridges thegapbetweenbasic and

appliyl saence in support of SRSmissions ~d opera-

tions. Reseamh into fundamental aspects of ecological

and environmental scien&s, fate and effects of con- .

.tami&nts in the environment; and the basic biology

of mtive species provides the foundation necessary to

improve both remediation and restoration activities as

well as to enhance management of mtural resoumes.

The Savannah River Natu@ Resource Manage-

ment and Research Institute conducts research in di-

rect SUppOrt of endangered SpfXii2Sand eCOIO@d res-

toration programs to provide the saentific basis for

managing natural resources and other land uses in a

mission-compatible manner,

Capabfities are available to conduct laqywxale

landscape manipulations thatbot&&&&t&@
.

source managepwnt and provide unique field site OS

portunities that attract university and induskal part-

nem. The University ofSouth Carolina%vannahtiver

. Archaeolog@ReseamhPr&ramscudi& the archaeo-

logical history of SRS and provides compliance with

federd I’egldatiOxiS gowning CdtUd E!SOtlrCeSand

antiquities; In addition to reseakh, SRS saence and

technology organizations have a stmngeducationmis-

sio~ striving to improve sacxiceeducationtid I,it&acy

and educational opportunities for div= groups.

As SRSmoves frompr6du&ionof strategicnuclear

materiaIs to stewardship of the remainhg nuclear ca-

pability increasing nonproliferation &fork, and envi-

Iunmental cleanup,newtixons”-knd n+himrnents ~ -

created tit nec&itat4 the development imd’deploy-

mtit of new ‘technologies.TO-rnaiRtaincore compe-

tticies, SRShake@&dedik customerbase to include

offiiitecustomers. The site is capitalizing on its NERP

status to”&hance inta%ational ‘anddomestic resmrch

pdIV2dlipS and iSintiaSiIlg~ting OppOrtllI@S “

throu@ enhanced and expanding relationships with

unive&ityand industrialparfnerw% funding dedines ,,

within DOE overall, opportunities for support of re-. “

seruyh and education programs may decline as well; “

however, increases in grank or partnerships would

enable continued progr~.support.:’ .
:.

Maintaining the SRSscientific core competenaes

mquiressuffiaent funding to suppo~thecritical staff-

ing m.sources and ‘the infrastructure ~d equipment
,,

necessary to perform needed resear& and develop- .,

ment activities. In this regard, an approach has been
,.’

developed to preserve the future of the multi-purpose ~

pilot campus (formerly known as TNX ). A Request “

for Proposals has been released to the commercial

market to sofiat vendors to manage these facilities for

DOE under a privatized operating concept.
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1injiastrwture ...
-’. :

L&structure provides the facilities, equipment,

and operations necessary to ensure present and future

SRSipi.ssions m carried out in a safe, environmen-

tally sound, and reliabIe .pm.ner. Jn@structure ser-

vices include those necessary to meet environmental,

safety,and heakh objectivessuch as medical capabili-

ties, environmental sampling, equipment procure-

mentlmaintenance, Wd emergency iesponse..lnfra-

structure inc@des @ecomgumicatio~, computing,

utilities, water impoundments, transpo@iom mate-

d m@&ment, CfXltd maintenance, and ana@i-.
cd laboratories. In additio% infraslructwe organiza-

tions provide SRS.with direct program suppo@fqnc-

tions based onrelatedandsimilar seryic~ cusfo@zed

to meet unique program needs such as,pr~ess.com-

putersystems,HVAC, power supplies, portable eq@p-

ment, and rigging and hoisting. Future infrastructure

will be addni+sed in g&ater detail in the i@astruc-

ture plan. .

.

.. ,
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1fii@we=use policy ‘;’I - 6 1 “
“.

The Savanhah River Site’s (SRS) future use

policy, goals; and objectives -’the r&dt of sigqifi-

‘1-’.
-. .-

i!a,.
1

I

.. fUtul U?
cantefforts over the past several years, involving “

d I

extensive internal and titernal stakeholder partici-

pation (e.g., ‘the January 1996 SRS “Future Use

Project Repoti !%akeliold.~Recorriinendatioti for, ,

SRSLand and Facilities”). ‘

The objective &fthe SRSFuture Use Policy is to

ensure consistqtt future use ~d dev~opment ofsite

land and f@ities SO t@t SRS remains a vital m-

tional asset+Inmakingland use deciiions,SRS gwn- .,

agement will”ensure that governmental .meedsare

met for ongoing and newmtionalsec+iy, nonpro-

liferatiow,~d enviroqn@alqual&Worq. SRS

persomel:.wi.ll use a disciplined comp@&sive -

planning process (a formal site procedure) and d%,

velop a future+se pla.pwith designated zoning.,

maps to guide land and facility use decisions. The ~

objective is to ensure land/fa@y planning and ~

decisionsappro@atelyinvolve&st&ehold+;ani ~

integra~q @th the stra.tegic.p,@@n~ budget, for-

mulation and execution prgcgsses;,promote cost++,.

festiveness and effiaen~, and ensqre protection of

‘the environment. The following guideliries will be

considered to the greatest extent possible in deter-

mining future land and facility use atSI&: .

● Protection and safety of SRSworkers and the

public shall be a priority.

● The integ&fy of site security shall be main-

tained. Appropriate institutio&lcontrols, in-

cludingen&onmental~onitorin~ shouldbe

preserved.

~ Future-use planning shall consider the full

range .of worker, public, aid environmental

risks, benefits, and COSL

c Bufferzones shall be considered when siting
. facilities. “

. .

. land use
planning

..

● Hazardous and radiological facilities should be .

located to minimim impact to environmentally

sensitive areas or anw oubide the SRSboundary.

● A“restric@ use!’progran@dlbe developed and .

followed for special, areas (e.g., Comprehensive

. ,Environmental_Response, Compensation and Li-

. @ilityAct [CERCLA]andReso~e Conservation

and Recovery Act [RCRA] regulated units, as:,. .
needed). . .... ---- . - .-

:,,SW.bog@riesS.J@ .-~~ agd the. . .. ..
Iandshault?mg.ti.an+~ @l+. of the fed-.-;,=“ ,

.~x.e~- wl~.~e site’sdesig-. . . .

●

●

●

Whemzer”mriat?eandnonaddicting,
Some land should be designated for continued

nuclear and non-nuclear industrial uses, and com-

mercial industrialization should be considered.

Natural resources shalibe protected and managed

with biodiversity being a primary .goal. Distur-

bance of undeveloped land and valuable ecologi-

calhabitatsshallbeminimbd. R-set-asides

should be &aintained.

Existing infrastructme and facilities shall be con-

sidered fornwse prior to development ofnew sites.

4-1
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Surplus facilitieswithout~~epotitid should

be placed in a safe coi&uration. ‘

. Land use will be compatible with the attributes

●

●

●

of the land and adjoining processes. The cumu-

lative environmental impacts of existing and

newly proposed uses shall be considered. ,

Residential uses of all SRSland shall be pro~b-

ited.

Indw”trialqnd entiotiimfalresearchmd tech-

nology development hd transfer should be ex-

panded.

Re&edio~opporh.iriities should be cotiidered

agdjincreased as appropr@te.

I
jixture,use . “. .
assumptions

.. :,.,<.““
‘Anuu&x of assumptions’~””@ide the future

development and tie of ~,land and i%&ies. fiese

have been devdloped W* si&ifi&&i input from in-

ternal and &teriial’&&&hold@ ov’&de p&t se&raI

years. AS&t fo& ti&e”Sl#St&legicPl&p&
::

planning aSSti@OxlS include . .

I ; ‘+;?% ;Zio. ‘~ ‘: “- - -?” “$ T:

● ‘l%derd 6wxIerslupofSRSwill con~~e, and”site

“- bouildaii&vill &’co&&” “S; . ‘ .
● ~k red@_&n ~’b”e” a key &&~&; vjO&

prioritization decisions withincoristrzhrwdbud~.,.
get@nd staffihg. . ‘ “ ~ -

● Effi&ncy impIov4meMs will continue to con->,

●

●

tlil%U&”tOOV&dl lr&jion~ccess of SRS.

Offsitenationalrepositories will be available for

permanent disposal of nucka.r waste.

A number of DOE’spiior weapons sites will be

successfullycIosed,and consolidation ofnuclear

materials will occur.

. National and international commitments will

increase emphasis on disposition of sur#us

nuclear materials.

● Site. facilities will be availabIe

mtion’s nonproliferation needs.
to meet the

8

●

Uncertainties in;ite staffing Ievelsand funtig

pressures will continue..

Regtdato~ requirements and DefenseNucle&

FacilitiesSafetyBoardrecommendations will be

met.

1“.
jidureuse , “
planning considerations

.,

land use considerations
The land-use phuining process at SRSincludes a

number ofevaluation criteria that are consideredwhen

new tisions are ahalyzed, new land us~ are pro-

‘posed, or new facilities are sited. Some of these trite- -.

ria are ticlusionary in nature for all potential future

uses; ~whemas~others are sptic to a particular use.

‘Criteria tit generidIyare excksionary for facilitysit-

~in~but notriecessadyfor other potential uses, include

threatened or endangered (I’&E)’species,researchSet-

Aside’areas,Catego~ I wetlands and streams, known

waste’sites, the MO-yearfloodplain, or the prior reser-

vation of ah tia for some future use.

Other fictors thatgeneraliy are considered and

weighted to determine the optimal site for’snew land

we: include existing Iand use at that site, if any; eco-

logical considerations such as dijti-ce to streams and ...
other wetIands, dislance to ~tened, endangered,

and sensitive species, and distance to Set-Asideareas;

geological considerations such as depth to groundwa-

ter,soil stability,faults, and slope; engineering consid- .

erations such as distance to roads, rail lines, and exiM-

ing utilities, likelihood of archaeologicaldeposits, ter-

rain, and distance to existing waste sites; and security

and human health considerations such as distance to

the site boundary distance to other facilities,and the

security requirements of a new land use.

Threatened and Endangered Species. SRS pro-

vides habitat for four federally endangered species

(red-cockaded woodpecker, wood stork, shortnose
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sturgeon, smooth purple coneflower) and two fpder-

ally tlueatened species (bald eagIeand tierican alli-

gator). Curmt and futwe land use in the immediate

vicinity of fededy threatened or endangered species

is limited. Other species that require consideration

beca,ke theyarestatelisted, or maybe federtiylisted

in the fu”tie, incIude the gopher tortoise, tio~

gopher fro& pine snakeiand southern hognose snake.

Future protection maya.lsobe required forneotropi&d

songbirds, whose populations have declined signifi-

cantly nationwide in recent years. Although no

neofropicals presently are federahy listed, several are

listed as priority species for protektionby the state of

south Carolina.

Wlthinthenext25 yearsSRS cah”expectrnomT&E

species, either as a result of new on+ite discovties or

as a result of additional listings at the federal and state

levels.At the same time the&wil.Ibe mom federal and

state fkxibility in regulation of species recovery pro-

gr~: The site T4zEmanagement wilI need to be “

closely mohitored for impack on neighboring land-

owners. l’h~-will be h in=ed need for and op

portuniti~ to ~tablishcooperative mcoveryand m%-.

agemeht ventures with private entities and other gov-

_tagemies.Federali nstallationssuchas SRSwiU

be expeckxl to be more proactive in species protection

rather than merely achievhigminimal regulatorycom:

plialide.

Set-Aside Areas. Set-Asideareas fulfills directive

of the National Environmental Res&uchPark (NERP)

bysetfingaside Aativelyunimpactedareas for assess-

ment and monitoring purposes.

The protection and management philosophy for

the SRSSet-Aside areas states&t they -

● are for research, not for intensive management

objectives.

● should receiveas little management as possible.

c should be protected to remain as mtural as pos-

sibld with little or no human influence.

. tie primarily for non-manipulative mseamh.No

o &ldEo#lwsb
(-j r+lHE@9rm
g CaMowu
● sOl-&&8 -
N- .
/vso8d9 ~
U*,.
m&M

. >:.
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research should be conducted on a,Set-Aside fuhukexpansion.of mcre?ionalactivfties onSRSlikely. . .. .
area that would alter the long-t&rn’vaIueof @e wili occur in some of these an+s.

Set-Wide. ~’:: ~: ~.:.:‘~’‘ . Seismolo~. Studies of the underlying”geology,’
The 30DOEresearch set+iside,awas are’excluded of the site indicate the existence of several faults, in-

from most routine site ~te+ymce and forest man- . eluding ‘thePen Branch,Steel Creek,Advanced Tacti-

agement acti.v#ies~Th~’~t% w~established to rep cd Training”&ea, Ellentom Crackemeck, and Upper.. .. .+----- .
resent all of ~e ~j~~ ~blp,t types on SW and to pro- Three Ryns faults. Although none of these fa”idtsare..,- . -......,..:
tide sites ~s’lohg~~+tioIo@~%~e=h:~~e ar- thought to be capable of generating significant earth-

.. -.y.s$:$~.%=>,: :-
eas also iiii+~n<~h-~icontrol~~~y ev~uations of quakes, the presence of faults are considered in pro-.- .-%y:; .,>,,+.;O<,..‘ ‘- +.
the effects of $~<,oxyations :andfo”~i *gement., posed futme use evaluations.

activities on other ~~o~$f iiieti~;tie Iar@t is ‘the Con@ninated Areas. SRS manages waste units.. .. ..... ~ ., y..<...<... ... .. .. ?.<
E. P. Odo~”~We~~”~t~kidZwfi& includes the under the Resource -Conservationand Recovery Act<?.,1: .1,.
northm:s%ctiori ofQ~e.Up@, ~R~ watershed, (RCRA),whichgovems haardouswasteandc onstitu-

“ and is specificall~~p~t&%d by the SRSStream M2n- ents in regulated and nonregulated units. The site has.. ~=.,.-..;
agement Policy The 30 Si+#kid~t,conp~e 14,005 also been placed on the Comprehensive Environmen- -

acres, or abgyt seven perc~t of the total areaof SRS. tal Response, Compensation and Liability Act. ,. ,.; ... , -,
Habitats represented by the Set-Asides include~old- (CERCLA)NationalPriority List. Regulato~ require-

fields,sandhills,uplandhardwoods,mixed pine@rd- ments dictate the remediation ofhazardous substance

WOOdS, bottomland forests, Swamp foresk, ciUOh releases and of inactivehazardous waste disposal sites.

bays, and fresh water streams and impounb~k. - Todate, approximately 477$RS areas have been iden-

Category I Wetlands and Streams. Category I re- tified aspotentialwaste &its. Evaluationoftheseunik

sources are d~ed by he Departm&t of Interior & and r~edial actions (iirequired) are underway based

unique and ~placeabIe on a ru@io basis or in the. . ~>..z -,, upon”Schedules<infie ~edxal,.FaciMies Agreement

eCO-l12giOIl. At SRS, ~ d&@i$#l$Udy@&Oiilla ~ Although.d~ignation as conkuninatixl does not auto-

bays and cypress-tu@o#@ps titioftie”ihiv ~ mati~y eliminate an area from consideration for fu-

ited number of undistudied:hbltiik ‘oftif’ type oc- :hue use, future use of contaminated areas will be de-.:. ,.4.,.-,.-.,.,C...“..?!,, . ,,-. . .
curring elsgwh.@~~-e-~#o~3n addition, any habi- pendent,upon-~e proposed land pse;:themture of the .

@t that +~~u~s~~;~~:o~.+0~+ wo~d ho.. . . .. contaminatio~ and the estimated costsofany required

be consid~~~ k~e”or-~~~ble. G of the nmwdiation..,- .. . . ...
site con=g”hi~<@i~”.we~ds ‘or headwater .

streams, p@+lytheup~reaches ofUpper Three community issues
Runs, wo~d’also + cfmi+ed ~ Category I StdUS. Environmental Justice. Ex&mtive Order 12898,

7:-._.:.~.,
Any plmiiiing or si~~tiection prbs for fuiure use “Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in

at SRSm~t co~idti C@egox I resourk Wd avoid Minority Populations and Low-IncomePopulations:
. . .

impact to those areas. ‘ (Februaryll, 1994)reqires thatfederalagenaes “iden-

100-YearFloodpl~ Although new facilitieswill tify and address disproportiomtely high and adverse

not b; located within the l.00-year floodplain, land . human health effeck of their programs, policies, and

wit@ the floodplain is’availabIe for other types of activities, on minority populations and low-income

future land use on SRS.Many of these areas currently populations.” Thesite is ad@ssingenvironmental jus-

am and will continue to be sites of ecologicalresearch; tice concerns in conjunction with public partiapation

44
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for site plannin& Iocating new facilities,envirorunen-

td remediation decisions, and other site activiti’~.

Community AIliances and Economic Develop-

men~ In addition to its primary &tional security and

environrnentalmanagti~t missions, SRSIiasplayed

an impor@nt economicrole for the region and them-

tion during th{ last four and a ~ decades. SRSin-

fuses more than$l billion annuallyinto * economies,.
of south &*And Georgia, provi&is*olsands of

jobs, conducts enhnrn~tal and advariced technol-

ogy resti ~d supports btihiess development ini-
, ..

fiatives %yithIocqlco&&ties.. ‘ ..’‘

The %ure o~SRS o~ations r* restricted

or even firohibited access to certain areas, but many

site buildings are outside fenced “areas.Safety, effi-

aency responsibility security and openness are top

site priorities. ME as a whole has a significanffybet-

ter safety record than private industry, and SRSleads

the Complex. Public awareness and community out-

reach programs offer seminars, meefings,.exhibition, .
and site tours on a regular basis to educate the people

about nuclear technology and environmental issues.

Many community groups such as the SRS Citizens

Advisory Board, Savannah River Regional Diversifi-

cation Initiative, Citizens for Nuclear “Technology

Awareness, chambers of commerce,and economicde-

velopment o-tions provide guidance and feed-

back in d~igriing poliaes and programs.

The DOE Complex-wide do~izing initkitives

have res&lted in a continuous decline in site employ-

ment since 1992.From September 1991to April 1997,

the site workforce was reduced by more than 40 per-

cent But, the impact of the SRSworkfoxreextends be-

yotid the jobs that am provided directly or indirectly

in the region. The site also contributes significantly to-

ward improving the talent base and atizen involve-

ment of stirrounding communities. SRS employees

contribute finanaaI resowces as well as time to avic

activities and are actively involved in local politics.

During 1996,site employees also contributed $1.8mil-

. .
‘.
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. . .
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lion to the United Way charities, domted more. than

20,000pounds of food, and gave 3,000units of blood.

SRSalso contributes to economic development in

South Carolina and Georgia through anurnber of spe

aal programs. These programs support educational,

research, and business development activities in the

two states. In addition, SRSprovides direct assistance

to various community initiatives in the region. Dur-

irigthe last five years, SRShas undertaken several pro-

grams to help local communities diversify their eco-

nomic base. The main purpose of these programs is to

minimim the economic impact to the region as a re-

sult of SRSdownsizing by helping the local communi-

ties generate alternative sources of employment

The site’s business development and community

assistance organizations have implemented several

progr’&nsto spur job creation ~d economic develop-

ment in the region. Activities include pnvatizing non-

cIassified SRSoperations; Wmsferring technology for

commercial use; providing funds for building infra-

‘structure; selling surplus equipment; providing tech-

Ncal assistan~ to economic development initiatives;

and networh-g with community organizations. .

hazardsand risks
The term “risk” is used frequently in future-use

plannirig. However, because of its recent widespread

use, the “term “risk” ciin be confusiig and should be

defined in context prior to its. use. In the future-use

circumstance, risk means the danger of a hazard caus-

ing injury to humans and/or the “enviroiunent.Ques-

tions arise as to the risk of public contamination and

resultant injury or illness and risk of major or irrep-

arable@m to the enviromnenti

Identification of hazards does not mean that an

area is unusable. It means that plans should consider

the range of risks from hazards when preparing for

the future. ksessing risk aliows the decision-making

process to compare alternative land use planning ac-

tions throuzh their com~atibilitv with higher level

p+nning goals, and choose those that are most likely

to achi;ve over?.lplannin~success. *yb ofSRS

s~ have benefiaal lad uses even though &ey may

be unfit for residential use fe.g., industrial uses, lim-

ited m“tition or res~ch). ‘ “

As clean-up technology improves or as new risks

or new contamirqnts are &covered, these factors feed

ba~, ~to the dynamic pkgming process, leading to

additional considerations which could result in

chang”win futu.&~e,plans.., . .
,

multiple uses ojsrs”lak
The multipk--e concept,dlows for compatible

concurrent land usesi normally on large tracts of land.. .
The most difficult aspect,of multiple use planning is -

de-gcompatibility HowevW throughiknewly

iniiiatecicomprehtiive planning proceis, tiie site has,,.
akeadydemonstrat~ theab~tyto accomrnodatemul-

tiple uses onmukof its land area. Manystakeholders

are interestedincontin@n~ ifnotexpandin~ this mul-

tipkwse concepL Memb& of the pubIic have men- “

tione@the site’s status as the first National Environ-

mental Research Park and ixpessed a desire to-con-

tinue or expand the opportunities inherent in that des-

ignation. Those opportunities include co-location of

industrial, ecological, resoume management, and rec-

reational act%itieswithin limitations of health, safe~,

and security Given the site’ssize and diversity ofpro-

grams, multipleusesare stmssedindeveloping future

land-use O@iOIIS. ‘

“ A ,
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Future Land Use M~~

- The Future Land Use Map shows tlie ind~~-

ized areas of SRS,incluc%g appropriafebuikr zones.

Thismap refIeck the agreement~~s~eholders and. .
regulators as docwiwnteii ‘k ‘tie ‘Federal Facilities

Agreement Implementation Plm.’ - ‘ “:.,.
Institutional controlr+medieshaveb~idendfxed -

, ..
in Records of Decision for a number of waste sites

where Atructure is’n’ded to SG a site for fu-

ture safety and”health protection of “=ployees”or the

public. lhi.rnples of such sites are the F- and D-ha

Isolated .J#azardous Materials Units, Silverton Road. “
,,...

WroteSit6and the Old F-AreaSeepageBasin.Some of

these sitg”-fall inio the ~t in-a~tial zon~ and

. some do no~ Where these sites octi outside of exM-

ing indusbal. &eas, the reasombly antiapated future

use of the lad i consid6ikd’fi ~~g cl~u-pdti- ‘ ‘:”“ ‘‘ ‘

sions. Consistent with stakeholder input, residen~

use of any part of SRSis not intendixl nor antiapat~.
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= Adm~nls;atlve Facilities

= Heavy industrial (Non-Nuclear) “

~ Heavy Industrial (Nuclear) “

_ Current Industrial (with Buffer)

~ Roads ‘

# Railroads

= Water Bodies

m GroundwaterPlumeq

f

Show gr&mdwtsr corrWnlnaUon●ndcurNnt[ndustdal~
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“’’’I’Mcrkeria:for’ analyizi.ng fuk we’ optio~

were designed to-’enstire that the chosen option

would be flexible enough to accommodate current

and fit-we missionneeds while protecting the envi-

ronment and the safety ~dhealth ofemployees and

the public, Bysele&ing the Integral”SiteModel and

the zoned planning concept detailed in Section 6,

the Sav+ kiver Site (SRS)met th~e criteria and

has also e~tied tit’ ~ future use-policy and

guidehes’-set forth in the Future ~d Use plan-

ning section of this plan are an integral part of the

planning process and future Iand use decisions (e.g.,,

co~lde”ring the full range of worker, public, and

.~bnmbtid risk5,benkk, aqd.costiensuring site

. @isio& tieive priority”over other us&;. facilitat-

ing ‘k;rnp~tipl~ Fe concepfi ‘hndprotecting and
.’”.L:l-’. “ .

ma.x@ng natural resources &th biodiversity as a
p*go~): “

%“meof the keyklernents of the mferencedpoli-

aes imd ~~ek~ wfich’ h model satisfy are

listed ti”fo~~s
. .

; ● ‘Resid@@ use ~ not be allowed.
,-.. -Jfr,-.-, ,. ,’

● Federal o’~ership of the site will con~ue. ‘;.,
● Tlie hd ~’ be available for m~tiple,use.

“. fie~slie boundaries wiIl &win clanged. :... .:-,
● Cleag~upof thesik will ~ supported.,;. !
o Resds~t-aiidk WI be protec&d.

.,”

‘Ir+ctingfuture use options for analysis, SRS

~d ~veral years of input from external and i&r-

nals~eholders,site management, ~d Department

of Energy (DOE) Headquarters to identify viable

akernatives for the site’s future. After public meet-

ings, workshops, co&wkation’with state and fed-

eral agenaes, and development of policy guidance,

it was decided ht four basic future use models

would be ewduated Consolidated Core, Residen-

tial, Disaggregate, and Integral Site. Each of these

modeIs is discussed on the pages that follow.

la
,“ .

analysis I ‘
of future

use options

I consolidated core

fitwe.gse model

Ii!!!!In this mods SM’wo~dshrinkto theminirnum

sizenecessary to isolate“tiecontamiimtedwaste km .

,tie rest of the site while protecting the public and

the environment The .pmants of the site would be

housed in the ~fricted core area until technologies

are developed to make hazardoqs constituent safe.

Starting with facilities closest to the site perimeter,

buildings would be decont&ni@ed, decommis-

sioned and demolished, and land would be restored

and transferred to the General !%vices Administra-

tion, which would transfer it to private-ownership. .

This mod61assumes no future mission for the

site and assumes the-sitewill shrink in size as areas

are remediated ad returned to private ownership.

Land turned over to the general public could pre-

sumably be used for any purpose. Future l~d uses

would be adtised in two categories- former SRS

l~ds returned to the public and lands retained as

part of SRS.Advantages of the consolidated core

model include a reduction in DOE’sland manage-

ment responsibilities, in- use of SRSland by

the general public, a cleaner environment, less risk

to neighboring areas once clean up was accom-

.
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plished, and reduced operational cosk after consoli-

dation of site operations to a central core area. ‘

The disadvantages of ~ model are significant,

however. It is urdildy that technology or fundmgwill

be av~ble to clean up by ams to levels adequate

for unrestricted public access.Remaining waste man-

agement facilities, such as the Consolidated Incinera-

tor Facili~, are likely to require significant protective

buffers that would mkimize the.amount of land (hat. .
could be returned-to surrounding communities. with-

out future missions at SRS,thousands of cunent em-

ployeeswould lose their jobswhenclean-up was com-

pleted. ~ilityfor future health effectsmsultingfrom

“ exposure to SRSlands would continue to reside with

DOE, rquiring that any lands returned to the public

be cleiined to residential’standards - a considerable

burden for the U.S. taxpayer.The land value based on

in-lieu~of-tax pafients cn&mntlymade by DOE to

South C&%lixiaversus the @r acrk value of the land

after it is clean probably would decrease and lilcely

would”~dversely impa~t local economies. WIthoutaii

~~s~ desire by the general pubfic to acquire SI/S

land; W scao adds ‘noapp~able value.
.,, -,, -..<.

“ !
;fti>idf%titil ‘

jil’bre use model
... y&..
.31@*odi assumes no federai.. mission for SRS

. . and also ~urnes that the site would be cleaned up to

Compreh~lveEnvi.ronmentalResponse, Compensa-

tion and Liability Act (CERCLA)standards for resi-

dential use. Restoration would include s~face water,

groundwateq and soils, and the land would be trans-

ferred to the C%neralServicesAdministrationfortrans-

fer to private ownership. Asignificant increasein bud-

getary allocation from Congress would be requked to

cleanup SMtomwtk@~mMPmtionAga~

guidelines for return of land to the public for residen-

tial purposes.

.

The resider+?l scenario callsfor all ofSRS,except

for existing waste units yithclean-up deci&oWqnder

CERCLAor R~ that preclude tiidential tie, to be

returned for private use assingle-familyor multi-fam-

ily dwellings.@cia&dwith~idential development

would be shopping areas, small businesses, commu-

nity areas, ~d sch601s.Other possibIe uses of lands

classifiedas “residential” could include farrnin&hunt-

ing, and development as relational areas.Theseuses

could be accommodated on the 310squaremiles ofSRS

land, with va@ousareas possibly zoned for different

uses. ,.,
Return of SRSto”msidentialus~would force DOE

to cleanup the site to levels required by CERCLA for

residential p~oses, resulting in enormous costs and -
-,.

a considerable time copmitmen~ Nthough tsansfer of

SRS to privateconkol ~btelywo~d~ DOE,fro,m

Iand -gement r&.possibilities in this region, ~E

coi.dd remain r&ponsible indefinitely for any adverse

ptilic health or en~onmen~ effects that resulted

from pmvioh site operations. ‘Closure of SRS would

result insignificant loss of employment in,tie region,

which would have deken~;.~pacts on the regional

economy that co’~d rtot-be supplanted by ~t@g in-

ikstries.”Additio~~ re~ of SRS lank to private,,
octipationwoulds~ously tlyatenthe h~aordinary

biological diversity of ~e site. WMtpnva~e owners~p

of SRS lands, federal control, pro~on, and managem-

ent of a great diversity of natural and cultural re-

sources wotddbe lost Residential development of SRS

lands would negatively impact aquaticand terrestri”d

resources used by federally protected plant and ani-

mal Speci=”(e.g.,smoothpurple coneflower,bald eagle,

red-cockaded woodpecker wood stork, shortnose stur-

geon). Inadditiow other species’that are potential can-

didates for federal or state listing as “threatened” “or

“endangered” would be in jeopardy. Also, SRSis a ma-

jor center of ecological research, and the site of some

of the Iongest-rumin g ecolo~cal studies in the world;

these invaluable research areas would be destroyed by

5-2
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residen~ deveIopmenL ‘ .

Current waste remediation technology does not

permit cost effectiveclean-up of the SRSto residential

standards. Many waterways on the site are contami-

nated at low levels wifh various contaminant, and it

probably is not fekible w~ti,curr@ technology. to

remediate these areas to standards acceptable for resi-

dential development.

Transferof SRSlands to private ownership would

leave no ,means to mapture 4S years of federal im-

provements, in@xI.ing $4 Won per year in timber

revenues. Residential development also would nega-

tively impact cultural and archeological resouices on

SRSlands. Return of SRS Iands.to the public for resi-

dential development would require that ext~ive ar-

‘cheologicalsurveysbe conducted, whichwouldprob-

ably require seveqd years and significant budget a.Uo-

cations to accomplish. Fir@y, public meetings and

stakeholderrycohunenc@tionshave indicated that res-

identialuses should be prohibited at SRS. . .

.,

.!
dis~ggegate ~~~ .

ji~ture use model ~ ‘“
‘lA. .“f)”.; .. if-, .’.’!,.,,’ ,’”J-

Thismodel assumes that lands not within the site

COEor along contaminated str&.m corridors would be

available for transfer to public uses. ‘lhe ass~d goal

is a redu~on in DOE holdings by about on~third to

one-ludf.Conditions fortramferwouldneed to address

whether or not the arqs am b of contamination and

how sensitive site f~tures would be protected. The

Disaggregate Model would maintaina ctitralsite core

to support SRS missions and retain known areas of

major contamination for control by DOE. Radiating

from the corewould be “tentacles” of land that would

be ma.iritainedby DOE~th restrictions on future use.

The “tentacles” would generally follow site streams

known to be contaminated. Site lands outside the core

area and “tentides” would potentiallybe available for

transfer to the GeneralServicesAdministrationor other

feded agencies.Ultimately. some or alI o~the lands

could becomeavailableto the public msukingin a wide .
range of future uses.

The basic advantage of this model is that it allows

for the centi’tion, concentration, and confinement

of the site’s m.ision-related activities to a core area. It

would dSO retain land seas that could be potentially

required during the reconfiguxationand consolidation

of the DOENuclear Weapons Complex. Implementa-

tion of this model would result in decremed security

pakol of the Savannah River swamp, would allow

public use of mtural resources wi~out access to com

or contaminated drainage areas, and would reduce the

cost of infrastructure maintenance.

However, this model also presents many ch-al- “

Ienges.Property would ne&i to be carefullycharacter-

*prior to transfer to ensure waste sites are not ac- “

cessiblebythepubli~ kues ofpublichealthandsafety

could become costly and time consuming. Becauseof

the con.tigurationof tenpcles-related to this model,site

security could be more troublesome, and buffers to the

publ!c would be reduced. Site boundary dose calcula-

tions would need ‘kevisiowand monitoring stations

would require relocation.~ansion or realignment of

thesi~missionmaybecome moie difficult due to en-

croachment of public uses on the site boundary As a

final, important impact, a significant portion of SRS .

would no longer be designated as a National Environ-

mental ResearchPark (NEW). SRS~ the first, ~est,

and most active I@RP. The biodiversity of the site

could decrease, aqd important reseamhareas between.

site property would likely be degraded by public ac-

cess. Specific research study sites and equipment

would be impacted. The level of contaminant moni-

toiingfor game specieswould need to increasebecause

of reduction in the site buff=

.
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“1
@{egral site

.@we &e modej”

Of*e four scenarios evaluated, the Integral Site

Mods is the one with.the most desired outcome,based

on stakeholder acceptance, monetary considerations,

environmental compatibility, and local and national

nee@. (The next section of this plan discusses the

impkgwntation of @s Future Use ModeI in ~eater

detaii.) Siteboundaries would remain intact, and land

use wod.d not change signi&antIy.,This scenario al-

lows for the accommodation of new-missions. The “

amo~t of environmental cleanup would depend on

the intended futwe use, ,but potential new missions

. that complernentexisiingsite ~,areless I@lyto alter

the existing land use and are also less Iikely to requirq

extensive, cleanup. Land uses that require extensive

public accesswould not be compatible with this sce

nario.

.Thismodel i.miudes the following assumptions .

Env@g~@ forestry wildlife, and arch-

Iogical.activitieswiIl continue concurrently

with th~p~uit of the SRSoperational .

m@sions. ;i... ... . :, :-.

Technology development and.transfw”@l’

expand as the barriers between federal, st@e,

and local governments and private indu@ry,,

are eliminated.

Surplus facilitieswill systematically transition

from production to minimum maintenance

facilities and eventwdly be either decontarni-.
mted and dismantled or identified for

alternative missions. ,

Residential uses will not be permitted in any

area of the site.

DOEfunding will support limited “kansi-

tiom’;and risk assessment will be critical to

prioritizing facilities for restoration. Decon-

tamination and decommissioning of process-

contaminated facilitieswill be focused,on ,

those of hi’@rislc ‘“”‘-:’ “”‘“” ~““’”.”

SRSwill be the preferred site for new ~sions.

TechnicaI~e~e wiIl be retained. .

Site infras~cture, security ~d other institu-

tioxialcontrols will be main~ed.

There will be continued political support for

sRsactivities.
.-. ,

.,. ..

Advantages of this model include::”:

QFlexibility forplanned tid future missions.

. Retention of iitaximum buffer (tiety) zones

between existing and future SRSoperations

and the public. ,.

● Opportunitii for forest resoue utilization -

and facilitiesbecause the large contiguo~ site

.ama is rihi.ntained..
:.,.-. i

● Cost-effective-xwiwdkddecisio”hsbased on

-msomble anticipated future use.

● “Maximumpwservation of historic, prehistoric
.

and archeological rcisotices, ‘idlowingcontin-

ued cukural research.

. Reduction in potential liabili~fro.rn~private “~,

Ownershipof land.,. j, ~ ‘- ; ~,.”.,, - ,:j

● Continued resa and ‘development’~d ~:

; ptention of S@iside.iyms designated tinder fi:

the NERP progr~ wl@h,may’s!irnulate new -

●

missions.

Three si~cant en~o~~~ advantages ,,

(1)the vas~~~e ofhabitat would support

biodiversity and species enhancement projects

as well as rewarch and monitoring activities;

(2),the large abundance of wetlands in~~

the opporttiniti~ for research in the areas of

wildlife habitat, wetlands biology,and

hydrophilic vegetation; and (3)Set-Aside

_ would be retained and thus promote

habitat development, bl&ikrsity, protection

of endangwd Species, and 6XWiSOllIIWltd

researchz monitorin~ and investigation
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WWregard topotentialnewmissions, existiigsite

attributes thd may benefit future DOE or other m-

tional programs include l~e buffer zones, extensive

infrastructure, existing technologies and facilities,and

a worvorce of highly educated and skilled personnel

with a wide range of experience related to these is-

sues. With few exceptions, the existing site infrastruc-

ture complements the Integral Site Scenario, with in-

frastructuremlated to heavy industrialornuclear land

uses concentrated in the site’s center, and infrastruc-

ture supporting non-industrial activities located ap

propriately throughout the site. “ ~

l’hecurrent and futumsiteuses discussed in’’Cur-

rent Situation Wd Future Projections” ae compatible

with the Integral Use Model, as is the concept of Mul-

tiple Use discussed earlier.in this plan.

‘.
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Savannah River Site (SRS)mgenwnt deter-

mined that, of the four models pn%’entedin the p~ “
., ~.

vious section of this plan, me f.ntegral Site Model
● *

‘“

most realistically accommodat~ development dur-

.-

nnplerneritatiin
ingthenext 50years and therefore ~ the approach

1
<

to future-use pkmningo . .. . “ - ..ofintegral
Toreiterate he key advantages of this model, it

>. future zise model
.& ...,” ,.

., .-. . ,.
.. . . .

‘. .. -,.
., ,’,. ..’-.:,”. ,...’ : ,

:; . . . .. .. . . .
< . . . . . .

allows flexibility for p~ed and .futum missio~;

provides maximumb~er;~ows forresearh mtu-.. .. .. .. . ..
ral r~ource manage&kt blolo@.~ diveisity.’~d

cukurahaintex#u;andn&i@ns.o~of ~e~-j. ;

est natural ties”’expti~-”~t of me .~sissippi’ “.
.RiveE ;, ‘ ,., , . ..”’ ‘;2“

In selec~g~ mod~ and the,~pl~entation, ... ..
method di@sed~below, SRS ~agernent h% ,,:

strengthened its comrnitnient to the applk%on of:...,;;$;; ..rr. .:.,,, ....;,.;,-,.,
the future use poli,~ gqid~is-.and”p%g con-

siderations detaiIed @ Se@on4 of tl@i”~poti ,’ ~~

1
iinplementafion ‘ .: “

oft~~intega~ Site .,”~ ., - -.:
fitureuse &odel’ ,-’ ‘. “.,,, ,,.7?,. ,,, . .,. .... ,.”.,- .,. , -... . .
To implement the Integral Site ‘Fuhe, Use”

model, SRSplanners developed a zoned.planning

model specifically d~igned to address the SRSfu-

tureland-use -tames. SRSfuture land-use dk-

cisionsWiIlno$nquini’’eitherjof’ de-tions- “”

rather, SRS“M remain a i%ble site’in the future

throughsixmhhms; conix.umnt,compatibleland

use. The zoned planning concept ~ enable effec-

tive land-use decisions to be made under’these cir-

cumstances. Using this concep’t,the site is divided

into three pri.llcipd planning zon& - Industrial, k-

dus~ Support/and RestrictedPublicUse:Tomini-

mize tlie eff&t on s~unding localities, maintain

confrhlledsite accx%,andkeep thee&ablishedsafety

buffer, the ‘most intensive uses occur in the Indus-

.. ,.?. -.:. .,,. ,,.. . .,- . ... ... . . .-
. . . “-.

. . . . ..!. –. ~. .Q..

..$ .: .: , - . .. .. - ,., ; : - - .. ,-. . . >,. .: .’....’-

.,

. .

. . .. .
“Prlmuyuusuoslwwnln NdtYw

trial zone lo&%d close to the site’s center. Expand-

ing on that concept, the Industrial Support and Re-

stricted Public Use zon~ accommodate uses of dt+

creasing intensity and h located closer to the site’s

boundaries. l%h zone is restricted to “thetypes.of

~ specified for that zone, as shown in the ~

above. If conditions arise where a non-allowed use

is proposed for a zone (i.e.,a heavy industrial use is

6-1
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cess section of this plan. It should also be noted that

residen~ US:@ not be WOW+ in any of the.zones,... . . ., ‘.-*.!, . ,
and the site infrastructure, sec@ty and other institu~

,--
tional controls M be ~tained in all the zones.

l’hepbgpr”wd and the ~nedpbgcon-
.. .

cept described in this document establish direction for

site development for tie next 50 years. In cases where

a preexisting use is lo~ted within a zone in which it

wotdd b,e.considered non-co~orming, it will be...
“gnindfathered” and will continue through the life of

. ~.;,,-.{...... - . ..C.

its rnissiom When it5 mission is complete, all future.,. .
“usesfor the area must be conforming. ~

As new facilitiesadmissions are considered, the

gener+ location will be determined according to the

established zones and the allowable uses within that

particular zone.

Each of the zones are described on the folIowing

pages. Specific locations withig a zone for proposed

activities would be,deteimined through the planning

process as well. The plapging considerations in Sec-..
tion4”ofthis pkmwillbe ked in determiningg the suit-
ability of any particular site for a proposed use.
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Land Use Zones* ‘

m hdustrfal

= Industrial Support ‘

m Restricted Public Use

Reference Points

~ CumentlyDeveIoped Areas

- Water Bodies -

N Streams

N Roads ~

“%ke zones are aiabllshed to guide future site

development and will not lndude reddential use
under any chcumstances.

—-’---l. . .
A-- “- “ ‘- ~-: AL
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zone one: industrial
Prinapal activities and facilities in this zone ~-

cIude operations which may pose tither a potentially

significant nuclear or non-nuclear hazard to employ-

ees or the general publi~ Included am facilities that

and quantity that a potent@I+ignificantnuclear haz-
;. .<,:.r?.:.y........ t--! ,. . ~.-

ard exists to ernploy@or tie generalpu61ic”Included--- . ... ., ~.
are facilitiesthat (l)p~duce,~b, store and/or dis-

,.

pose of radioactive liquid ~or%~lid”wi%te,fissionable., .-
materiaIs, or triti~ {2)~;ok;du’ktseparations opera-

leas%, nyeiving bodies for li@d effluents, nok;”~%~

vibrationabatement, and odor and smoke dispersal)

geotechnical s~~bility; low water @ble (to protect

against releases);and available land for waste storage.

As a general policy,undated activities should be 100

meters from the facility fence ~r unfenced facility-re-

lated operatio~. Becauseof the requirement for buffer

zones and p~xirnity to infrastructure, most industrial

facilitieswilI be located at the centii of the site.

Indushial-Heavy Nucleac This use has the same

criteria as heavy industrial but also includes operations

in which radioactive miterials are used in such forms

erwise become located. Waste f@lities do not include. . .
any comumer prociuct in consumer use.,’”-.;’ -L .,

. .
mne two: industrial ’support

.,,.,
The major activities in M zone would be much

less impactive than those in the Industrial i%ne. It is

important to note that in (l-iii zone, as with @l zones,

specific development sites will be selected following

the planning process described in the Introduction to

this plan. This process @corpoAtes tie future use poli-

aes and considerations detailed in Section 4, such as

utilizing developed sites rather than undeveloped sites

.
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whenever possible, and @xuwing protection of eco-

logically sensitive areas such as S@-Asidesand sup-

porting threatened and endangeredspecies. Abriefde

scription of primary allowable activities in this zone

follows.

Administrative; Most activities in this area are

related to support or service, either in general or spe-

cific function. They do not generate constant, large

volumes of traffic,noise, or othei harmfuI effects.Ad-

ministrative areasserveas bufferand transitionalzones

between intensely developed and less dev~oped ar-

eas. At SRS, the two major administrative categories

are office parks (large track of Iand that have been

pIanned, developed, and operated as-integrated facili-

ties for a number of separate officebuildings and sup-

porting an- uses with special attention given to

circulation, parking utility needs and compatibility);

andiaboratories (abuikling or group ofbuildings com-

prising facilities for scientific reseaxh, investigation<

testin~ or experimentation, but not facilities for the

manufacture of products, except as inadentaI to the

main purpose~f the laboratory).

Research and Development Researchand Devel-

“~pment areas are important for the acquisition and

communication of knowledge of ecologicaland envi-.

ronmental processes “andpMaples considered usefuI

in de-g site program options and.future decisions.

Other reseamh c~ters around the overall objectives

of regulatory compliance support activities, monitor-

ing programs for detection of environmental impact,

baseline sumeys forsitecharacterizatiow measurement

and modeling of transport processes, emergency re-

sponse to unplanned effluent releases to the environ-

ment, and the development of ~ormation, tools, and

techniques for environmental ass&sment, protection,

and remediation.

Technology Development Thesesites me used for

field evaluation of innovative technologies in support

of site missions and needs of the DOE Complex.

,. .-,. ‘...’ -., ,.

Resoume %ctiom A ~tegory iicludes the- :,

utilization, development, and conservation of all min- ..,
eralsaqd exploration edractiow.processin& and @s-

pos.d of materials such as cla~ sand, graveI, and.rock. ‘

Storage ~d Warehousin& ~ designation in-

cludes resorted storage and warehouse activities, in-

cluding motor po~~ and vehicle maintenance activi-
,’,,

ties.

Natural Resourc~ <Management ...-
. F%hand Wildlz~eI&sources.ks wlkre

:. .<.
@nagement of animal populations takes

pki~ ~ugh the establishment, utilization,

bd maintenance of habitat or species en-

~cement proje@r&earch and monitoring

activities,or @u@ tal@g (pursuin~
. .

htu@& ~hin~,ti-ppip~ orin any manner . ‘-

,iis~bin~ ca~@~ killkI~ or attempting to ~,
,;.

~e,,~and game).’”

● FOWWResources..The utilizatio~ development. .. .
and conservation-ofall forest resowus, ..

,. .,
in@l.ing reforestation’foregtmanagegwnt, .,
ha.&St,@Ce@il&and diSPO& of timber.

!.,,

<,:~,,~o included am a+-~ties prov@ing foq,~e. . .*. .,.> . .
ptit~on :ffor+xi.lancl from Wand otJIqr -“~,... ,,

: , destructive a&nts:’” ‘ , “,.
● Corzsq@q &qs.-EnvironmentalIy sensitive “. .

,. and vaI@le.la@ protected from any activity, -

, ,,:ihatwoqld5i@fiqantly alter their ecological.-
integri~, b~~, or.charac@ except in cases

of overriding public interest These areas can .,
include classes of.plants and animak pro-

tected by the Endangered SpeciesAct These

are classes of plants or animals that are

“designated by the Secretariesof Interior or

Commerce as being in danger of extinction

throughout all or a significant part of ik

range.
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zone three: restricted public use
R@tictd PubEc’m&”kdudekose~t’ti~d~ “ ‘ - “ “

termined to be safe to the public for Iiinited activities.
.’ .,

While stilI required as part of the safety and security .

buffer syste@ these a.masare not pnxently iequired

for operations, or waste disposal. The follotig is a

brief description of primary allowable usti for th.k

zone.
;:

Recreation: Currently most onsite recreation ~“”

in the form of hu.hti-~ aIthough &i%it r~atiohal

additions include’”wellnksifacilitks su~as -g

tracks and waking”trails. Now that&e”worlifocus is

changing~~d pbnt operations are downsizing site ‘

Offkkb are studying curreitt hunting pbticit% tO as- -

certain what the futie role of h~tirig sho~d be at
. .

SRS. Specificrecommendations for hunting programs ‘“
%,.,,

. include exptilon of thoSe”a&%dyh“pki~ ‘%d”initia- ‘‘ ‘ - ‘

tion ofhunting programs for turkey waterfowl, quail,

and other small game. Several‘largetiac& in the Re-

stricted Public Use Zone maybe s~~blefor’other low

impact, controlled, outdoor public ‘ac-tititiessuch as

hikin~bird wat~~ ciirnp~~ho&eba/fi~& and

bicycling. - ‘.’ “ ““ “-” ‘~

pubfic Educatioru (X&i-it $du’~tiori.hl’%d+ities

include Scout ‘Tampor&@”&_tdnu&&o~$o’k for

offsite groups. The site is now in %iuth tio~s

“Heritage Corridor: and various oisite ad offsite

groups areexploring differeht optioiik’foiSRSptia-

pation in this progrtim, usinjg liihd in the R&icted

Public Use Zone.

<., ,

..

.: , ., , . ?< -.. . . ,.

....,-’,-, < . ,--
. .

- ,,

;. .,,,! ~ l:.

,:, - ., .!’ .,,. ,-:, .:., ./ ..:- .

,-
-,

.“:,
.

.
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The Savannah River Site (SRS)Fuhue UseJ%n

has presented a logical planning process designed

to enstue that effectivefuture-we decisionsaremade

overthenext 50years.

Sections 1 and 2 set the stage by describing the

site and ik region of influence. Section 3 outlined

the site’s current situation and summmized future

mission and program requirements. The SRS”futun+

use pokies, assumptions, and pla.nnkg consider-

ations we~ detailed in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6

addressed the analysis of four future-land use op-

tions and described how SRS will implement the

Integral Site Model using the zoned planning con- .

cept.

Tobe succ~sful,’fu~use planning must incor-

porate safety, health, and enviro~ental consider-

ations; ensure that current and future mission and

prugram requirements are me~ and include stake-

holder inpu~ Wet@nk this Future Use Planhas met ‘

those challenging criteria.By using the logical ~ro-

cess and the zoned planning concept described in

thisplw site managementn;whas the tools to reach

its goals into the next century. The planning process

and zoned planning concept ensure that site poli-

ciesare implemented, and all appropriate criteriaare

considered, yets~ allow SRSto remain flexibleand

.<

I
.

I
I

.IM
1

conclusion

responsive to our mtion’s changing requirements.

This systematic yet flexibleprocess will help ensur~
. .

that unique attributes of SRS— size, tech.ni~ ex-
:,

pertise, core competenaes, National Environmental

Research Park designation, and infrastructure — ,,

continue to benefit the Department of Energy Com-

plex and the best intewsts of the nation. Effective ..

implementation of the Integral SiteModel, using the !,..

zoned planning concept, will ensure that SRS re- ,.
:

mainsa vital site in the futu& through concurrent,

compatible land use, appropriate resourceallocation.

and a continuing focus on the safety,health, and pro-.

tection of workers, the public and the environment.

Foraaiiifionalwpies of this plan,contactCharles

Borupby telephoning(803)725-1579or by e:mail

af charles.boru@krs.gov.
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ATTA

CERCLA

cm.
CSRA

DNFSB

DOE

DOE-HQ

tiE-SR

DWPF

EIS

EPA

ER

FFA

FY

HEu

HLw

MI’

MOX

NERP

RBOF ‘

RCRA

SCDHEC

SFI’SF

SNF

SREL

SRI

‘SRS
SRTC

AcceleratorProductionofTritiurn .

AdvancedTacticaITrainingArea

ComprehensiveEnvironmentalResponse,

Compensation,and LiabilityAct

ConsolidatedhwinerationFacility

CentralSavannahRiverArea

Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board

U.S.Department of Energy

U.S. Department of~er~-Headquarters

U.S. Depar&nent of Energy- ~ .

Savannah River Operations Office

Defense Waste Processing FaciIity

Env&nmental Jmpact Statement

Environmental Protection Agency

Environmental Restoration

Effluent Treatment Facility

Federal Facility Agreement

fiscal year

highIy enriched Urqnium

High )kVei Waste

metric toti

‘inked oxide

National Environmental

Research Park

Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel

Resource Conservation &d Recovery Act

South Crinoline Department of Health

and Environmental Control

Spent Fuel lleatment and Storage Facility

spent nuclear fuel

Savannah River Ecology Laboratory

Savannah River Natwal Resource

Managementand”ResearchIrktitute

Savannah River Site

Savannah River Technology Center

.

.

., .

acronyms

,,,

TEF

T&E

TRU

WIPP

WSRC

Tntium Extraction Facility

threatened wd endangered .

Name (not an acronym) of the SRTC

prototype and mockup facilities.

Trarisuranic

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

Westinghouse Savannah River Company “

“,
,.,

. .


